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PREFACE

PRODUCTION
grinding is widely practised to meet the

demand for cutting and finishing repetition machine parts in

'large multiples. In the automobile, motor truck, agricul-

tural and similar industries, production grinding has increased

output and has effected economies never before attained by
other machining methods. Large production and precision are

not generally associated as being practically obtainable, but the

cutting of metals by grinding makes this possible. The opera-

tions illustrated and discussed in this work represent the high-

est development of production and precision grinding practice.

Every method presented has been subjected to the test of suc-

cessful commercial manufacture involving big output accurately

produced at proportionately low costs. A large part of the

data contained herein originally was published in Abrasive In-

dustry, but in its classification for the purpose of this text-

book a careful selection of methods was made to insure the

inclusion of every phase of production grinding. As a refer-

ence work for abrasive and grinding engineers, grinding room
foremen and operators it will serve as a standard of the best

latter-day practice. It points out how many classes of work
can be ground advantageously and it will prove of great value

in determining efficient production methods in specific instances.
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PRODUCTION GRINDING

I

GRINDING MARMON AUTOMOBILE PARTS

WHILE
quantity production of high-grade auto-

mobiles has been a specialty of the Nordyke &
Marmon Co., Indiaiiap_olis, for many years, methods

of production have been revolutionized as a result of ex-

perience gained by building two types of aircraft engines

during the war, fhe Hall-Scott and Liberty. As soon as

contracts were awarded for these engines, the company
built and equipped a modern 1-story brick and cement

fireproof structure 800 x 635 feet, equipped it with modern
machine tools and started to 'manufacture aircraft engines
on a large scale. Those who are not familiar with the de-

gree of accuracy insisted upon in engines of this 'type do

not realize the enormous difficulties encountered in build-

ing these units on a quantity basis.

Many lessons were learned, sometimes through costly

experiment, to be sure, but the motors were built and some

of them were in service over the battlefields of France.

Where accuracy is desired, the grinding wheel plays the

important part. Almfost innumerable time studies at this

plant have proved beyond doubt that grinding processes
in the manufacture of automobile parts is not only the 'most

accurate method to use in producing parts in quantities,

but at the same time it is the most economical. Accuracy
of fit in automobile construction has been a characteristic

of hand-made foreign cars, tool-room built engines and

racing cars, but it is only within recent years that auto-

mobiles have been built on a production basis that are

equal in accuracy of fit to these hand made products.

The object of this chapter is to describe briefly some

of the more important grinding operations at the Marmon

plant.
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As stated previously, this factory is housed in a 1-

story structure. This eliminates trucking from one floor

to another and at the same time insures adequate lighting

facilities. The shop is divided into different departments,

or jobs, each department being devoted to the manufacture

Fig. 1 Sizing a Main Bearing

of one unit only. Each department has all the machine

tools and other equipment necessary to finish the unit to

which it is devoted. Thus there is no grinding job, milling

job, drilling job, etc., in fact grinding machines are scat-

tered all over the shop, being located in the different de-

partments wherever they are needed. This necessitates the

installation of a large number of machine tools, but it results

in increased efficiency as trucking from one department
to another is reduced. Machines are so installed in each

department that the work progresses in as nearly a straight

line as possible.

Some of the more important grinding operations now
will be considered. The main bearings are fitted without

the use of liners. The object of this practice is to present

an unbroken surface for bearing and lubrication. The bear-

ings are bearing metal cast in place in a cast iron shell.

The shells are roughed-out on the turret lathe and then lined

with bearing metal. The next operation is to cut them

nearly in two so as to form two halves. The cut is made
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off center so that a full half bearing results. The other

half is discarded. Before separating the bearing, however,

the outside is carefully ground to the desired diameter to

fit the crank case, as shown in Fig. 1. As it is not prac-

ticable to force the comparatively soft bearing metal on a

tapered arbor for grinding, a special arbor is employed.

This arbor is provided with collars that grip the cast iron

liner at the sides. This is an important grinding operation

as the contour thus formed is used as a locating point in

a subsequent operation. The bearing shown in Fig. 1 is

Fig. 2 Cams are Ground Accurately

the main center bearing. Its housing is provided with

flanges, the insides of which are finished in the grinding

operation. The other two main bearings do not have

flanges. Thus the grinding of these parts is a simple oper-

ation. In grinding these parts, they are held to extremely

close limits as the surface thus formed must fit the accu-

rately bored seats in the crank case. The wheel used for

this operation is crystolon, 24, combination grit, K grade,

operated at normal speed.

After grinding, the bearing is cut apart and the flat sur-

face for the joint on the section that is to form half a main

bearing is carefully scraped to a bearing. This scraping

brings about two important results. First, it assures an

oil-proof joint and again it forms a surface from which the

operator tests the top of the bearings to make sure that
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the joint is to be just midway between the circle repre-

senting ^rhe outside of the cast iron bearing shell. The bear-

ing is tested for accuracy under a dial test indicator, read-

ing to 0.0001-inch, and the limit of tolerance on the half

bearings is 0.0001-ihch. Extreme accuracy is necessary for

it must be borne in mind that the object is to make two

separate halves of a circular piece that will form a true cir-

cle when -assembled. Any mechanic will appreciate the

difficulties encountered in working on two separate halves

that must assemble into a perfect part. Were it not for

the fact that the grinding machine is used to form the out-

side contour, such extreme accuracy would not be possible.

By grinding these units, however, production costs are re-

duced to a minimum.

After the joints are scraped and the piece carefully

tested to make sure that it is exactly one-half circle, the

pieces are finished on the inside, by flycutting in the lathe.

This is another operation where the ground surface is relied

upon to insure accurate results. TrTe operator exercises

due care to see that the ground surface fits the fixture ex-

actly. Otherwise the finished surface on the bearing metal

would not concentric with the outside ground surface.

The cam shaft is a 1 -piece forging with a 1^-inch
diameter between the cams and .is 'located on three main

bearings. The cams are of the hollow ground type so that

in operation they act -On the principle of uniform accelera-

tion. The main bearings are roughed-out on the lathe

after which they are ground to a predetermined size to fit

the backrests on : the cam grinding machine.
'

Next, the

cams are roughed-out. This work is done while the cams

are soft and a comparatively large amount of stock is re-

moved. The cam contours are ground from the rough forg-

ing, a coarse, hard wheel, namely, alundum 24 straight grit,

R grade, being used. This grade may appear comparatively
hard to use on a cylindrical grinding machine, but a hard

wheel is necessary as much stock is removed. A soft wheel

would not stand up to the work.

The cam shafts are next heat-treated. The first finish
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grinding operation is to grind' the journals. This is an

ordinary grinding operation performed on a Norton plain

grinding machine. The bearings must be ground to close

limits, however, as they are used both for locating the

shaft for finish grinding the cams and for revolving the

unit after it is assembled in the engine. The wheel used

for the work is alundum, 46 grit, K grade.

Final grinding operations on the cam shaft consist of

accurately finishing the cam contours. A Norton cam

grinding attachment on a Norton plain grinding machine

is used for this work, as shown in Fig. 2. Extreme care is

exercised in this operation, due to the fact that as the

grinding wheel, is -redujced in diameter, the contour gener-
ated from a given leader changes. To overcome this dif-

ficulty, a number of master cams are provided which are

generated from different size master curves that? represent

varying wheel diameters. Thus the operator may start

with a wheel six inches in diameter using the set of leaders

to correspond to this diameter wheel. "As soon as the

wheel is worn away ^-inch, a new set of master cams for

a 5J/2 -inch wheel is put in place. By this means the finished

cam contours are kept within close limits.

The valve rocker, being a hardened unit, involves several

interesting grinding operations. The first consists of grind-

ing out the hole in which a composition bushing is fitted.

This work is done on a Heald internal grinder, shown in

Fig. 3. The rocker is located for internal grinding by a

plug that fits both the hole to be ground and a locating

disk in the headstock spindle. By this means, the work can

be located within close limits. As Fig. 3 shows, the work
is located on a fixture that in turn fits the headstock spindle
face plate. After the work is located by the locating plug,

the two bolts that tighten the strap are set and the locat-

ing plug removed. In starting to grind, the operator notes

if the wheel sparks evenly around the hole. If it does

not, he raps it over a little with a piece of babbitt to bring
about the desired result. As the ground hole carries a

bushing, an extremely fine finish is not essential. The
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work is held within close limits, however, as the bushing
is a drive fit. Thus if the hole is a little large, the bushing
would be liable to work loose and, conversely, if it were

too small, the bushing could not readily be forced in place.

The grinding is done wet, the wheel used being, alundum,
3860 grit, L grade.

Several grinding operations enter into the manufacture

of valve tappets. These units are machine steel, case-hard-

ened. The object of case hardening them is to insure long

life. The first grinding operation is shown in Fig. 4.

Several drivers for locating the tappets are seen on the

guard at the end of the machine. The slotted end of the

tappet fits over a flattened stud and is held in place by a

35

Fig. 3 Special Fixture Locates the Work

pin. By this means, the pieces are readily mounted and

located for grinding. Two machines generally are used

for grinding the outside of the tappets, one machine for

roughing and the other for finishing. Two feed chutes

connect the machines so that when one operator has

roughed-out a piece he puts it in the chute where it is con-

veyed by gravity to the other machine. Chutes working
both ways are provided so that either of the machines can

be used for either operation. The wheel used for roughing
is alunduwi, 36 grit, L grade, while the finishing wheel is

24 combination grit, M grade.
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The ends of the tappets are ground as shown in Fig. 5.

Here the work is held in a special grinding fixture and fed

past the face of a cup wheel. The machine used is a Walk-
er grinder. Although this machine is equipped with an

automatic traverse feed, the work is generally fed past the

wheel by hand as this practice, on short cuts, is productive

Fig. 4 The Driver Locates the Valve Tappet

of economical results. The wheel used is alundum, 3846

grit, K grade.

Cam roll pins are made hollow as this practice permits
them to be readily located on an arbor for grinding. Sev-.

eral pins are located on an arbor at one setting, this arbor

being equipped with a solid collar at one end and an ad-

justable collar, set up with a nut, at the other end. This

method is productive of economical results as several pieces
can be ground at one setting. Roughing and finishing is

done at one operation. These pieces must be ground ac-
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curately as they locate by a drive fit. The wheel used is

alundum, 24 combination grit, L grade..

Cam rolls are machine steel, case-hardened, and are

ground all over. The first grinding operation consists of

surfacing the sides. They are roughed-out on a Pratt &

Whitney vertical surface grinder equipped with a magnetic
chuck. The chuck is loaded to its full capacity. Retaining

strips are placed all around the chuck so that the grinding
iction will not force the work out of position. The wheel

used for this operation is alundum, 3830 grit, H^, grade.

The next grinding operation consists of finish-grinding

the sides. This work is done on a Heald surface grinding

machine, shown in Fig. 6. The chuck is filled as full as

possible leaving a space in the center for the wheel to re-

Fig. 5 Grinding the End of a Valve Tappet

verse in. With a chuck of this kind, where the work speed

increases as the wheel nears the outside of the chuck, it is

not practicable to place the pieces too near the center.

The wheel used on this machine is alundum, 36 grit, J

grade.

Holes in the rolls are ground on a Capital internal

grinding machine as shown in Fig. 7. The chuck for lo-

cating the rolls screws over the shank that fits the spindle.

The front is slotted as the illustration shows and is equip-
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ped with a retaining washer which grips the roll as the

chuck is tightened. A locating plug is used in placing

the work in position, this plug being removed after the

chuck is set up. The wheel used is alundum, 3846 grit, J

grade. The outside diameter is ground on a Cincinnati

grinding machine, several rolls being located on one arbor

at a setting. As the sides are finished parallel on the Heald

grinder, and the holes ground square with the finished sides,

it is obvious that the periphery will be square with the

Fig. 6 Finishing the Sides of Cam Rollers

sides when ground by this method. The sequence of op-
erations in grinding these rolls has been carefully worked
out by means of time studies so that the grinding time is

reduced to a minimum. The wheel used for grinding the

outside of the rolls is alundum, 24 combination grit, L grade.

In making the rear drive axles, the piece is centered

and the end that carries the thread is finished first. This

work is done on the lathe. Then the axle goes to the

grinding machines where a backrest spot is ground. This

backrest spot is used to steady the shaft in subsequent

turning operations. It has been found more economical
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to grind the backrest spot from the rough stock than to

turn it. This operation is shown in Fig. 8. The operator

starts the shaft, feeds in the wheel and as the wheel starts

to cut, the steadyrest jaws are carefully brought to bear

on the ground portion. This results in a backrest spot that

runs true with the centers. Care is exercised to have all

the backrest spots the same diameter so that adjusting the

backrest jaws in the lathe for each individual piece is

eliminated. The backrest spot is ground on a Norton

machine. The wheel used is alundum, 25 combination

grit, P grade. A hard wheel is necessary in an operation

of this kind as the work is ground from rough stock.

After the shaft is turned, four grinding operations are

necessary, two straight and two taper surfaces. These are

ground on a Norton machine, the work being held between

centers, as shown in Fig. 9. The two straight diameters

are first finished on a lot of shafts after which the grinding

machine is set over to grinding the tapers. In some cases,

two grinding machines are used, one for straight portions

and the other for the tapers. The shaft is located by the

straight portions in the gear generating machine where the

slots are cut to engage with the differential gear and those

for holding the wheels in place. By locating the shaft by

these ground surfaces much deeper cuts can be taken than

Fig. 7 Grinding Holes in Cam Rollers
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Fig. 8 Grinding a Backrest Spot

would be possible if the shaft were located in the gear

generator on centers. The wheel used is alundum, 24 com-

bination grit, L grade, run at normal speed.

The nuts that hold the wheels in place on the axle are

carefully faced on the grinding machine shown in Fig. 10.

Here the nut is held on an arbor that locates it from the

thread. Then the face to be ground is brought up against

the side of the wheel, feeding by hand, resulting in a flat

surface, square with the thread. Care must be exercised

in performing this operation to make sure that the side of

the wheel is true and flat. Otherwise a flat surface on the

finished work will not result. The wheel used in this oper-
ation is 24 combination grit, K grade, alundum.

The torque tube is made of drawn steel tubing and car-

ries a flange at each end. The front nd is bolted to the

transmission case while the rear end brings up against the

differential housing. Seats for the flange are carefully
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ground to size as shown in Fig. 11. The work is located by

large center plugs that fit each end. This work is ground
from the rough. Two grinding operations are necessary,

roughing and finishing. The work is preformed on a Nor-

ton plain grinding machine equipped with an alundum

wheel in 50 grit, L grade for roughing and 24 combination

grit, K grade for finishing.

The propeller shaft is tubing with solid ends brazed

in place. This results in light construction while the tub-

ular construction imparts the necessary design to take care

of torsional strains. One end is finished square to take

the drive from the transmission while the other end is

Fig. 9 Finishing a Drive

tapered to fit the driving pinion. Straight portions are

also ground to accommodate the bearings, speedometer drive

gear, etc. The solid ends of this unit are made in the tur-

ret lathe after which they are brazed in place on the tubing.

Then the shaft is finished by grinding. The taper and flat

sections are ground on a Norton plain grinding machine

as shown in Fig. 12, the work being backrested at the point
of grinding contact. The wheel used for finishing the

straight portions in alundum, 24, combination grit, M grade,

while an alundum wheel in the same grit and K grade is

used on the taper.

Making transmissions and other gears involves a num-
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her of grinding operations. The blanks are chucked out on

the turret lathe. The first grinding consists of grinding
the outside diameter to form an accurate locating surface

for the first internal grinding operation. This may seem

like a roundabout operation, but it expedites production
as it is much easier to make all gears of a kind uniform

outside diameter by grinding than it is to attempt to hold

Fig. 10 Sides of Nuts Are Ground Accurately

them to close turning limits on the turret lathe. This is

another instance where grinding proves more economical

than turning. With outside diameters of a given size, it

is an easy operation to locate the gears for internal grind-

ing. This work is performed on a Norton grinder equip-

ped with an alundum wheel 36 grit, P grade. This is a com-

paratively hard wheel, but the work is a semifinishing op-
eration only. Next, the holes are ground on a Heald

grinder. As previously stated, the work is located from the
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Fig. 11 Grinding a Torque Tube

outside diameter. It is ground wet, water being supplied

through a pipe leading through the spindle. These holes

are kept within close limits as they are for locating in sub-

sequent operations. The wheel used is 3846 grit, K grade,

alundum.

The next step is to finish the outside diameter to the

correct size. This is done as shown in Fig. 13. It will be

noted that the work is held by an expansion bushing which

is forced over a taper arbor. In this operation the sides

are sometimes finished. The wheel shown in the illustra-

tion is recessed . on the sides for this purpose. By this

Fig. 12 Finishing a Propeller Shaft
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method, that is grinding the sides and the periphery at one

setting, both sides will be parallel with each other and

square with the bore and the periphery. This is necessary

as many of the gears are placed back to back and cut two at

a time. The wheel used for grinding the periphery and

sides is alundum, 24 combination grit, K grade. A com-

paratively soft wheel is necessary due to the fact that a

hard wheel glazes readily when used for side grinding

operations.

After heat-treating the next step is to grind the holes.

This work is accomplished, as shown in Fig. 14, on Heald

Fig. 13 Transmission Gears Are Sized Accurately on the Grinder

internal grinders. The gears are located by pitch line

control. That is, several hardened and ground pins are

used. These pins are of the correct size to bring the line

of contact between the pin and gear teeth exactly on the

gear pitch line. The chuck used is of the drawn-in type.
This grinding is done wet, water being supplied through
the headstock spindle. The wheel used is alundum 3860

grit, L grade.
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Fig. 14 Gear Located for Grinding

Marmon cylinders are cast en bloc. They are bored

in specially designed upright boring machines to with-

in 1/64-inch of finished size and then ground on a

Heald cylinder grinder as shown in Fig. 15. In this oper-

ation, .:the cylinder block is located on an angle-iron fixture,

using the surface that locates on the crank case. As sev-

eral of these grinders are in daily use, and since the fix-

tures remain in place permanently, accurate results are

assured. After the fixture is in place it is tested to make

mt^:

m **J) i
^<*dir

Fig. 15 Grinding a Cylinder Block
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sure that the face of the angle iron that locates the cylin-

der is square both ways with the grinding machine spindle.

The work is cooled by water circulating through the

jacket, while abrasive dust is carried away by an exhaust

pipe carrying an elbow that fits the end of the cylinder

bore. The wheel used for this operation is carborundum,

40 grit, T-grade, run at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per
minute. In the roughing operation, a comparatively wide

feed is used, approximately ^-inch for each planetary revol-

ution of the spindle. For finishing, the feed is finer, about

one-half of that used for the roughing operation. Care

must be exercised in this operation to avoid taking too deep
a cut and to guard against the glazing of the wheel as the

cylinder may be sprung easily from overheating. Those

familiar with grinding wheel grades realize that a carbor-

undum wheel in T-grade is quite soft, and gives excellent

results on this work.

One bore is finished at a time, the fixture being set

longitudinally through the medium of the platen traverse

screw in conjunction with gauge stops. Thus, after one

bore is located and ground, the operator moves the platen

for the next one, and so on. As all three bores are finished

at one setting of the work, it is obvious that they will be

parallel and square with each other. This is of the ut-

most importance as it saves time in assembling and assures

an engine that will run for a long period without evidence

of piston slap. Piston slap readily develops in engines in which

the cylinders are out of alignment.

The piston is made in two pieces an aluminum head

and a cast iron skirt. The aluminum head is comparatively

light, thus reducing the weight of moving parts, while the

cast iron skirt, together with the cast iron rings take the

wear. The head is not ground. The skirt is roughed out

all over and finished on the inside on the turret lathe. The
outside is accurately ground to size, as shown in Fig. 16.

Here it is mounted on a Norton plain grinder on a special

arbor that fits the bore while one end of the arbor is mach-

ined to fit the driver seen in place on the grinder headstock.
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This feature permits of the rapid placing and removal of

the work as it is unnecessary to place a dog in position

and remove it every time a piece is ground. Approximately

1/64-inch is allowed for grinding. In roughing the depth of

cut is approximately 0.003-inch while the traverse feed is

about lJ/2 inches for each revolution of the work. The fin-

ishing cut is light, seldom more than 0.0005-inch, while the

traverse feed also is reduced. Both rough and finish grind-

ing operations are accomplished at one sitting, as this

practice obviates the resetting of the work. Also, the fact

that the roughing cut is comparatively heavy tends to keep
the wheel true. This wheel is crystolon, 36 grit, K grade.

Fig. 16 Sizing a Piston Skirt

The tubular design of the piston pin, or wrist pin as

it is sometimes called, accomplishes two purposes. It im-

parts lightness where this property is most desired and it

furnishes a ready means for locating the work in the grind-

ing machine for finishing. There are three grinding oper-
ations on this unit, after it is hardened. The first consists

of removing the scale from the inside. This is of more

importance than might be surmised, because if the scale

were not removed it might work loose and get into the

lubricating system. In this operation, the piece is held in

the readstock chuck on a Heald internal grinder. The
wheel used is alundum, 46 grit, L grade. As the sole ob-

ject of this operation is to remove scale, no attention is

paid to finish.
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The next operation is to grind a 60-degree center at

each end. This work is done on a Heald internal grinder,

as shown in Fig. 17. Here the head is set over 30 degrees
and the wheel carriage is fed in and out by hand until the

center is trued. The wheel used is alundum, 46 grit, K
grade. A Cincinnati plain grinder is used for grinding
the outside diameter. The work is held on an arbor be-

tween two taper end collars that bear against the ground
centers. The wheel used for this operation is alundum,
46 combination grit, K grade.

The connecting rods are drop forged steel, finished

all over and heat-treated. The manufacture of these units

7 Centers Are Ground

involves a number of interesting grinding operations. The

cap and rod are fitted together without liners which necessi-

tates accurate grinding of the surfaces that come in con-

tact when the unit is assembled. When delivered for the

first grinding operation, the pieces contain two rough-bored

holes. The first grinding operation is to rough-grind the

large hole as this is used for a locating point while drilling

for the bolts. This operation is done on a Heald internal

grinder. The work is held on a special fixture which is

counterbalanced. The wheel is 4846 grit, K grade, alundum.

The piece is then heat-treated and profiled all over.

Then the small hole is finish-ground. This work is accom-
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plished by the same methods pursued in grinding the large

hole shown in Fig. 18. The wheel is used wet, an ample

guard being provided to confine the water thrown off by

centrifugal force. The rod next is sawed apart at the

large end to form the bearing end and rod proper. The
next operation is to grind the faces of the rod and cap to

form the joint. This work is done on Norton grinders, as

shown in Fig. 19. In grinding the rods, they are located

from the small hole while the caps are located in a special

fixture from the small bolt holes. These machines are

operated by a hand feed as on small work of this nature ;

hand feeding insures economical results. The machine at

the extreme right is equipped with a mirror which reflects

the work. This permits the operator to inspect the grinding

at all times without leaning over. The machines are operated

dry, the wheel hoods being equipped with exhaust pipes

to carry away the abrasive dust. The wheels used for this

operation are alundum, 3846 grit, J grade.

After grinding these joints, the rod and cap are as-

sembled and taken to an engine lathe where the rod is

again located by the small hole and the large hole rebored

and threaded. The object of the thread is to anchor the

Fig. 18 Finishing a Hole in a Connecting Rod
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Fig. 19 Rod Ends Are Ground to Size

bearing metal firmly in place. After the bearing metal is

cast in place the hole is flycut to the correct size.

The radius of the valve rocker that bears on the valve

stem is finished by grinding. This insures a smooth work-

ing surface as a sliding contact at this point results from

the rocker swing through a radius while the valve stem has

a reciprocating motion. The radius is ground as shown

in Fig. 20. This work is accomplished on a Walker grinder

equipped with a special fixture for locating the work from

the hole previously ground. The fixture is moved by
hand to carry the end of the rocker past the face of the

wheel. The wheel used is alundum, 3846 grit, J grade.

The rocker arm bushings are composition metal and are

first chucked out in drilling jigs and then the outside sur-

face finished by grinding from the rough. This work is

done on a Norton, plain grinder equipped with a live

spindle grinding attachment. This is necessary as the

bushing is a comparatively short piece. Otherwise, it

would have to be located on an arbor for grinding. By
using the live spindle drive, the work can be rotated by
a slot milled in one end for the purpose. The wheel used

for roughing-out the bushings is 30 grit, L grade, crystolon,

while the finishing wheel is 24 combination grit, L grade,

crystolon.

The valve stem guides are cast iron and are attached

to the cylinder head by a drive fit. The part that is fitted
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is roughed-out and finished by grinding. In this operation,

the work is located on an arbor and is driven in the usual

way. For the roughing operation, the wheel is fed straight

into the work, but when finishing, the traverse feed is

used. The wheel employed for roughing is crystolon, 24

grit, N grade, while the finishing wheel is crystolon, 36

grit, M grade.

Studs for the crankshaft bearings are finished by grind-

ing, as this practice assures accurate work at a minimum pro-

duction expense. The stud does not locate the bearings in place

it simply holds them down. Ordinarily, parts of this kind are

Fig 20 Rocker Arm Radius Grinding

finished directly on the screw machine, but the fact that these

parts are finished by grinding is further proof that grinding
is becoming to be recognized as the most economical means for

finishing circular work of all kinds. These parts are ground
on a Cincinnati plain grinding machine with an alundum

wheel, 24 combination grit, L grade.

Rear axle housings are made of heavy-gage drawn steel.

One end carries a substantial flange that is bolted to the dif-

ferential housing while the other end carries the brake

support. The seat for this support is carefully ground
to size as shown in Fig. 21. In this opera-

tion, the axle housing is driven by a center that fits

the large end, the other end being located by an inserted steel
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center. Stock is ground from the rough to the size desired.

This operation is effected on a Norton plain grinding machine.

When grinding tubular pieces the wheel is liable to chatter. In

this case chattering is overcome by the combination of a slow

work speed and a heavy depth of cut for roughing. For

finishing, the depth of cut is comparatively light, not over

0.001-inch. The grinding machine finishes these parts in a frac-

tion of the time that would be required to do the same

work on a lathe. Again, the grinding wheel leaves a de-

sirable finish and imparts the exact size in a fraction of

Fig. 21 Finishing a Rear Axle Housing

the time that would be required to obtain the same accuracy

by other methods. The wheel used is alundum, 24 combination

grit, M grade.

The square end of the propeller shaft is ground on a dia-

mond grinder, shown in Fig. 22. This operation presents sev-

eral difficulties as the work must be square and parallel and at

the same time the ground surfaces must be equidistant from the

center. A special indexing fixture is used for locating the work

which is held by the straight ground portions and indexed

around by an index plated equipped with four hardened bush-

ings with which a locating pin engages. Tapered radial grooves
are machined in the index plate to facilitate setting the index

pin in place as the plate is turned. Thus all the operator has

to do is to pull out the pin, and turn the plate. A spring

carries the pin in again, bringing it up against the plate. When
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the pin hits the side of the next bushing it automatically drops
in place. To locate the shaft square before grinding, a block

is used which aligns one side square with the fixture and the

grinding wheel face. The work is ground wet with compara-

tively heavy cuts. When the work is in the position shown

in Fig. 22, the operator indexes the shaft around for the next

position without stopping the platen feed. This is possible be-

cause the platen dwells slightly at the end of the stroke. Oth-

erwise, it would be necessary to engage and disengage the

Fig. 22 Squaring a Propeller Shaft End

platen feed each time the index plates were turned. The wheel

used in this operation is Oxyluni 36 grit, K grade.

In the majority of cases, holes are finished first, after which

the part is located from the hole for finishing the outside

diameter. In some cases, however, production can be ex-

pedited and a closer degree of accuracy assured by finishing the

outside diameter before finishing the hole. This practice is

followed in finishing the clutch disk spider. This piece is cast

iron and is roughed out on the turret lathe. Next, it is located,

on a special arbor and is taken to the grinding machine where

the outside is ground. This work is done on a Cincinnati grind-
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ing machine equipped with a carborundum wheel, 36 grit, N
grade. Grinding on the inside of the clutch disk spider con-

sists of finishing a straight portion and a shoulder. This work

is done on a Heald internal grinder, shown in Fig. 23. The

piece is held in place by three straps in a special grinding

fixture. The fixture, in turn, is bolted to the face plate by
four bolts. The inner surface, from which the work is located,

is carefully ground. In setting the fixture in place, it was

trued up by means of a dial indicator until it ran true, after

which the seat for locating the work is finished. As this seat

Fig. 23 Finishing a Clutch Disk Spider

is finished in exactly the position in which the fixture is used,

it is obvious that it runs concentric with the spindle. If it be-

comes necessary to remove the fixture it can be trued again by
the indicator. As a rule, fixtures of this kind are never re-

moved after being put in place. This insures their true opera-

tion. Incidentally this is one of the advantages of having suffi-

cient grinding machinery to permit of the use of individual ma-

chines for single jobs. The wheel used for grinding both the

bore and the shoulder is carborundum, 36 grit, L grade.

Another job of cast iron grinding is shown in Fig. 24.

Here the operation consists of grinding the outside of the clutch

throw-out bearing. The piece is held on a special arbor be-

tween centers and is ground in the usual way. The machine em-

ployed is a Norton
'

of the plain grinder type equipped with a

crystolon wheel, 24 combination grit, K grade.
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Fig. 24 Sizing a Clutch Throwout Bearing

The job shown in Fig. 25 consists of grinding the straight

and tapered portions on the torque ball. This piece is held

between centers and is driven in the usual manner. The straight

portions are roughed out first, followed by the tapered portions.

Next, the tapered portions are finished after which the grinder

is again set for straight grinding for finishing the straight

portions. For roughing, a 36 grit, P grade, alundum wheel is

used. For finishing, a 24 combination grit, L grade alundum

wheel is employed.

The piece shown in Fig. 26 is a steering knuckle. Grind-

ing on this part consists of finishing five straight diameters, two

to carry the roller bearing in the wheel, and three on the

Fig. 25 Finishing a Torque Shaft
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knuckle proper. Three of these ground surfaces end in gen-

erous fillets as it is not practicable to turn a neck for the grind-

ing wheel to reverse in, on such parts as steering knuckles which

must withstand the constant strain of repeated road shocks. This

work is accomplished on a Landis plain grinder and is held be-

tween" centers. It is ground within close limits as the fits must

be accurate. The wheel used is alundum, 24 combination grit,

N grade.

An interesting grinding operation is shown in Fig. 27. The

part being ground is a steering gear toggle which conveys motion

from the steering gear screw to the steering gear crank. The

Fig. 26 Steering Knuckle Located Between Centers

sides of this piece are ground flat, the piece being held on a spe-

cial arbor in a Norton grinding machine. Here it is necessary
to grind up to a shoulder on each side at the same time form-

ing a fillet. Considerable skill must be exercised in this opera-

tion as the sides must be flat and parallel. The sides of the

wheel are relieved to form a cutting surface near the peri-

phery of the wheel only. The work is fed in by the cross feed

screw and care must be exercised to have the wheel cut free.

The wheel is alundum, 50 grit, L grade.

Another close grinding operation is shown in Fig. 28,

which also plainly illustrates the work done in the previous

operation. In Fig. 28, the work consists of bringing the top
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of the boss on each side a predetermined distance from the flat

surface formed in the preceding operation. The piece is held

on a magnetic chuck on a Pratt & Whitney vertical surface

grinding machine and is fed directly under the wheel. By the

use of a micrometer depth gage, the operator maintains the

dimensions within close limits. A piece is placed back of the

work so that the wheel action will not force it off the chuck.

The wheel used is alundum, 3836 grit, I grade.

On the steering shaft several surfaces are ground, the

most important being the outside diameter of the screw and

the seats for the roller bearings. Grinding the outside diameter

Fig. 27 Finishing a Steering Gear Toggle

for the screw is shown in Fig. 29. This work is accomplished

on a Norton plain grinding machine. The work is backrested to

prevent chattering, as the illustration shows. For roughing out

the shaft and for forming the fillets, the wheel used is alundum,

36 grit, P grade. For finishing, a 24 combination grit, L grade,

is used.

The operation shown in Fig. 30 consists of grinding the

steering gear quadrant tube. This piece is steel tubing, com-

paratively long for its diameter and, therefore, considerable

care must be exercised in grinding it. It is backrested to pre-

vent chattering and is ground on a Norton grinding machine

with an alundum wheel in 36 grit, P grade.

In some cases, sides of transmission gears are finished as
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Fig. 28 Work Is Located on a Magnetic Chuck

shown in Fig. 31, on a Heald rotary surface grinder. The work

is held on a special fixture as illustrated. One side is ground

square with the bore, then the gear is turned over and the other

side is ground. The wheel used for this operation is 24 com-

bination grit, K grade alundum. By the foregoing process ac-

curate results are assured. In making transmission gears it is

absolutely necessary that care be exercised in the manufacture

if a silent running transmission is desired. If the gear blanks

are not true before cutting, it is impossible to generate the teeth

parallel to and concentric with the hole.

The process followed in machining the sliding gears which

Fig. 29 Finishi Steering Gear Shaft
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have square holes is slightly different. The holes are broached -

out in the rough blank as received from the turret lathe after

which the gears are mounted on a square arbor for grinding

the sides and the periphery. Both gear shapers and gear gen-

erators are used in cutting the gears and after the corners

of sliding gears are rounded the next process consists of heat-

treating. This is the only operation not performed in the main

machine shop.

The modern automobile transmission furnishes a typical

example of the practicability of precision grinding methods to

production work. On this unit depends to a great extent the quiet

Fig. 30 Grinding a Quadrant Tube

running of the car. Some years ago, when the old progressive

type, sliding gear transmission was first introduced, this meth-

od of speed changing was not reliable as means for finishing

the component parts accurately on a commercial basis were not

available. The modern selective type of transmission, a direct

outgrowth of the old progressive type, owes to a great extent its

success and quiet running qualities to grinding methods that

have developed as necessity arose. Without modern grinding

machinery and grinding wheels, the sliding gear transmission

would not be practicable to manufacture.

Crankshafts for Marmon cars are heat-treated, alloy
steel drop forgings, shown in Fig. 32. The rough forg-
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ing weighs 200 pounds, while the finished shaft weighs
110 pounds, 90 pounds of material being removed in manu-

facture. The shaft is designed to operate in soft metal

bearings with forced lubrication, oil being pumped through
the shaft at an average pressure of 30 pounds to the square
inch. The shaft literally floats in its journals which re-

duces wear to a minimum. Under these conditions an oil

film always is interposed between the shaft and its main

and crankpin bearings. The front main bearing is 2^4

inches in diameter and 2^4 inches long; the center main

bearing is 2^4 inches in diameter and 2]/2 inches long and

Fig. 31 Gear Sides Are Ground

the rear main bearing is 2^4 inches in diameter and 2^4

inches long. The six crankpins are 2.56 inches in diameter

and 2 inches long.

The first step in manufacture consists of grinding away
all scale and burrs from the crank cheeks. This is per-
formed by hand on Safety floor grinders equipped with

aloxite wheels, 18 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 24 grit

and IT grade. These wheels are operated at a peripheral

speed of approximately 5000 feet per 'minute. For removing
the scale from certain concave surfaces, a United States

Electric grinder equipped with a borolon wheel, 6 inches in

diameter, 24 -inch face, 36 grit and P grade is used. This

operation is illustrated in Fig. 33, although in this instance
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Fig. 32 Marmon Crankshafts Are Heat-treated Alloy Steel

the grinding is being done after the shaft had been put

through several other machining operations. After each

manufacturing operation the shaft is inspected carefully

for defects. While this procedure involves a number of

separate inspections, it is considered economical, as a de-

fective shaft can be discarded before a number of ex-

pensive machining operations have been performed. Next

the width of the center front and rear main bearings are

laid out. This is an important procedure as it enables

the next operator to rough-out the bearings with the as-

surance that the shaft will finish out properly. When
it is being laid out, the shaft is located on V-blocks on a

12-foot cast iron bench to permit of ready handling. After

laying-out, the shaft is ready for the first actual ma-

chine work. This consists of centering and rough-turning
the main center bearing 1/16-inch over-size on the diameter,

leaving 1/32-inch stock on the inside of each web. This

work is performed on a 21-inch Le Blond lathe, equipped
with a roller backrest and a three-station turret tool post.

The rear main bearing, oil sling and flywheel flange next

are turned 1/16-inch ovrsize on their diameters, 1/32 inch

being allowed for finishing on the sides. By this opera-

tion, the oil sling is rough-formed and the rear end of the

shaft is rough-turned to a diameter of 1 7/16 inches. This

work is performed on a Le Blond lathe, equipped with
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Forgings,- Rough Turned and Finished by Grinding

a heavy steadyrest and a front and rear multiple tool post.

During the rough-turning the stock is distorted to a

certain extent, which is caused principally by the adjustment

of internal strains as the scale is removed. Therefore, be-

fore further work is done on the shaft it must be

strengthened in a hydraulic press, as shown in Fig. 34. The

shaft is mounted between centers and is tested with a dial

indicator to reveal the high side, then sufficient pressure
is exerted to bring the shaft in line and it is straightened
so that the two end bearings as well as the center bear-

ing are approximately in line. In Fig. 34, pressure has

been applied on the web just under the press ram and,

as the illustration shows, the center bearing also is sup-

ported by a V-block. While the shaft is held between

centers during testing, it rests on V-blocks while the pres-

sure is being applied, as Fig. 34 shows. The ends of the

shaft next are faced to the correct length, measuring from

the center main bearings, in a Le Blond turret lathe, after

which the shaft is recentered. This is necessary because the

original centers wear out of shape during the rough-turning

operation. The shaft now is ready for the first grinding

operation, which consists of grinding the front and rear

bearings to a diameter of 2.781 inches, so that they will

fit locating bushings in a special fixture, employed for a

subsequent operation. The front and rear bearings are
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Fig. 33 Removing Scale With a Portable Electric Grinder

ground in a Norton plain grinding machine, capable of

accommodating work 14 inches in diameter and 72 inches

long, equipped with an alundum wheel, 26 inches in diam-

eter, 2^-inch face, 36 grit and O grade. It is operated at

an approximate peripheral speed of 5500 feet per minute.

A comparatively hard wheel is used as this is a roughing

operation only.

The next three operations consist of spacing and turning

the two outer, two immediate and two inner crank-pin

cheeks in the order named. The shaft is located in bushings
carried by special fixtures on a 24-inch Lodge and Shipley

duplex-drive crank lathe, while 1/32-inch is allowed on each

cheek for finishing. After this operation, the shaft again
is straightened under the hydraulic press shown in Fig. 34.

The shaft then is returned to the crank lathe where the

crank pins are turned and the fillets formed, allowing 1/16-

inch on the diameters for grinding. In this operation, the

cheeks also are finished faced to predetermined dimensions.

Fig. 35 illustrates the next step, which consists of rough-

grinding the crank pins, allowing 0.02 to 0.25-inch for final

finishing. This operation is performed on a Landis crank
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grinder capable of accommodating work 16 inches in diam-

eter and 68 inches long, equipped with an alundum wheel 26

inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 36 grit and O grade. It is

operated at an approximate peripheral speed of 5500 feet per

minute. As Fig. 35 shows, the shaft is located on special off-

set fixtures which are driven simultaneously by the shaft

shown at the front of the machine. The crank heads are

provided with indexing notches so that after the shaft once

is located in the correct position, it is reset readily for ac-

commodating all the pins, the axes of which are located 120

degrees apart.

As previously stated, the shaft is lubricated with oil

pumped through it under pressure and several interesting

operations are involved in machining a continuous oil chan-

nel from one end of the shaft to the other. The initial step

for the lubricating channel consists of drilling out the crank-

pins to a diameter of 1*4 inches and counterboring the

ends to a diameter of 1^ inches. A Baker drill press is

used for the first operation, while the counterboring is

Fig. 34 Crankshafts Are Straightened Under a Hydraulic Press
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performed on a Colburn drill press. Both machines are

equipped with special fixtures for locating the work.

By referring to Fig. 36, it will be noted that an angle
is milled on the crank cheeks. This operation is performed
on a heavy duty Cincinnati milling machine, equipped with

a vertical milling attachment. The shaft then is straight-

ened again under the press shown in Fig. 34 after which

it is located in an index fixture for drilling all oil and pin
holes between the oil sling and the outer main bearing. A
total of 10 holes are drilled, j^-inch in diameter, on a

Carlton sensitive drill press. The cheeks on the center and

end main bearings next are finish-turned on a 21-inch Le

Blond lathe.

The main bearings then are ground on a Norton ma-

chine, capable of accommodating work 14 inches in diameter

and 72 inches long, equipped with an alundum wheel, 26

inches in diameter, 2^-inch face, 36 grit and O grade,

driven at an approximate peripheral speed of 5500 feet per
minute. For this grinding, the work is located between

centers and is backrested at the center bearing to over-

Fig. 35 Finishing Crankpins on a Landis Crank Grinder
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Finished Shafts Must Pass a Rigid Inspection

come vibration. The static and dynamic balancing of the

shaft follows. This must be performed with extreme care

for if the shaft is out of-balance only slightly, it will not

function properly in the finished motor, causing the engine
to vibrate, regardless of how carefully it is assembled.

The crankshaft is tested for static balance, as shown
in Fig. 37, on a Rockford static balancing machine. The

operators note the low or heavy side and mark the shaft

for grinding away enough metal from the crank cheeks

to compensate for the error. This calls for the exercise of

judgment and skill that is developed only by long practice.

The heavy portion is ground away as shown in Fig. 38.

The machine used is a Safety floor grinder equipped with

an aloxite wheel, 18 inc'hes in diameter, 2-inch face, 24 grit

and H grade, operated at an approximate peripheral speed
of 5000 feet per minute. While the grinding is in progress,
the bearings are protected with leather covers equipped
with snap fasteners to prevent abrasive grit from entering

46066
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the lubricating system. These covers are shown plainly

in Fig. 33, while in Fig 37 they have been removed during
the inspection for balance. Generally it is necessary to

grind the shaft cheeks several times to bring the shaft

into a satisfactory static balance.

The shafts are tested for dynamic balance on an

Akimoff balancing machine, shown in Fig. 39. Briefly de-

scribed, it consists of two sets of rollers on which the shaft

is located, a motor for driving, a jack shaft and a start-

Fig. 37 Testing a Crankshaft for Static Balance

ing box. The motor is connected to the jack shaft by a

chain belt, while a light leather belt transmits power from

the jack shaft to the crankshaft in the process of testing.

With the shaft in motion at its approximate operating speed
of 1000 revolutions per minute, vibration is registered by
dial indicators, one of which is being observed by the

operator at the right. He notes the amount of needle

fluctuation and compensates for the error with the balance

gage which he is holding in his left hand. Then metal

is ground away from the crank cheeks at the heavy side
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and this shaft is tested again. Often it is necessary to

test the shaft several times before a satisfactory balance

is assured. Constant practice, however, develops skill on the

part of the operators so that they can tell readily just

where to grind away metal and how much to remove.

Operations directly following balancing consist of re-

moving all burrs and sharp corners and finish-turning the

oil sling and flywheel flange and the flange end of the shaft

Fig. 38 Grinding a Crank Web in a Balancing Operation

allowing, 0.015 to 0.02-inch on all diameters for grinding.

Turning is performed on a 21-inch Le Blond lathe, equipped
with front and rear turrent tool posts. Next, the front

end of the shaft is turned on a lathe similar to the one used
in the foregoing operation, a like amount being allowed
for finish-grinding.

The crankpins are finish-ground on a Landis crank
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grinder capable of accommodating work 14 inches in diam-

eter and 72 inches long, equipped with an alundum wheel,

26 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 24 combination grit and

M grade, driven at an approximate peripheral speed of 5500

feet per minute. This operation is similar to that illustrated

in Fig. 35. For finish grinding, the limit tolerances are

plus O and minus 0.001-inch. As shown in Fig. 40, the

main bearings are finished next. This work is performed
on a Norton grinding machine equipped with an alundum

wheel, 26 inches in diameter, 2^ -inch face, 24 combina-

tion grit and M grade, operated at an 'approximate peri-

pheral speed of 5500 feet per minute. The limit tolerances

Fig. 39 Testing a Crankshaft for Dynamic Balance

are plus O and minus 0.001-inch. Connected with this is

the finish grinding of the seat for the cam-shaft gear. This

portion of the shaft is lHj inches long and 2 inches in diam-

eter, the limit tolerances being the same as those for the

main bearings.

Other grinding on the crankshaft consists of finishing
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the rear end of the shaft, the outside diameter of the fly-

wheel flange, the outside face of the flywheel flange and

the complete finish-grinding of the front end of the shaft.

These operations are performed on Norton grinders capable

of accommodating work 14 inches in diameter and 72 inches

long, equipped with alundum wheels 26 inches in diameter,

2-inch face, 24 combination grit and M grade.

No traverse feed is employed for rough and finish-

grinding the pins, as the wheel is trued to the exact width

Fig. 40 Finishing a Main Center Bearing by Grinding

desired between the fillets. The corners of the wheel are

trued to the desired radius with a special radius truing
device. For finishing the main center bearing no traverse

feed is used, although the wheel is traversed in finishing
the two outer main bearings and other cylindrical surfaces.

For grinding the cranks a work speed of approximately 20

feet per minute is employed, but for finishing the main

bearings, the work speed often is increased slightly.

The next two operations consist of milling keyseats.
The front end of the crankshaft is,keyseated on a Pratt &
Whitney spline miller, while a Whitney hand miller is

used for keyseating the other end. The seats are for the
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accommodation of Woodruff keys. An American sensitive

drill press, equipped with a special fixture, is employed for

drilling and reaming a 7/16-inch hole in the front end of

the shaft and a % -inch hole at the rear. The shaft then

is mounted on a Le Blond turret lathe where the rear end

is countersunk 60 degrees. Also, a 5/16-inch x 24 thread

is drilled and tapped in the front end which is countersunk

to an angle of 60 degrees. The foregoing constitute the

major machining operations. At this stage of the manufac-

turing procedure the shafts are stored to be taken out as

wanted for final finishing before assembling. After the

shafts are taken from the store room, all burrs are removed

after which the crank cheeks are polished with No. */2

aloxite cloth. A 7/16 inch hole then is reamed for the

pump at the front end of the shaft, after which a 1-inch x

18 thread is chased on the clutch end. The holes for the

flywheel bolts then are drilled and reamed by a Gardham

multiple drill.

The shaft now is ready for lapping the bearings and

pins. As illustrated in Fig. 41, this work is done on a 12-

inch American lathe. The abrasive medium is No. 00

aloxite cloth and this is followed by a final polishing with

crocus cloth. The object of the final lapping is to remove

the minute marks left by the grinding wheel. Bearings
thus finished can be relied upon to operate with a minimum
amount of friction.

Fig. 36 illustrates the final inspection for which mi-

crometers, snap gages and dial indicators are used to make
sure that the shaft meets the predetermined specifications.

It is located on two V-blocks and is rotated to test the

concentricity of the main bearing with the two end bear-

ings, while the reading is being taken with the dial indicator.

In Fig. 36 the inspector is testing the keyway at the front

end of the shaft to make sure that it is milled exactly in

the center. This is accomplished by inserting a hardened

gage in the keyway and by setting the shaft in the V-blocks

until the gage stands level. Then by noting the gage

reading and rotating the shaft 180 degrees and taking a
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second reading, error is revealed instantly. The diameters

of all bearings are checked carefully, While the distances

between the several cranks are measured to make sure

that the shaft 'meets the necessary specifications.

The foregoing constitutes some of the important grind-

ing operations carried out by the Nordyke & Marmon Co.

The wheels used have not been selected indiscriminately,

but reflect the results of exhaustive study to adapt the

correct grits and grades to the work to be done. In some

instances, the grits and grades vary greatly from those used

by other manufacturers doing practically the same class of

Fig. 41 All Bearings Are Polished With Abrasive Cloth

work. Selection of wheel grades, however, is always gov-
erned by actual working conditions and for this reason no
rules can be given that will guarantee that a certain grit
and grade will do certain work.

The company employs a number of women grinding
machine operators, as some of the various illustrations

show. Taken as a whole, women prove adept at operating

grinding machines, particularly if their efforts are confined

to repetition work. They are adept at taking close measure-
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merits and once broken in on a job, if mechanically inclined,

make good operators. They all work under the supervision
of male department foremen who have a thorough knowl-

edge of practical grinding. All factors considered the em-

ployment of women, a direct result of the war, is giving

satisfactory results. It costs approximately $500 to train

a woman to operate a grinding machine, which is slightly

in excess of the cost of training a male operator. Once

trained, efficient results follow due to the fact that women
who are paid comparatively high wages are more inclined

to work steadily than men.

These women operators all take a keen interest in their

work due to the fact that their working conditions are

pleasant and the wages are approximately 30 per cent higher
than can be earned in stores and offices in their locality.

Lifting of heavy weights by women, boxes of parts for

instance, is not permitted.

Women operators are required to wear uniforms which

are furnished and laundered by the company. These consist

of one-piece bloomer suits and caps to confine the hair.

The object of this is to reduce accidents, caused by clothing

being caught in moving machinery, etc. All women whose

duties take them into the shops wear the regulation uni-

form. This* applies to office help and shop clerks. Their

hours of labor conform strickly to state regulations and a

commodious and well appointed rest room is provided for

their use.
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PACKARD PARTS ARE GROUND ACCURATELY

PRECISION
grinding operations at the plant of the

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, reflect the results of

study extending over a period of 20 years. When the

first cylindrical grinding machine was installed by the Packard

company, abrasive engineering as it is recognized today was

unknown. The company's production engineers, however, had

an appreciation of the economical results that could be obtained

by grinding and the study of abrasive engineering has been

continuous since the first Packard car was built. The corn-

Fig. 42 Generating Crank Web Contours by Grinding

pany operates seyeral grinding departments which rank high,
both in equipment and practice. All grinding operations are

under the supervision of a skilled abrasive engineer who has

a knowledge of every grinding operation carried out at the

plant. Much of the grinding practice is the result of experience

gained during the war in the production of Liberty motors

which were developed by the Packard engineering staff.

The speed with which the Liberty motor was designed and

put into production ranks with the greatest of engineering ac-
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Fig. 43 Rough Grinding Packard Crankshaft Main Bearings

complishments and among the first motors of the type to

drive airplanes over the battlefields of France were those pro-

duced by the Packard plant. During the war, the company
built 6000 of these motors. The designing of an efficient air-

craft motor involves super engineering, but to manufacture them

on a quantity production basis also is a stupendous undertaking.

That history is written as it is today, is due as much to abrasive

engineering as to any other factor. Liberty motors were a

potent force in the offensive" that turned back the German

army, but they would not have been finished in time for the

1918 campaign without the aid of new grinding developments
that provided the means for finishing the component parts

rapidly and accurately. In this chapter a number of the more

important grinding operations performed at the Packard plant

will be described briefly.

Crankshafts are steel drop forgings, finished all over. The

purpose of this procedure is to produce a shaft that can be

balanced within extremely close limits and to remove all loose

surface material that might subsequently be introduced into

the lubricating system. The first operation is to center the

forging, after which it is mounted between centers on a -heavy

duty lathe and the main bearings are roughturned and the out-

side of the crank cheeks are rough-faced. The next operation

is to rough-turn the pins and rough-face the inside of the
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crank cheeks. This is done on a special crank lathe that drives

the work from both ends. Next, the flange is turned and faced

after which the shaft is ready for the first grinding operation;

this consists of rough-grinding a backrest spot. In this oper-

ation, the shaft is located between centers on a Norton plain

grinding machine with a capacity for accommodating work, 50

inches long and 14 inches in diameter. The wheel used is

alundum, 20 inches in diameter, 1 7/16-inch face, 24 combina-

tion grit, M grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet

per minute. The work is rotated approximately 60 revolutions

a minute. As the main bearings are 1-K inches in diameter,

the speed of the work is approximately 25 feet per minute.

The next operation consists of generating the desired

curve on the crank contours. This is illustrated in Fig. 42. The

machine used is a Landis plain grinder capable of accommodat-

ing work 72 inches long and 16 inches in diameter. The ma-

chine is equipped with a Landis cam grinding attachment carry-

ing a leader, or master cam, that travels over a roll, thus devel-

oping the desired contour. The wheel used is alundum, 26

inches in diameter, 3% -inch face, 20 grit, R grade, operated

at 5000 feet per minute peripheral speed. This is a hard wheel

adapted for grinding the contours from the rough forging. The

Fig. 44 Roughing Out Crankpins on a Crank Grinder
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Fig. 45 Fixture for Testing Packard Crankshafts

work travels 15 revolutions a minute. No traverse feed is

employed, the contour being fed directly to the wheel. Ap-

proximately ^-inch is removed by this operation, the average

depth of cut being 0.007-inch. The standard production time

for roughing out the 12 contours is 20 minutes.

Finish-grinding operations on the contours are accomplished

on the same type of machine as that used for roughing, with

the exception of the employment of a finer and softer alundum

wheel, in 36 grif and P grade. Wheel and work speeds are

the same as those used in the roughing operation. Approx-

imately 0.02-inch is removed in finishing the contours, the

standard time for grinding twelve contours being 12 minutes.

The next operation, shown in Fig. 43, consists of rough-

grinding the main bearings. This is accomplished on a Norton

plain grinding machine with a capacity for work, 14 inches

Fig. 46 A kard Crankshaft Testing Fixture
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in diameter 50 inches long. The wheel used is alundum, 24

inches in diameter, 1^-inch face, 24 combination grit, M
grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute.

Approximately 1/16-inch is removed from each bearing, leav-

ing 0.025-inch for the finishing grinding operation. The finish

size is \y$ inches and the work speed is 25 feet per minute.

By this operation the sides of the cheeks also are rough-

ground. The standard grinding time for roughing-out the

a*.

g. 47 Surfacing the Bottom of a Cylinder Block

bearings and cheeks is three hours. As Fig. 43 shows, the

work is backrested on the bearing that is being ground.

Rough-grinding the pins, illustrated in Fig. 44, is the next

operation performed on the crankshaft. This, is done on Nor-

ton, plain grinding machines equipped with special heads for

locating the rotating work. The wheel used is alundum, 24

inches in diameter, 1%-inch face, 24 combination grit, M grade,

operated at 5000 feet per minute peripheral speed. The work

speed is approximately 25 feet per minute. The work is fed
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Fig. 48 Cylinder Bores Are Finished by Grinding

directly to the wheel without traversing. Approximately 0.02-

inch is ground from each pin, the standard grinding time per
shaft being 35 minutes. The insides of the crank cheeks also

are ground during this operation. The pins are finish-ground

on the same type of machine used for roughing, with the ex-

ception that a finer wheel is used; it is alundum, 46 grit and L

grade, operated at 5000 feet per minute ; the work speed is 25

feet per minute and the standard grinding time per shaft is

40 minutes. In this operation the fillets must be finished

accurately.

The operation of finishing the main bearings is of extreme

importance as the finished shaft must run true within exceed-

ingly close limits. This operation is effected on a Norton plain

grinding machine that will accommodate work 16 inches in

diameter and 72 inches .long. The work is located between

centers and backrested at the bearing being ground. The wheel

used is alundum, 24 inches in diameter, 1^-inch face, 46 grit,

K grade, operated at 5000 feet per minute peripheral speed. The

work speed is approximately 30 feet per minute and the

standard grinding time 1 hour per shaft.

Crankshafts are tested after both rough and finish-grinding.

Two testing fixtures are shown in Figs. 45 and 46. The
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fixture shown in Fig. 45 is for testing the angular location of

all pins, the holes in the flanges in relation to the pins and

the location of the keyway in relation to the pins and all

running lengths from the face of the thrust collar. The fix-

ture illustrated in Fig. 46 is used to test all the main bearings,

the diameter of the flange and the concentricity of the counter-

shaft bearing hole. These fixtures are produced accurately

and are excellent specimens of modern gagemaking. They

represent an expenditure of several thousand dollars. The
crankshaft is tested for dynamic balance after it is assembled

with the flywheel. This operation is performed on a Norton

dynamic balancing machine. Owing to the extreme accuracy

with which the crankshaft is machined, however, it is seldom

necessary to alter its shape to bring it in acceptable running
balance.

To enable an automobile engine to function without cramp-

ing, it is of the utmost importance that the cylinder bores stand

square with the bottom of the cylinder block. In the manu-

facture of the Packard engine, this is accomplished by grind-

ing. Such operations on the cylinder block furnish an excellent

illustration of the superiority of grinding over other machining

methods for finishing surfaces that must be held within close

limits. In Fig. 47, the operation illustrated consists of surfac-

Fig. 49 Grinding in Valve Seats With a Special Machine
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ing the bottom of the cylinder block. The work rests on two

parallels and is strapped to the platen. The parallels also are

finished by grinding at one setting, which insures the produc-

tion of both with the same thickness. This is important, as

otherwise the top and bottom of the cylinder block would not

be parallel. The machine used for this operation is a Reed-

Prentice surface grinder, equipped with a crystolon cylinder

wheel, 14 inches in diameter, 4 inches thick, with a 1 13/16-

inch wall. This wheel is operated at 1250 revolutions a minute

which imparts a peripheral speed at the rim of approximately
4600 feet per minute. The machine used is of substantial

design so that heavy cuts can be taken. The cylinder feeds

back and forth under the wheel at a speed of 25 feet per

minute, while the down feed for each complete stroke of the

Fig. 50 Pistons Are Finished on the Grinder

platen is 0.005-inch. The cylinder block is ground on both the

top and bottom, 0.025-inch being left for grinding on each side.

The surfaces ground are 30 inches long and 5 inches wide.

The standard grinding time is 12 minutes for each cylinder

block.

Another important grinding operation on the cylinder

block is shown in Fig. 48. Here the block is clamped to an

angle iron fixture on a Heald cylinder grinder where the

cylinder bores are accurately sized. The fixture is carefully

made; after it was set in place on the grinding machine platen,
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it was tested with a dial indicator to insure that the locating

face was square both ways with the grinding spindle. This

is readily ascertained with a test indicator. If for any reason

it is necessary to remove the fixture, it is carefully tested after

it is put back. This is of the utmost importance, because it is

impossible to finish the bores square with the bottom if the

fixture is not properly located. If the bores are not square

with the bottom of the block, the engine will develop serious

piston slap after it has been in use for a few months of con-

Fig. 51 Piston Tops Are Surfaced by Grinding

stant service. Grinding is recognized universally as being the

most efficient method for finishing machine parts with extreme

accuracy. That manufacturers of high-grade automobiles em-

ploy grinding extensively accounts for the fact that the engines

thus finished run continuously, often for several years, without

developing serious knocks that are due to the component parts

being out of alignment.

The wheel used for the operation shown in Fig. 48 is
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carborundum, 2 15/16 inches in diameter, ^ -inch face, 303

grit and R grade; it is operated at 5000 feet per minute surface

speed. Approximately 0.012-inch is left for finishing. The

traverse feed is ^-inch for each planetary revolution of the

spindle while the planetary speed approximates 30 feet per

minute. No taper is allowed, while the bore must be round

within 0.0005-inch. The bores are tested with a dial indicator

mounted on a special fixture that is passed through the cylinder.

The hand on the indicator shows any irregularities. The

Fig. 52 Pistons Must Pass Rigid Tests

standard grinding time is 8^2 minutes per bore. The bores are

3 inches in diameter and &% inches long. The Packard com-

pany operates 12 of these grinders.

The valves are ground-in on their seats to make a gas-

tight contact, on a Foote-Burt valve grinding machine, illus-

trated in Fig. 49. In this operation 12 valves are ground-in

simultaneously. When the operator sets the valves in place, a

spring is put under each one. The machine turns the valves

on their seats slightly more than one revolution, first in one

direction and then with a return movement. The spindles
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then lift which cause the springs to lift the valves off their

seats. This allows the abrasive, 3F carborundum mixed with

oil, to spread evenly over the valve seat.

The cylinder block is located on two parallels. As soon

as the valves are ground-in, the operator places the cylinder

block on the roll conveyor, shown in the background, Fig. 49,

where it is delivered to a boiling tank. Here the oil and abra-

sive are thoroughly removed.

Pistons for Packard motors are cast iron, accurately-ground

to size. Two grinding operations are performed, roughing arid

finishing. A piston rough-grinding operation is illustrated in

Fig. 50, the machine employed being a Fitchburg, cylindrical

grinder, equipped with a crystolon wheel, 16 inches in diameter,

2-inch face, 50-grit, K grade, operated at a peripheral speed of

5000 feet per minute. The lower end of the piston bears against

a special center which locates and drives the work. The other

end is located by the tailstock center in a boss left for the

purpose. By the first grinding operation, the part of the piston

that extends to the lower ring groove is finished so that the

subsequent operation finishes the lower part only. The wheel

used for the finishing operation is crystolon, the same size

as used for roughing, 50 grit, L grade. This wheel also is

operated at 5000 feet per minute. The pistons are 3 inches

in diameter and 3 5/16 inches long. The amount left for

grinding is 0.015-inch and the standard grinding time for

roughing is 1.6 minutes, while 4.5 minutes is consumed in

finishing.

Tops of pistons are ground, as shown in Fig. 51. This

operation is performed on a Walker rotary surface grinding
machine equipped with a crystolon cup wheel, 8 inches in

diameter, 3 inches wide, with a ^-inch wall and 9/16-inch

back, 50 grit, K grade. This wheel is operated at 2000 revolu-

tions a minute imparting a peripheral speed at the rim of ap-

proximately 4200 feet per minute. The piston is located on the

magnetic chuck over a locating piece that centers it. The
chuck speed is 30 revolutions a minute. Grinding is ac-

complished by feeding down the wheel by hand. Approximate-

ly 0.005-inch is removed and the standard grinding time for

this particular type of piston which is 4 inches in diameter,
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is 2.8 minutes. This operation leaves a smooth surface on

which carbon does not deposit readily.

All pistons are subjected to careful tests after grinding.

In Fig. 52, the operator at the right is testing pistons for con-

centricity, with a fluid gage made by the Coats Tool Co. The

piston rests on a hardened surface plate and is tested at sev-

eral points on its circumference. At the left, the operator is

testing the piston pin hole to insure that it is square with

the piston sides. This is essential, as otherwise the piston pin

would not fit its bushing accurately. The gage used fits the

hole while a hardened and ground shoulder bears against the

piston side. If the hole is correctly machined, no light can be

seen through either side.

The periods given for the foregoing operations were

determined after careful time studies and in each instance

a liberal amount of time is allowed for finishing the work. If

the piece is finished in less time than that set at standard the

operator is paid a premium. This plan has resulted in keep-

ing production at maximum.
A number of interesting and unusual grinding operations

are involved in the manufacture of connecting rods for Packard

Motors. These rods are 0.33 per cent carbon steel drop forg-

ings. The first grinding operation, which is similar to that

shown in Fig. 53, consists of surfacing the sides. The machine

used is a Reed-Prentice surface grinder, equipped with an

alundum cylinder wheel, 16 inches in diameter, 5 inches thick,

1%-inch. wall, 3830 grit, H grade and silicate bond, operated

at 955 revolutions a minute, resulting in a peripheral speed at

the rim of 4000 feet per minute.

Fifteen forgings are located on the magnetic chuck at one

setting. As the cranks are offset ^-inch, means must be pro-

vided on the chuck, to compensate for this and to set the

pieces in a plane. Three settings are made in grinding both

sides of one lot of 15 rods. The surfaces to be ground are

leveled by riser blocks attached to the magnetic chuck. Con-

siderable skill is involved in locating the pieces properly, but

the operators become expert through long practice. In this

operation 1/16-inch of stock is ground from each side of the

forging leaving 0.01-inch for the final finishing performed on
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another machine. The platen travel in the roughing operation

is 25 feet per minute, while the depth of cut is 0.005-inch

for each reversal of the platen. The grinding time for

roughing-down fifteen forgings is five minutes.

After rough-grinding, the holes are bored and the rod

is profiled all over. Profiling must be held within close limits,

as the cranks can vary only a slight amount from a prede-

termined weight and a slight error would throw the finished

motor out of balance.

The finish-grinding operation on the sides is illustrated

Fig. 53 Surfacing the Sides of Connecting Rods

in Fig. 53. It is accomplished in the same manner as the

roughing and practically the same methods and the same
machine are used. The wheel, however, is finer and softer

alundum, 3836 grit, J grade and vitrified bond. The finish-

grinding removes 0.003-inch from one side and 0.007-inch from
the other side of the work. The grinding time is 2y2 minutes

for finishing 15 pieces.

After the rod is drilled and reamed for the bolt holes that

hold the cap and rod in place, the forging is cut to form these

two parts. As shown in Fig. 54, the joints of the rod are

ground next. This is a precision operation, since the fit must
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be accurate. The .machine employed is a Brown & Sharpe
surface grinder, equipped with an alundum cup wheel, 4 inches

larger diameter and 3^4 inches small diameter, 2y2 inches

thick with a /^ -inch wall, in 3846 grit, J grade, operated at

4000 feet per minute peripheral speed. The work is held in

a special fixture and is fed back and forth past the wheel by
hand. As the illustration shows, the piece is located on the

fixture by an aligning bar that passes through the small hole.

Stops at the other end prevent the rod from moving sidewise

and it is held down by a strap and a hand-operated bolt. From
0.008 to 0.1 -inch is removed by this operation, the standard

grinding time being 1/4 minutes. Practically the same methods

Fig. 54 Grinding Connecting Rod Joints

are pursued in grinding the cap. This operation is illustrated

in Fig. 55, the work being held in a special fixture clamped to

the surface grinder platen. The standard grinding time for

this work is \
l
/4 minutes, employing same machine and wheel

used for grinding the rod previously mentioned.

After the rod and cap are assembled, the large hole is

bored again and then ground to size. As a certain amount

of metal was removed in sawing the cap from the rod and

in grinding both joints, it is obvious that the hole is out-of-

round when the two units are assembled. The holes are ground
as shown in Fig. 56. The machine used is a Bryant internal

grinder, equipped with an alundum wheel, 2-Hs inches in diame-
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Fig. 55 Rod Cap Located for Grinding

ter, 24-inch face, 3836 grit and K grade, operated at a peri-

pheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The hole is 2fy% inches

in diameter and 1^-inch long. Approximately 0.012-inch is

removed by grinding, the standard production time being 41/2

minutes. The holes are accurately sized by a dial gage mounted

on a base as illustrated in Fig. 57. The gage is set by passing
it through a 2^-inch ring gage, the dial being turned until the

hand is at zero. If the ground hole is undersize, the exact

amount is indicated by the gage. This system of gaging holes

possesses an important advantage. It is the experience of oper-

Fig. J56 Sizing a Connecting Rod Hole
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Fig. 57 Dial Gage for Sizing Connecting Rods

ators of internal grinding machines that size plugs often stick

tightly in holes during the gaging operation. This is caused

by the contraction of the piece, warmed by grinding, resulting

from its contact with the cooler metal of the gage, the work

practically forming a shrinking fit over the plug. When this

occurs it is necessary to remove the work from the machine

so that the plug can be forced out. As the hole is nearly to the

desired size when, it is gaged, it is impossible, in the majority

of cases, to rechuck it true enough to finish it by the grinding

and the part must be scrapped. With the gage illustrated in

Fig. 57, however, it will be noted that the contraction of the

work during the gaging operation has no other effect than alter-

ing slightly the reading of the indicator hand. When not in

use, the gage is kept in the ring used for setting the hand at

zero.

Centerless grinders are used for a number of grinding

operations at the Packard plant. Fig. 58 illustrates the rough-

grinding of steering post spark control gear shafts. Detroit

centerless grinders are used, equipped with Waltham wheels,

16 inches in diameter, 4-inch face, 36 combination grit and L
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grade, operated at 1200 revolutions a minute. This imparts a

peripheral speed of approximately 5000 feet per minute. The

pieces ground are 21/2 inches long and -Ms-inch in diameter. The

amount of metal removed is 0.01-inch, the standard grinding

time being 0.8-minute per piece. After the pieces are hardened,

they are again ground with an alundum wheel in 80 grit, L

grade, using the same type of machine as that employed in

the preceding operation. Approximately 0.002-inch of stock

is removed, the standard grinding time being 0.6-minute per

piece.

Rear axle torque arms also are finished on centerless

grinders. The wheel used for this operation is alundum, 16

inches in diameter, 4-inch face, 6636 grit and L grade, oper-

ated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. These

Fig. 58 Sizing Small Parts on a Centerless- Grinder
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parts are machinery steel, 10 3/16 inches long and 1 inch in

diameter. They are ground soft, from 0.035 to 0.038-inch of

metal being removed. The standard grinding time is 4 minutes.

When grinding the valve stem guide, Fig. 59, the body is

finished and the shoulder faced at one setting. This part is

cast iron and is mounted on a special arbor for grinding. As
the illustration shows, a driving pin is located at one end of

the arbor so that it is unnecessary to use an ordinary grinding

dog. The saving in time effected by this simple convenience

is considerable when taken in the aggregate, when a dog is

Fig. 59 Valve Stem Guide Mounted for Grinding

used, it is generally necessary to take it off and replace it

every time a new piece is mounted on the arbor for grinding.

The machine used is a Norton plain grinder capable of taking

work 6 inches in diameter and 32 inches long. The wheel

employed is crystolon, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 50

grit and L grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet

per minute. The work speed is approximately 45 feet per

minute, the traverse feed being operated by hand inasmuch as

it is necessary to grind the shoulder. This is successfully ac-

complished by tapering one side of the wheel %-inch per foot.

The part ground is 2^5 inches long and 0.595-inch in diameter.
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The amount left for finishing is 0.02-inch while the standard

grinding time per piece is 1.3 minutes.

Three grinding operations are involved in finishing valve

rollers. These parts are machinery steel, case-hardened, 1-inch

in diameter, %-inch thick, with a 5/16-inch hole. They are

roughed-out on an automatic screw machine and after heat-

treatment, the first grinding operation consists of facing the

sides. This work is performed on a Blanchard surface grinder,

equipped with an alundum wheel, 16 inches in diameter, 5

inches thick, 1*4 -inch wall, 3830 grit and H grade, operated

at 1000 revolutions a minute which imparts a peripheral speed

at the rim of 4189 feet per minute. The chuck speed is ap-

Fig. 60 Grinding Holes in Cam Rollers

proximately 15 revolutions a minute while the down feed of

the wheel for each revolution of the chuck is about 0.005-inch.

Approximately 400 rollers are ground at one operation and

0.003-inch of stock is removed from each side. The standard

grinding time for finishing 400 pieces is 10 minutes.

The next operation consists of grinding the holes. This

work is performed on a Rivett internal grinder, shown in Fig.

60. The wheel used is alundum, 9/32-inch in diameter, ^-inch

face, 3850 grit and M grade, operated at 32,000 revolutions a

minute, imparting a peripheral speed of approximately 1500

feet a minute. Compared with the peripheral speeds employed
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in cylindrical grinding with large wheels, it is apparent that the

foregoing speed is somewhat slow. However, it is impractical

sometimes to revolve wheel spindles on internal grinding ma-

chines at the necessary number of revolutions to impart high

Fig. 61 Sizing a Cam Roll

peripheral speeds. (Between 20,000 and 25,000 revolutions

a minute for an internal grinding machine spindle is about the

limit for efficient operations.

The work is held on a magnetic face-plate chuck, as illus-

trated in Fig. 60. In placing the roller in position, it is located

centrally by a rod working through the spindle. Since clamps

are unnecessary to hold the work in place, it is evident that the

chucking operation is extremely rapid. The work is rotated

at a peripheral speed of 55 feet per minute. The wheel is fed

in and out by hand. Approximately 0.012-inch is removed

from each part and the standard grinding time is 250 rollers

per day. The next operation, shown in Fig. 61, consists of

grinding the outside diameter to the correct size. This work

is performed on a Norton plain grinding machine capable of

accommodating work 6 inches in diameter and 33 inches long.

The wheel used is alundum, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face,

50 grit, and M grade, operated at 5000 feet per minute peri-

pheral speed.

The work is held on a special arbor of the same type used
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for grinding the valve stem guides, illustrated in Fig. 59. The

work speed is 50 feet per minute while the traverse feed equals

% -inch for each revolution of the work. In removing 0.022-

inch of stock, the standard grinding time is 1.4 minutes. Two
arbors are provided, the operator loading one, while grinding

with the other is in progress.

The valve roller holder in the upper illustration, Fig. 62,

is machinery steel, made in two sections which are electrically-

welded. The purpose of this construction is to facilitate manu-

facture and was adopted because the part is hollow and the

distance between the flat portions that bear on the sides of the

rollers is less than the internal diameter of the piece. For

grinding, these pieces are held on the special holder shown in

the lower illustration, Fig. 62. This 'holder fits the headstock

of a Brown & Sharpe plain grinding machine, the wheel used

being alundum, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 3860 grit

and M grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per

minute. The parts are case-hardened before grinding and are

2% inches long, 0.795-inch in diameter, with a grinding allow-

ance of 0.18 to 0.20-inch. The work speed is 182 revolutions

a minute imparting a peripheral speed of approximately 45 feet

Fig. 62 Roll Holder and Locating Device

per minute. The traverse feed equals 34 "inch for each revolu-

tion of the work, while the standard grinding time is 2.2

minutes per piece.

Piston pins are accurately sized after case-hardening, on a

Brown & Sharpe plain grinder as shown in Fig. 63. Two oper-
ations are involved, roughing and finishing. The work is held
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on a special arbor provided with collars that grip the ends,

thereby permitting the wheel to traverse the entire length of the

work at one setting. Two arbors each are provided for rough-

ing and finishing, enabling the operator to load one while the

Fig. 63 Piston Pins Are Ground and Gaged Accurately

other is in the machine. The wheel used for roughing is

alundum, 14 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 50 grit and M
grade, operated at 5000 feet per minute. The finishing wheel

is 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 60 grit and L grade,

operated at 5000 feet per minute. The traverse feed in both

operations equals 1-inch for each revolution of the work. The

work speed is 300 revolutions a minute imparting a peripheral

speed of approximately 58 feet per minute. The pieces ground
are 3 inches long and 0.75-inch in diameter. The amount ,of

metal remo\ed by the roughing operation is 0.011-inch and the

standard grinding time is 1.7 minutes per piece. When finish-

grinding, 0.003-inch of stock is removed, the grinding time be-

ing the same as for roughing. Care must be exercised in the

finishing operation to insure smooth surfaces. This is ac-

complished by permitting the wheel to pass the work several

times when the grinding is nearly completed, without cross-

feeding. This procedure accounts for the same grinding time

for both operations although the grinding allowance for rough-
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ing is twice as great as that provided for finishing. The work
is carefully tested for size by more than a Coats fluid gage
shown on the work table at the left of Fig. 63.

The operation illustrated in Fig. 64 is unusual and con-

sists of generating a contour on a brake-band cam. The pur-

pose for grinding this part is to insure a smooth surface that

will cause the cam to operate the brakes with a minimum
amount of friction between the cam and the parts it bears

against. This piece is a machinery steel, case-hardened, drop

forging. The parts first are roughed-out in a screw machine,

after which the shaft section, 2% inches long and 0.998-inch

finish size, is ground. The reason for grinding at this stage

is to insure an accurate surface from which the piece is located

in the next step of the work.

The shaft section is ground on a Norton, plain grinding

machine capable of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter

and 72 inches long. The wheel used is alundum,

Fig. 64 Grinding a Brake Drum Cam

18 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 50 grit and

M grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per
minute. The work speed is approximately 30 feet per minute.

No traverse feed is employed, the wheel being fed dirctly to

the work. Approximately 0.012-inch of stock is removed and

the standard grinding time is 0.5 minute.

The next operation consists of generating the curvature on
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the cam face. This work is done, as shown in Fig. 64, on a

Landis, plain grinding machine, capable of accommodating work
12 inches in diameter and 36 inches long. The grinder is

equipped with a Landis individual cam grinding attachment. A
roll in contact with the master cam generates the desired con-

tour as the spindle, carrying the master and the brake cam,

revolves.

This operation generates the contour from the rough forg-

ing. The wheel used is alundum, 18 inches in diameter, 2%-
inch face, 3850 grit and M grade, operated at 5000 feet per

minute. The work speed is comparatively slow, approximating

Fig. 65 Steering Gear Worm Threads Are Ground

15 feet per minute. No traverse feed is employed, the work

being fed directly to the wheel. The cam is ^6 -inch in diameter

at the smallest cross-section while the largest diameter is 2^2
inches. Approximately ^-inch is removed in grinding and the

standard grinding time is 9 minutes. After the part is case-

hardened, two diameters are ground on the shaft. The largest

diameter is 0.9985-inch and 2% inches long, while the smaller

diameter is 0.9375-inch and 1/1,6-inch long. This work is per-

formed on a Norton, plain grinding machine, capable of ac-

commodating work 10 inches in diameter and 50 inches long,
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equipped with an alundum wheel, 18 inches diameter, 2-inch

face, 24 combination grit and M grade, operated at 5000 feet

per minute. The standard grinding time for this work is two

minutes.

The steering gear on Packard automobiles embodies a hard-

ened and ground worm on which both right and left hand

threads are cut. Machining operations on the worm, prelimi-

nary to grinding, consists of turning, drilling, reaming and

thread-cutting, all accomplished on automatic turret lathes. After

the screws are heat-treated they are carefully tested for hardness.

The purpose of grinding the threads after hardening is to

overcome slight changes in the pitch that result from the sud-

den contraction of the metal when the part is cooled in the

heat-treating operation.

The threads are ground on special thread grinding ma-

chines designed by the Packard company ; one of these is shown

in Fig. 65. Two machines are employed for grinding each

screw, one for the right and the other for the left-hand

threads. The head of the machine carries the worm to be

ground which is held in place on an arbor and is locked in

position with a nut. The spindle carrying this arbor revolves

and advances at the same time, thus generating the correct

thread lead from a master screw. Automatic reversal at each

end of the stroke is governed by adjustable dogs.

The grinding wheel spindle is set to generate the desired

angle on the side of the thread. It is driven by an overhead

belt and a circulating pump delivers grinding compound to the

point of grinding contact. As the illustration shows, the

grinding wheel is protected by a substantial guard.

The wheel used for this operation is alundum, 7 inches in

diameter, ^'iricri bevelled face, 3850 grit and M grade; it is

operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The
work speed is 16 feet per minute, while the traverse feed is

about 42 feet per minute. Approximately 0.015-inch is removed

by grinding, the standard time being 16 minutes for finishing

one worm.

The operation illustrated in Fig. 66 consists of generating
a true spherical surface on a case-hardened, machinery steel
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ball joint. This part is 1% inches in diameter. The machine

used is a Van Norman radial grinder equipped with an alundum

elastic wheel 8 inches in diameter, j^-inch face, 80 grit. This

wheel is operated at 4800 revolutions a minute imparting a peri-

pheral speed of approximately 10,000 feet per minute. While

this would be an excessive speed for a vitrified or silicate

bonded wheel, no danger is involved with an elastic wheel,

bond of which successfully withstands abnormal speeds. An
elastic wheel is used for two reasons; First, it permits the

wheel to retain the desired radial form for a comparatively

long time and, second, elastic-bonded wheels impart an excel-

lent finish. The work is held in a draw-in chuck in the work

Fig. 66 Finishing a Spherical Surface on a Radial Grinder

spindle and revolves 96 revolutions a minute. The head carry-

ing the spindle oscillates 6 times a minute. The center of the

shaft governing the oscillating movement is directly under the

center of the ball. The head is adjustable two ways by cross

slides, one furnishing the cross feed and the other means for

locating the work centrally over the axis of rotation. To gen-

erate the correct radius on the wheel, a special diamond holder

is used that fits the draw-in chuck. ,By this arrangement it is

possible to cause the diamond to travel in a radius that repre-
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sents the periphery of the work to be ground. Approximately
0.015-inch of stock is removed in grinding, the standard time

being 2.6 minutes.

The shank of this ball is tapered. For grinding the taper,

a Norton plain grinding machine is used capable of accommo-

dating work 10 inches in diameter and 72 inches long. This

machine is equipped with an alundum wheel, 14 inches in diame-

ter, 2-inch face, 50 grit and M grade, it is operated at 5000

feet per minute. No traverse feed is employed for this oper-

ation, as the work is fed directly to the wheel. The work speed

is approximately 20 feet per minute and the standard grinding

Fig. 67 Sizing a Square Hole on a Special Grinder

time, removing 0.015-inch of material is 1.5 minutes. A grind-

ing operation of more than usual interest is illustrated in Fig.

67, it consists of accurately grinding an hexagonal hole in a

bevel gear. The machine used was designed and built by

Burton, Griffiths & Co., London, Eng. The wheel used is

alundum %-inch in diameter, i/2-inch thick, 3850 grit and M
grade; it is operated at 14,400 revolutions a minute, imparting
a peripheral speed of approximately 2800 feet per minute. This

wheel is recessed so that sufficient clearance is provided between

the cutting surface and the screw that holds it in place.

The wheel spindle is mounted at the end of a rectangular
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Fig. 68 Finishing a Rear Axle Cross Tube

bar and is driven by a round belt. The bar that carries the

wheel is connected to a cross slide so that it has an up and

down adjustment to center it with the work. A cross feed also

is provided to bring the wheel to the surface to be ground.

The work is located by pitch line control with a special

fixture on a face plate which is indexed by slots on its peri-

phery, the slots engaging the same amount from each surface

as the operation progresses. With the wheel set, all six sur-

faces are ground before feeding it in again. Approximately
0.005-inch is left for grinding on each surface while the stand-

ard grinding time is 15 minutes per gear. Owing to the small

size of the wheel and its comparatively frail support, only light

grinding cuts can be taken.

The rear axle spring cross tube for Packard 3-ton motor

trucks is ground at both ends after it is bent to shape thereby

insuring the concentricity of both ends. This grinding oper-

ation, illustrated in Fig. 68, is performed on a Brown & Sharpe

plain grinding machine equipped with an alundum wheel 18

inches in diameter, 4-inch face, 50 grit and M grade ; it is oper-

ated at a perpheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The work is
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52 inches long and 1 47/64 inches in diameter. It is held on

special centers and is backrested near the point of grinding, this

being necessary to overcome chattering. This is a difficult

grinding operation for two reasons: First, tubing has a tendency

to chatter when ground, even under the most favorable condi-

tions, and, second, the bend in the tube is liable to become dis-

torted when end pressure is brought to bear by the centers.

Four inches of surface is ground on one end of the tube, no

traverse feed being used as the work is fed directly to the

wheel. Twelve inches of surface is ground on the other end

of this tube, the work being traversed 3 l
/2 inches for each

revolution. For both operations a work speed of 40 feet

per minute is employed. The standard grinding time is 9

minutes for removing 0.015-inch of stock.

An excellent example of wide-face wheel practice consists

of grinding rear axle tubes for 3-ton trucks. The machine

used is a Brown & Sharpe plain grinder, equipped with an

alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 6-inch face, 50 grit and

M grade, it is operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per

minute. The axle tube is ground at both ends. The ground

portion at one end is 24 inches long and 3.378 inches in diame-

ter
; at the other end, the ground surface is 3 inches long and 3

Fig. 69 Grinding a Rear Axle Tube
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inches in diameter. For grinding the long end, the wheel is

fed in straight toward the work at several settings. After the

diameter is brought to within approximately 0.001-inch of the

desired size, the wheel is traversed back and forth by hand

which insures the accuracy of the ground portion at all points.

For grinding the small diameter at the other end, a Norton

grinding machine, with a capacity for work 10 inches in diam-

eter and 72 inches long, is employed. This machine is equipped
with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 50

grit and M grade; it is operated at a peripheral speed of 5000

feet per minute. The operation is illustrated in Fig. 69. The

grinding allowance on the rear axle tube is 0.02-inch, the

standard grinding time for the large diameter being 18 minutes

and for the small diameter, 6 minutes.

The possibilities of wide face wheel grinding, without tra-

versing the work, are shown graphically in Fig. 70, the oper-

ation consisting of grinding the taper on the end of a rear

axle drive shaft. This is a splendid example of this practice.

The part must be finished to close limits, as a full bearing

must be shown when the work is smeared with Prussian blue

and tried with an accurate taper gage, Brown & Sharpe grinder

is used, equipped with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diame-

Fig. 70 Tapers Are Ground on a Wide Face Wheel
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inder Arranged for Finishing a Hexagon

ter, 6-inch face, 50 grit and M grade, operated at a peripheral

speed of 5000 feet per minute. The work is held between cen-

ters and backrested near the point of grinding contact. No
traverse feed is employed and the work speed is approximately

55 feet per minute at the greatest diameter of the ground sur-

face which is 5 5/16 inches long, 1^4 inches in diameter at the

large end and 1 5/16 inches in diameter at the small end. Ap-

proximately 0.04-inch of stock is left for grinding while the

standard grinding time is 5.4 minutes.

Another interesting operation on the rear axle shaft con-

sists of grinding the hexagonal end that engages
with the differential drive gear. This is illustrated

in Fig. 71. A Brown & Sharpe grinder is used, which is

equipped for side grinding. The wheel is an alundum cup, 8

inches in diameter, 2^-inch face, 1-inch wall, 36 grit and L

grade; it is operated at 2000 revolutions a minute which im-

parts a peripheral speed of 4188 feet per minute at the rim.

Special centers, designed by Packard engineers, are employed
for holding the work. The head-stock center carries an index

plate with six locations, means also being provided for aligning

the first surface to be ground, with the face of the grinding
wheel. This is necessary, as otherwise, an abnormal grinding

allowance would have to be provided. The work is fed past

the wheel by hand. To insure all surfaces being the same
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distance from the center, all are ground at one setting of the

wheel. The ground surface is 2^ inches long and 1.405 inches

wide. An allowance of 0.005-inch is provided for grinding on

each surface, the standard time for this operation being 15

minutes.

The cast steel differential gear housing is finished by

grinding to insure accuracy and correct alignment. It is held

on an arbor between centers, as illustrated in Fig. 72. A
Landis plain grinder is employed, capable of accommodating

Fig. 72 Differential Gear Housings Are Ground

work 12 inches in diameter and 36 inches long; it is equipped

with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 60

grit and M grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet

per minute. This operation involves both peripheral and face

grinding. The largest diameter is 12.125 inches and this sur-

face is i/2-inch long. After this diameter has been ground the

face, shown in Fig. 49, is finished on the side of the wheel. The

next surface to be finished is 3 15/16 inches in diameter and

1^2 inches long. During this operation it also is necessary to

grind the face. The remaining surface is 4.133 inches in di-

ameter and i^-inch long. The dimensions indicate that this is

a comparatively large piece to finish by grinding, especially

when close limits are involved. The work speed for all oper-
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ations is approximately 25 feet per minute. From 0.02 to

0.025-inch of stock is left for grinding and the standard grind-

ing time is 25.2 minutes.

Another example of cylindrical grinding on comparatively

large units, is illustrated in Fig. 73. The piece shown in a

transmission drive shaft bearing housing. It
.
is cast steel, is

mounted on an arbor, and is held between centers for grinding.

A Norton plain grinder is employed capable of accommodating
work 14 inches in diameter and 72 inches long, equipped with

Fig. 73 Bearing Housing Mounted for Grinding

an alundum wheel 20 inches in diameter, 4-inch face, 50 grit

and M grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5COO feet per
minute.

This operation also involves face and peripheral grinding.

The largest diameter ground, the one at the left, Fig. 73, is

5.998 inches in diameter and 2 15/16 inches long. The other

end is 5.061 inches in diameter and 1^ inches long. After

grinding the latter end by feeding the wheel directly to the

work without traversing, the wheel is brought against the

shoulder which is faced. Approximately 0.02-inch of stock is

allowed for grinding for finishing, standard grinding time being
12 minutes.

Clutch brake flanges are drop forgings. These are faced

on both sides by grinding to insure parallel surfaces. This
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Fig. 74 Surface Grinding a Flange

operation is illustrated in Fig. 74. A Pratt /fe Whitney vertical

surface grinder is used, equipped with an alundum, cylinder

wheel, 12 inches in diameter, 4 inches wide, 1 11/16-inch wall,

3830 grit, I grade and silicate bond; it is operated at a peri-

pheral speed of 3600 feet per minute. The work is held and

rotated on a special chuck, at a speed of 60 revolutions a

minute. The platen is fed back and forth by an ingenious de-

vice devised by the company's engineers. It consists of a

drum cam, similar to that used on automatic screw machines.

The large diameter of the work is 5J/2 inches; the small diam-

eter on the opposite side, 4^ inches and the hole is 3 3/16
inches in diameter. Approximately 0.015-inch of stock is left

for grinding on each side and the standard grinding time for

the job is 4 minutes.

The internal grinding operation, illustrated in Fig. 75, con-

sists of finishing three surfaces on the clutch shifter thrust-

bearing sleeve. This piece is drop-forged steel, the grinding

consisting of finishing one bore, 5.3125 inches in diameter, and

facing two surfaces at one setting. A Bryant internal grinder

is employed, equipped with an alundum cup wheel having
diameter of 4 and 3^4 inches respectively; it is 2l/2 inches

wide, 3836 grit, M grade and . silicate bond and is operated

at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The use of

silicate bond wheels for operation of this kind is unusual but
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by actual tests, for this particular operation, the silicate bond

showed high efficiency when compared with the performance

of vitrified wheels.

The piece is clamped to a special fixture attached to the

grinding machine work spindle. The work speed is approx-

imately 20 feet per minute. The bore is ground first and this

is followed by facing the shoulder at the bottom of the bore

and the outer shoulder. Approximately 0.001 -inch of stock

is left for grinding, the standard grinding time being 37 minutes.

Owing to the light construction of the piece heavy grinding cuts

are impossible.

For finishing transmission drive shaft bearing housings,

two internal grinding operations are involved. The one, shown

in Fig. 76, consists of grinding a bore, 4.3307 inches in diam-

eter and V/2 inches long. A Bryant internal grinder is used,

equipped with an alundum wheel, 4 inches in diameter, Y^ -inch

thick, 3846 grit and M grade; it is operated at a peripheral

speed of 5000 feet per minute. The work speed is approximate-

ly 16 feet per minute and the traverse feed equals ^-inch for

each revolution of the work. As indicated in Fig. 76, the work

is located from its outside diameter in a special fixture which is

fastened to the work spindle. Approximately 0.020-inch of

Fig. 75 Three Surfaces Are Finished at One Setup
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Fig. 76 An Accurate Internal Grinding Job

metal is removed by this operation the standard grinding time

being 18.9 minutes. The other end of this piece is ground in

the same way, but as the bore is only 1/4 inches deep, the

grinding time is 16 minutes.
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FINISHING OAKLAND AUTOMOBILE PARTS

TO
FUNCTION properly, especially when first put to a

road test, the bores of automotive engine cylinders should

be finished with great care to insure their position at an

exact angle of 90 degrees with the crankshaft axis and in addi-

tion they should be round, straight and smooth. In standard

American practice, three methods are followed in finishing

cylinder bores, namely, boring and reaming, boring, reaming
and grinding and boring, reaming and honing.

At the plant of the Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac,

Mich., the boring, reaming and honing process is followed ex-

clusively. The cylinder blocks are machined accurately under

multiple spindle machines, leaving approximately 0.014-inch of

stock for the finish-reaming operation. Approximately 0.0015-

inch of stock is left for honing, as illustrated in Fig. 77. The

block is located under a six-spindle drilling machine having a

special attachment, while the hone bodies are driven through
flexible joints so that the hones follow the reamed bores which

are 2 13/16 inches in diameter and 9 inches long. Each hone

body carries five carborundum hones, 6 inches long and ^4 -inch

square. Exhaustive experiments were made to adapt hones to

this operation and several grits were tried, No. 180 having

given the best results.

The hones are rotated at 140 revolutions per minute and in

passing through the cylinder bore they revolve nine times.

During the honing operation the hones are lubricated with

kerosene which is supplied from the tank shown at the right,

Fig. 77. With this machine, one operator finishes 18 cylinder

blocks or 108 bores per hour, or one bore every 1.8 minutes.

The holes thus finished must be round and straight within

0.001-inch, while also they must present a mirror-like finish.

It is claimed for the honing process that aside from being ex-

tremely economical from a production point of view, the finished

bores offer a minimum amount of resistance to the piston rings

while the car is being broken in during the first few hundred
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miles of driving. This theory is based on the fact that the

travel of the hones lays the finish lines practically vertical so

that they offer a minimum amount of resistance to the newly
fitted piston rings.

The hones are kept in contact with the cylinder bore

through spring pressure. This is essential for efficient honing
while it also permits the hone to remove any minute high spots

that might result from reaming. During the initial experi-

ments in honing cylinders, ordinary rub or sharpening stones

were used. Considerable trouble was experienced as these

Fig. 77 Oakland Cylinders Are Finished by Honing

stones wore unevenly and they did not hone effectively. In

this respect it must be borne in mind that the ordinary sharpen-

ing or rub stone of commerce is not graded as accurately as

the grinding wheel, as this procedure is not warranted. On
the other hand the hones used for finishing cylinder bores, are

graded just as carefully as are grinding wheels intended for

the most exacting purposes. For this reason, the early troubles

due to imperfect hones have been obviated.

The pistons for Oakland motors are cast from an alum-

inum alloy and are 2.8125 inches in diameter and 3.5 inches

long. They are roughed-out on automatic lathes to a diameter
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of 2.8375 inches, leaving 0.025-inch for grinding. Two grind-

ing operations are involved. The pistons are rough-ground to

2.8225 inches leaving from 0.07 to 0.01 -inch for finish-grinding.

The skirt is recessed at both sides while a full bearing is

afforded on each side at right angles with the piston pin, which

is necessary to take the strain set up by the angularity of the

connecting rods.

The piston skirts are ground as shown in Fig. 78, this

operation being performed on a Norton grinding machine

capable of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 36

inches long and equipped with a crystolon wheel, 18 inches

in diameter and 2% -inch face. This wheel is operated at a

Fig. 78 Piston Skirt Located for Grinding

peripheral speed of 5500 feet per minute, while the work speed

is approximately 20 feet per minute. As Fig. 78 shows, the

piston is placed on the adaptor on the spindle end of the special

attachment used in connection with the grinder. This device

supports the piston rigidly, which is necessary because of the

recesses in the skirt. Approximately 0.007 to 0.01 -inch of stock

is removed in this operation, the grinding time being 30 pistons

per hour. The ground portion is 2% inches long.

The piston head is ground as shown in Fig. 79, on a Nor-

ton grinding machine capable of accommodating work 10

inches in diameter and 36 inches long. It is equipped with a

crystolon wheel, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, operated
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Fig. 79 Grinding the Piston Head

at a surface speed of approximately 5500 feet per minute, the

work speed being- 20 feet .per minute.

As Fig. 79 shows, the work is located on a special fixture.

The piston slips over an adaptor located on the work spindle,

being held in place by a draw rod connected to a cross pin

located in the piston-pin hole. In removing 0.03-inch of stock

the production time is 30 pistons per hour. The surface

finished is 1/4 inches long.

Surface grinding is employed at the Oakland plant in a

number of instances where it is necessary to generate accurate

Fig. 80 Cylinder Heads Located for Surfacing
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planes. Such an operation is shown in Fig. 80, which consists

of surfacing cylinder heads. These parts are cast iron, ap-

proximately 20 inches long and 5 inches wide. They are located

directly on the magnetic chuck of a Blanchard surface grind-

ing machine equipped with a crystolon wheel, 18 inches in

diameter, 5 inches thick and l^-inch rim. This wheel is oper-

ated at 860 revolutons per minute while the chuck speed is 15

revolutions per minute. As the illustration shows, two cylinder

heads are located at one setting. Approximately 0.03-inch of

stock is removed, the grinding time being four minutes for two

blocks. The wheel is fed toward the work approximately 0.001-

inch for each work revolution.

Another interesting surface grinding operation is illus-

trated in Fig. 81. It consists of surfacing oil-pump gear cases

Fig. 81 Sizing Oil Pump Cases by Grinding

and is performed on a Blanchard surface grinder, equipped
with a wheel similar to that used for grinding the cylinder

heads. The parts are aluminum, 2^4 inches long and 2 inches

wide with a -Hi-inch wall. As aluminum cannot be held by

magnetic attraction, the parts are placed on a special fixture

consisting of one stationary and one eccentric pin for locating

each piece by its inside contour. Considerable time must be

consumed in loading the fixture as each piece must be rapped

firmly in place. However, as the fixture holds 70 pieces, 300

can be ground per hour removing approximately 0.04-inch of
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stock. These pieces are held within close limits as they must

make a good fit for the oil-pump gears when this unit is as-

sembled.

A number of interesting cylindrical grinding operations

are involved in finishing camshaft bearings. These parts are

cast iron, the shaft being supported at the center and each

end. These bearings must be ground to fit the crankcase ac-

curately while also it is essential for the bores and outside

diameters to be concentric. The operation illustrated in Fig. 82

consists of grinding the outside diameter on a front camshaft

bearing. The machine used is a Cincinnati plain grinder

Fig. 82 Grinding a Front Camshaft Bearing

equipped with an alundum wheel, 20 inches in diameter, 2-inch

face, operated at a peripheral speed of approximately 6000 feet

per minute. As Fig. 82 shows, the piece is located on an arbor

located between the centers. Two surfaces, 2^4 inches in

diameter and -Hs-inch wide, are ground, the part being recessed

at the center. Approximately 0.02-inch of stock is allowed

for grinding, while the production time is 35 parts per hour.

The work is fed directly to the wheel without traversing.

The method of finishing a center camshaft bearing is

shown in Fig. 83. The work is located on an arbor between

centers in a Norton plain grinding machine capable of ac-

commodating work 6 inches in diameter and 32 inches long,
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equipped with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 2-inch

face, operated at a peripheral travel of 6000 feet per minute.

The work speed is approximately 18 feet per minute, while

the traverse feed equals about 1 inch for each revolution of

the work. The part is 1^4 inches in diameter and 2 inches

long, and for removing 0.02-inch of stock the grinding time

is 40 bearings per hour.

The operation illustrated in Fig. 84 consists of finishing

rear camshaft bearings. The diameter of the work is 1^4 inches

while the two finished surfaces on each bearing are ^-inch

wide. This operation is performed on a Brown & Sharpe

plain grinding machine equipped with a carborundum wheel,

Fig. 83 Work Located on an Arbor

12 inches in diameter and 2-inch face, operated at a peripheral

speed of approximately 6000 feet per minute. The work is

rotated at a surface speed of approximately 18 feet per minute,

while the traverse feed is 1-inch for each revolution of the

work. As Fig. 84 shows, two bearings are located on a work

arbor at one setting. For removing approximately 0.02-inch of

stock, the bearings are finished at the rate of 50 per hour. For

the three camshaft bearing grinding operations, the grinder

hands are provided with several arbors so that one arbor can

be loaded and dogged while the grinding is in progress. This

procedure reduces the grinding time materially as the machines

are idle only while the arbors are being placed in position and

removed.
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Fig. 84 Finishing /JTwo Bearings at One Setting

The device illustrated in Fig. 85 is a special fixture

equipped with three Ames dial indicators for testing camshaft

bearings. The bearing shown in place on the fixture fits the

front end of the crank case, while the indicators are set to

check the concentricity of the two peripheral surfaces and the

inner face of the flange. This fixture also is utilized for in-

specting the center and rear bearings.

Dial Indicator Fixture for Testing Camshaft Bearings
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CHEVROLET GRINDING OPERATIONS

THE
light-weight, moderately powered car has been an

important competitive factor in the automobile trade

almost from its inception. In the early days of the in-

dustry, small cars were popular as they could be sold in

competition with horse-drawn vehicles. On the other hand,

the development of heavy, high-powered cars that could

withstand roads strains successfully was slow as the

science of heat-treating steel was practically unknown when
the automobile industry was in its infancy. While heavy
cars were in use in the pioneering days of the automobile

industry, they often languished by the roadside through
mechanical failures. Therefore, the so-called runabout be-

came popular almost immediately, because under favorable

conditions it could be coaxed to travel 100 miles or so,

provided the operator was possessed of sufficient mechanical

ingenuity to make the frequent adjustments necessary to

keep the machine running. However, the light-weight, mod-

erately-powered car has attained a high state of development
in this country.

Perfection in automobile design is effected by a

process of elimination wherein objectionable features are

discarded. The correct heat-treatment of steel has solved

the problem of broken parts, or at least it has reduced

this factor to a minimum, but economical production is an-

other story. Here the grinding wheel and the modern grind-

ing machine play the important part. Without these manu-

facturing aids, the use of automobiles would be restricted

as they could not be marketed at a price to suit the average
American pocketbook.

The grinding methods have aided materially in bringing
about the production of automobiles on a quantity basis

is apparent from an inspection of the manufacturing meth-
ods of almost any automobile plant. In the works of the

Chevrolet Motor Co., Flint, Mich., abrasive engineering is
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applied extensively and a brief description of some of the

more important grinding methods practiced will illustrate

why the use of grinding wheels expedite production. The

Chevrolet grinding operations are divided into three classes,

namely rough, semiprecision and precision. Rough-grinding

operations consist of snagging castings, grinding fins from

Fig. 86 Disk Grinders Are Used for Generating Flat Surfaces

drop forgings, etc.
; the semiprecision operations are per-

formed on disk grinders equipped with abrasive circles,

while precision operations are employed extensively for fin-

ishing a diversity of cylindrical parts.

A practical example of disk grinding is shown in Fig.

86 the part being a water connection. The purpose of

grinding is to face-off the reverse side. While the surface
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must be approximately flat, a slight tolerance from a true

plane is permissible as a gasket is interposed between the

connection and the part that it fits. This operation is per-

formed on a Gardner disk grinder equipped with a 36-grit

carborundum disk. The work is located against an angle-

iron fixture attached to the swing table. In this instance

the design of the part is used advantageously for locating

as a round projection fits in a.V-slot on the angle iron,

thereby eliminating the use of straps or clamps. The re-

cessed surface ground is 4x4 inches and the production

time for removing approximately 1/32-inch of metal is 45

pieces per hour. Other parts finished by disk grinding in-

Fig. 87 No Time Is Lost in Calipering the Work

elude pump covers, exhaust manifold fittings, bearing caps,

gear covers, etc. The disk grinders are equipped with dust

hoods connected to an exhaust system, but in Fig. 86 the

top of the hood was thrown back to show the disk.

In making pistons in large quantities, the grinding
machine is used exclusively for sizing the outside diameter.

In the operation shown in Fig. 87 the piston is located against
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a fixture on the headstock spindle. It is locked in place

by a draw rod and a locating pin that is placed in the

piston-pin hole. This device effects rapid handling. The

machine used is a Landis plain grinder, capable of accom-

modating work 10 inches in diameter and 36 inches long,

equipped with a crystolon wheel, 18 inches in diameter, \
l
/2-

inch face, 36 grit, L grade and operated at a peripheral

speed of 5500 feet per minute. The work speed is 35 feet

per minute, while the traverse feed equals approximately
\ l
/2 inches for each revolution of the work. The pistons

shown in Fig. 87 are 3 11/16 inches in diameter and 4 inches

long. Approximately 0.01-inch is allowed for finishing,

while the production time is 60 per hour. As Fig. 87 shows,

the operator calipers one piston while another is in the

process of grinding; therefore, the only time the machine is

idle is when the work is being placed in position or re-

moved.

One of the most important parts of an automobile en-

gine is the crankshaft which transmits the reciprocating

motion of the pistons to the drive shaft. To function prop-

erly, a crankshaft must have round pins and main bearings,

finished with a high degree of accuracy. The main bear-

ings must be concentric and the shaft in running balance.

Without accuracy in these essential factors the shaft soon

would wear in its journals, causing bearing knocks which re-

sult in costly repairs. For this reason automobile manu-

facturers with a reputation to maintain exercise extreme

care in crankshaft manufacture.

At the plant of the Chevrolet company the crankshaft

bearings and pins are first turned in crank lathes allowing

approximately 0.04-inch for grinding. Part of the crankshaft

grinding department is shown in Fig. 88. The pins on the

type of shaft illustrated are \ l
/2 inches in diameter and L}4

inches long; the front bearing is 1^ inches in diameter and

Z l/2 inches long; the center bearng is lj inches in diam-

eter and 1^4 inches long, while the rear bearing is 1^4 inches

in diameter and 3^4 inches long. The large rear bearing is

provided to support the weight of the flywheel.
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The crankshafts are ground on Landis crank grinding

machines equipped with aloxite wheels, 26 inches in diameter,

36 grit, R grade. The wheel width depends on the work

being ground. For grinding the main bearings the wheels

are 2-inch face, while a 1 5^ -inch face is used for pin grind-

ing. The first grinding operation consists of roughing-
out the main bearings to within approximately 0.01-inch

Fig. 88 Part of the Chevrolet Company's Crankshaft Department

of the desired size. Next, the pins are roughed-down, which

is followed by the finishing operation to reduce them to the

desired diameter.

In performing this operation the wheel is trued to the

desired thickness and is fed straight into the work. It is

necessary, of course, to keep the corners of the wheel at

the desired curvature to impart the necessary fillets to

the pins. The wheel corners are formed with a special

radius truing device with which the machine is equipped.
The final grinding operation consists of finishing the main
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bearings. As this is performed last, it is obvious that the

shaft will run true. The shafts are tested carefully for con-

centricity and are put in dynamic balance to make sure

that they will operate at comparatively high speeds without

resulting in vibration.

The camshaft requires careful grinding. Since it is

heat-treated, grinding is necessary to correct errors due to

heating and cooling and, again the cams must be finished

with a high degree of accuracy to insure the correct valve

motion. The shaft with its eight cams, four exhaust and

four inlet, is an integral unit. Thus, if one cam varies

but a slight degree from the predetermined timing as

established by the company's engineers, the entire unit

is worthless.

The camshafts are drop-forged steel and aside from gen-

erating the cam contours by grinding, four cylindrical

diameters also are ground. These diameters are rough-
turned and the cam contours are rough-formed before

the shaft is heat-treated. The next operation after heat-

treating consists of straightening the shaft so that it runs

approximately true after which the cylindrical parts are

rough-ground to within 0.01 inch of the desired sizes. The

cylindrical parts are \YA inches in diameter and 1^4 inches

long; 1^4 inches in diameter and 2 T4 inches long; 1% inches

in diameter and 3 inches long and 1 inch in diameter and
\

l
/2 inches long. The latter diameter accommodates the

timing gear. The other three diameters form a solid sup-

port for taking the thrust of opening the valves against

spring pressure.

The cylindrical grinding work on the camshaft before

it is heat-treated is performed on a Norton grinding machine

capable of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and

36 inches long, equipped with an alundum wheel 18 inches

in diameter, 2^4 -inch face, 3836 grit M grade and operated
at a peripheral speed of approximately 5000 feet per minute

;

an alundum wheel of the same diameter and width is used

on the same machine for finishing after heat treating. The
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three large diameters are roughed and finished at the rate

of 50 per hour for each diameter while the small diameters

are ground at the rate of 90 per hour.

The cam contours are formed on a Norton plain grind-

ing machine provided with a cam grinding attachment.

This machine is equipped with an alundum wheel, 18 inches

in diameter, 1 1/8-inch face 24 grit, R grade for roughing,
while an aloxite wheel in 246 grit and N grade is used for

the finishing operation. To rough and finish the cams on

one shaft requires 24 minutes.

The tube that houses the pinion shaft, sometimes called

the drive or propeller shaft, is tapered with a ground portion

Fig. 89 Grinding the End of a Pinion Shaft Tube

at each end. These are 2 inches in diameter and 5 inches

long and 1/4 inches in diameter and 8 inches long re-

spectively. The smaller diameter fits the universal joint

housing, while the larger fits in a flange that is bolted

to the differential gear casing. The reason for finishing

these diameters by grinding is to save time and to insure

accuracy, as these parts can be ground more rapidly than

they can be finished by other methods.

The method of grinding the pinion shaft tube is illustrated
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in Fig. 89, the machine being a Norton plain grinder

capable of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and

48 inches long, equipped with an alundum wheel, 20 inches

in diameter, 3-inch face 46 grit, N grade and operated at

a peripheral speed of 5500 feet per minute. In performing
this operation one end of the shaft is held between special

centers and is driven by a dog from one end. Approximate-

ly 0.01 inch is allowed for finishing while the grinding
time is five minutes for the two diameters.

In finishing the propeller shaft three grinding operations

are involved. The portions ground are 6 inches long and

Fig. 90 Pinion Shafts Are Sized by Grinding

1 inch in diameter
;
5 inches long and 1 inch in diameter,

with a taper to accommodate the pinion. This taper is

)4-inch long, having ^-inch small and 1 inch large diam-

eters. These shafts are finished on a Norton plain grind-

ing machine capable of accommodating work 16 inches in

diameter and 48 inches long, equipped with an alundum
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wheel, 20 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 46 grit, N grade

and operated at approximately 5500 peripheral feet per

minute.

A grinding operation on a pinion shaft is shown in Fig.

90. The usual practice is to finish all the diameters of a

given size at one operation while the grinding time for

the entire shaft is 30 per hour. The operation illustrated

in Fig. 91 consists of grinding rear axle shafts. This is

Fig. 91 Finishing Rear Axle Drive Shaft

performed on a Landis plain grinding machine capable of

accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 52 inches

long, equipped with an alundum wheel, 20 inches in diam-

eter, 3-inch face, 46 grit, N grade, and operated at a

peripheral speed of 6000 feet per minute. 'The portions

ground are 1 1/8 inches in diameter and 9 inches long,

with a taper 3 inches long which is 1% inches in diam-

eter at the large end and 1 inch at the small end. The
shafts are heat-treated and rough and finish-ground at the

rate of 90 per hour. Fig. 91 also shows the type of shop trucks
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used for transporting comparatively long parts from one de-

partment to another. The two trucks in the foreground are for

unfinished and finished work respectively. As soon as one truck

is full it is taken to the machine or department where subse-

quent operations are to be performed.
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FORD PARTS GROUND IN LARGE QUANTITIES

PRODUCTION

methods pursued in the building of Ford

motor cars are the result of many years of persistent in-

vestigation, study and experiment. The principles under-

lying the intensive manufacturing processes of the Ford Motor

Co. are the maintenance of the lowest possible production costs

without sacrificing the quality of the output. Every manufac-

turing step is executed by a workman who devotes his entire

time, day after day, to performing a certain operation, or cycle

of operations and as a result of constant repetition a high de-

gree of skill is developed. Such men are termed automobile

manufacturing specialists in Detroit. They are not machinists,

rior do they pretend to be such. On the other hand, they are

production operators developed by special training.

Another important factor entering into economical produc-

tion at the Ford plant involves the manner in which the various

manufacturing units are laid out. Each department, instead of

being limited to a certain operation, such as drilling, milling,

grinding, etc., is equipped with all the necessary machinery,

small tools and fixtures for the production of a specific part of

the car. Without this system, in a plant as large as that

of the Ford company, the cost entailed in transporting parts from

one department to another would be prohibitive. Thus, each

department is fully equipped with all of the necessary tools and

appliances, including heat-treating apparatus. A layout of this

kind involves an enormous expenditure for equipment, but the

operating economies effected more than compensate for this in-

creased initial cost.

Intensive production makes it necessary that every machine

tool be constantly in use, as otherwise the schedule production of

the department could not be maintained. To reduce machine

idleness to the minimum, several relief men are stationed in every

department to replace an operator called away from his machine

for unavoidable reasons. These relief men are developed by

special training and are competent to maintain 'production at
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the maximum on several distinct manufacturing operations. The

importance of constant production can best be visualized by

comparison. For example, the time involved in necessary ma-

chine idleness while making the photographs for the illustrations

accompanying this article was sufficient to produce three complete

Ford touring cars.

Production of the Ford plant also is expedited by automatic

systems for transporting parts from one machine to another and

from one department to the next. Several types of conveyors

are used, but the majority are of the endless, chainbelt type on

Fig. 92 Finishing Ford Crankshafts on a Landis Grinder

which receivers are spaced at intervals for accommodating parts.

When an operator completes his work on a certain piece he

places it on a conveyor, taking another piece from another con-

veyor. In some instances he lays the finished part aside to be

placed on the next conveyor by a helper. Trough, inclined-

plane and roller conveyors also are used in many departments.

It is necessary, of course, that the chainbelt conveyors function

properly at all times and a gang is detailed to make repairs.

One of the most important factors entering into efficient
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production at the Ford plant, however, is the extensive use of

precision grinding machines. Without these tools the present

Ford automobile could not be produced on an economical basis.

The 'grinding methods practiced are of more than usual interest

as they reflect the result of years of study of practical abrasive

engineering problems. The number of grinding wheels con-

sumed annually is enormous and aggregates several million. The

material, grit and grade of every wheel used for a specific opera-

tion were determined by competitive tests, and the data from

each test were checked by grinding engineers. For example,

Fig. 93 Cam Contours Are Ground After Heat Treatment

if a specific part is ground in 30 seconds the production engineers

do not assume, that this figure represents an efficient output, they

know it is without question. The saving of a few minutes here

and there in the. small shop is not a vital factor, but in a large

plant where intensive production must be maintained it is of the

utmost importance. For example, the Ford Motor Co. has made

over 9,000,000 crankshafts. Let it be assumed that efficient

methods have reduced the production time 10 minutes on each

shaft. Thus, 90,000,000 minutes, or 1,500,000 hours have been

saved on the production of this part alone. More than 200
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distinct grinding operations are carried on at this plant, and

several thousand grinding machines are in use. In some de-

partments such as those devoted to crankshaft and rear axle

manufacture, for example, from 100 to 200 grinding machines

perform a single operation.

As stated previously, more than 9,000,000 crankshafts have

been produced at the Ford plant and their manufacture re-

flects the results of long experience. At one time, Ford crank-

shafts were ground from the rough forgings, but exhaustive

time studies indicated that this practice was not productive of the

most economical results and at the present time the shafts are

rough-turned before grinding.

Ford crankshafts are drop-forged, heat-treated steel, the

four crankpins being 1 1/4 inches in diameter and 1^ inches

long while the front, center and rear main bearings are 1/4

inches in diameter and 2, 2 3/16 and 3 1/8 inches long, re-

spectively. The outer end of the crankshaft extending beyond
the front main bearing also is finished by grinding. It is in

two sizes, namely 1 3/16 inches in diameter and 2 3/32 inches

long and 1.185 inches in diameter and 1 inch long.

After the rough forging is centered, the sequence of opera-

tions followed in finishing the main bearings includes rough

turning, semifinish turning, rough grinding and finish grinding.

In finishing the pins the operations include rough turning all pins,

finish grinding the two center pins and rough and finish grinding

the two end pins. After the shaft is rough turned, it is straight-

ened by a press and is tested to make sure that it runs true with-

in prescribed limits. This procedure is necessary, as otherwise

it would be necessary to allow an abnormal grinding allowance.

After straightening, the crankpins are ground, as shown in

Fig. 92. This work is performed on a Landis crank grinder,

capable of accommodating pieces 16 inches in diameter and 32

inches long, equipped with an aloxite wheel, 24 inches in diam-

eter, 1^-inch face, 24 combination grit, H grade, or a borolon

wheel in 24 combination grit, O grade, either wheel being oper-

ated at a peripheral speed of 6000 feet per minute. The shaft is

located on offset blocks while measuring gages that are in con-

tact with the work during the grinding operation enable the
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operator to grind to the desired size without stopping the ma-

chine to caliper the work. The pins are ground at the rate of

50 per hour, removing approximately 0.03-inch of stock. The

wheel is fed directly to the work without traversing, the wheel

corners being trued with a radius-truing device to impart the

necessary fillet at each end of the pin. The depth of cut is all

that the wheel will withstand, except for the final finishing when

the work is within a few thousandths of an inch of the desired

size. A work speed of approximately 15 feet per minute is

employed.

The main crankshaft bearings are finished in two grinding

operations which are performed on Landis grinding machines,

capable of accommodating work 12 inches in diameter and 32

inches long. These are equipped with aloxite wheels, 24 inches

in diameter and in various face widths to accommodate the work

and are in 24 combination grit, H grade; they are operated at

a peripheral speed of 6000 feet per minute. The 24 combination

grit, O grade borolon wheels also are used for finishing main

bearings. During this operation the shaft is located between

centers and is backrested over the main center bearing. These

grinders also are equipped with measuring gages to facilitate siz-

ing the work. In the rough grinding operation, the work is re-

duced to within a few thousandths of an inch of the desired

size, leaving a minimum amount for finishing. When necessary,

the shafts are straightened before the finish-grinding operation.

The outer portion of the shaft also is finished on Landis grinders

of the same size and equipped with the same wheels used for

finishing the main bearings.

Camshafts for Ford motors are drop-forged steel ; they
are roughed-out on the lathe, case-hardened and are finished by

grinding. A special shaper is employed for cutting the cam con-

tours before the shafts are hardened. The dimensions of the

front, center and rear bearings are 24 -inch in diameter and 1^4
inches long; 24 -inch in diameter and 2 7/16 inches long
and 24-inch in diameter and 1 15/16 inches long, respectively.

The front and rear bearings are ground on Landis plain grinders,

capable of accommodating work 12 inches in diameter and 36

inches long, equipped with alundum or borolon wheels, 18 inches

in diameter, 2-inch face, 24 combination grit, O grade and
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operated at a peripheral speed of 6500 feet per minute. These

bearings are finished at the rate of 70 per hour. The work is

rotated at a surface speed of approximately 20 feet per minute,

no traverse feed being used as the work is fed directly to the

wheel. The center bearings are ground on Norton plain grind-

ing machines, capable of accommodating work 10 inches in di-

ameter and 32 inches long, equipped with borolon or alundum

wheels, 14 inches in diameter, 2 7/16-inch face, 46 combination

grit, O grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 6500 feet per

Fig. 94 Rear Axle Ring Gear Mounted for Grinding the Bore

minute. In this operation the work is backrested and is fed di-

rectly to the wheel without traversing, while the production time

is 90 per hour.

The cam contours are generated on a Landis plain grinder

equipped with a cam grinding attachment, as illustrated in Fig.

93. The work is located between centers, while the cam contours

are generated by master cams which contact with a fixed roll.

As the master follows over the roll, the cam is moved toward

and away from the grinding wheel. As the cam shaft has

eight cams, four intake and four exhaust, eight masters are

provided. When one cam is finished the roll is moved by a hand
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lever to a position behind the next master. Approximately 0.03-

inch of stock is removed by this operation, the grinding time

being 25 shafts per hour. The wheels used on the cam grinders

are salvaged from the crankshaft grinding job. After the

wheels are worn to a diameter that renders them useless for

crank grinding, they can be used to advantage on the cam job.

Ring gears for Ford cars are heat-treated steel. The teeth

are cut on bevel-gear generating machines, after which the parts

are hardened. They are quenched in oil while held in a fixture

by hydraulic pressure so that they do not distort as they cool. In

Fig. 95 Internal Grinding of a Bearing Housing

the manufacture of automobiles, special attention should be given

to the ring gears, for if they are not true, that is, if the gear-

pitch line does not travel in a true circle, it is impossible to ad-

just the relation between the ring gear and the drive pinion satis-

factorily. If a close adjustment cannot be maintained, the gears

will prove noisy in operation. The operation illustrated in Fig.

94 consists of grinding the center hole in a ring gear, the sur-

face thus finished forming a seat on the differential housing.

This operation is performed on a Bryant chucking grinder

equipped with a borolon wheel, 4^2 inches in diameter, ^-inch
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face, 46 grit, L grade, operated at a peripheral speed of ap-

proximately 5000 feet per minute. The work rotates at the

necessary speed to impart a peripheral travel to the bore of 15

feet per minute, while the traverse feed equals approximately
l
/4 -inch for each revolution of the work. The gear is located

from its pitch line on a special fixture, being held in place with

three clamps. During the grinding operation, the work is cooled

with cutting lubricant which practice is not common in internal

grinding operations. The ground hole is 5^4 inches in diameter

and Yz inch deep and in removing approximately 0.015-inch

of stock, the grinding time is 1000 gears in eight hours.

Another interesting internal grinding operation performed
on a Bryant grinder is illustrated in Fig. 95. It consists of

finishing bores in heat-treated steel roller bearing housings. The

bore is 2^ inches in diameter and approximately 3^4 inches

long. This machine is equipped with a borolon wheel, 2j4

inches in diameter, 1-inch face, 50 grit, O grade and is operated

at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The work speed

is approximately 18 feet per minute. The ground portion is 3.22

inches long and 2^ inches in diameter and in removing ap-

proximately 0.012 inch of stock the grinding time is 310 pieces

in eight hours.

The next operation on this part consists of grinding a cylin-

drical portion outside the flange, 2.63 inches in diameter and

7/16-inch long. This is performed on a Landis plain grinder,

capable of accommodating work 12 inches in diameter and 36

inches long, equipped with an aloxite wheel, 12 inches in diam-

eter, %-inch face, 60 grit, M grade and operated at a peripheral

speed of 6300 feet per minute. The work is held on an arbor

between centers and is fed directly to the wheel without

traversing. For removing 0.02-inch of stock, the grinding time

is 700 parts in eight hours.

The shoulders on axle bevel gears are ground on a Landis

plain grinder, Fig. 96, capable of accommodating work 12 inches

in diameter and 36 inches long, equipped with a borolon wheel,

18 inches in diameter, 1*4 -inch face, 36 combination grit, O
grade and operated at a peripheral speed of 6200 feet per min-

ute. The machine is equipped with two work heads, the
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Fig. 96 Facing the Shoulder on a Axle Bevel Gear

spindles of which are set at an angle of 90 degrees with the

grinding wheel spindle. The work is located from the pitch-line

and is fed past the wheel face approximately 1/8-inch for each

work revolution. Approximately 0.015-inch of stock is removed

and the grinding time is 1400 gears in eight hours. The purpose
of providing two heads is to permit the operator to unload and

load one while work on the other is being ground. The out-

side of the hub, which is 1.808-inch in diameter and 15/16-inch

long, is finished on a Landis plain grinder, capable of accommo-

dating work 12 inches in diameter and 36 inches long, equipped
with a borolon wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 1^4 -inch face, 24

combination grit, N grade and operated at a peripheral speed
of approximately 6000 feet per minute. The work is located

between centers on an arbor and is fed toward the wheel without

traversing. The work speed is approximately 20 feet per minute,

while the grinding time for removing approximately 0.02-inch

of stock is 750 in eight hours.

A number of centerless grinders are used at the Ford plant

for finishing the large number of bearing rollers required by
the production schedule. In Fig. 97 is shown a Cincinnati cen-
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Fig. 97 Roller Bearings Are Ground on Cincinnati Centerless Grinders

terless grinder arranged for finishing bearing rollers, ^2 inch

in diameter and 3^ inches long. It is equipped with an elastic

borolon wheel, 20 inches in diameter, 4-inch face, 140 grit, 6

grade, operated at a peripheral speed of approximately 6000 feet

per minute. It also is equipped with an automatic hopper de-

signed by the Ford company's engineers, which contains a feed

arm actuated by a motor that keeps the feed trough on the grind-

ing machine filled constantly. Four roughing and one finishing

cut are necessary to remove approximately 0.02-inch of stock

and to reduce the bearings to the desired diameter. On the

roughing cuts the parts pass through the machines at the rate

of 80 per minute while the finishing time is 120 per minute. Sev-

eral of the machines also are equipped with Peninsular wheels

in 80 grit, R grade. The company also operates a number of

Sanford centerless grinders in the roll department, these ma-

chines being equipped with aloxite wheels, 20 inches in diam-

eter, 3-inch face, 80 grit, H and I grade, silicate bond, and 60

grit, H grade, vitrified bond. The purpose of centerless grinding

is to eliminate the time usually consumed in placing the work

on an arbor and locating it between centers. For an operation
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similar to the foregoing, where a large number of like parts

are ground daily, centerless grinding is productive of economical

results.

After the Ford transmission is partly assembled, the outside

diameters of the three drums are ground as shown in Fig. 98.

This work is done on a Norton grinding machine, capable of

accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 24' inches long,

equipped with an aloxite wheel, 20 inches in diameter, 4-inch

face, 24 combination grit, K grade and operated at a peripheral

speed of approximately 5500 feet per minute. The transmission

assembly is located between special centers, equipped with roller

bearings and rotated at a surface speed of approximately 15

feet per minute. The surface finished is 7 inches in diameter

and 4 inches wide. No traverse feed is used, the wheel being

fed directly to the work. Two operations are necessary, rough-

ing and finishing. In the roughing, the work is brought to within

a few thousands of an inch of the desired size. The small

amount of stock removed in finishing permits the wheel face to

remain true for a comparatively long period, so that it is neces-

Fig. 98 Sizing Transmissions on a Grinding Machine
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Fig. 99 Finishing the Outside Diameter of a Reverse Gear

sary to true it only once for every 100 parts ground. The grind-

ing time is 70 transmissions per hour for roughing and finishing,

respectively.

In Fig. 99 is illustrated the method of finishing the outside

diameter of a reverse gear, the ground portion being 3.199 inches

in diameter and 1.769 inches long. The machine used is a

Fig. 100 Transmission Shafts Are Ground on a Wide Face Wheel
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Norton plain grinder, equipped with an aloxite wheel 20 inches

in diameter, 6-inch face, 24 combination grit, N grade and oper-

ated at an approximate peripheral speed of 6300 feet per minute.

The work is located on an arbor provided with a fixed drive so

that no time is lost in setting the part in place between centers.

The operator is provided with several arbors so that he can load

and grind simultaneously. The parts are ground by feeding

them directly toward the wheel without traversing, while the

grinding time for removing approximately 0.002-inch of stock

is 65 gears per hour.

In finishing the Ford transmission shaft, three grinding op-

erations are involved, the one illustrated in Fig. 100 consisting

Fig. 101 Facing the End of a Ford Transmission Shaft

of finishing a surface, 1-inch in diameter and 6 inches long.

This work is performed on a Norton grinding machine, capable

of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 36 inches

long, equipped with a borolon wheel 20 inches in diameter, 7 l
/2-

inch face, 24 combination grit, M grade and operated at a peri-

pheral speed of 6000 feet per minute. The work is fed directly

to the wheel without traversing and after the cylindrical por-

tion is ground the flange is faced at the same setting. The holes

in the flanged end are utilized in driving the work, while the

machine also is equipped with a self-reading indicator so that the

operator can note the diameter of the work as the grinding is in
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Fig. 102 Drive Shaft Sleeves Are Sized on the Grinder

progress. The parts are heat-treated, drop-forged steel. They
are roughed-out to within 0.003-inch of the desired size at the

rate of 100 per hour the finishing time for the same operation

being 80 per hour. This work furnishes an excellent example of

fixed-wheel grinding as the parts must be finished within close

limits. The amount of stock removed in grinding is 0.02-inch.

Another grinding operation on the transmission shaft con-

sists of finishing a surface, 0.935-inch in diameter and l/^

inches long. A Norton grinder is used, capable of accommodat-

ing work 10 inches in diameter and 36 inches long, equipped

with an aloxite wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 24

combination grit, K grade and operated at a peripheral speed

of 6500 feet per minute. The work is fed directly to the wheel

without traversing, the grinding time being 125 parts per hour

for removing 0.02-inch of stock.

Another interesting grinding operation on the transmission

shaft consists of facing the end of the flange, as shown in Fig.

101. This surface must be finished accurately at right angles

to the cylindrical portion. The machine used is a Landis grinder,

capable of accommodating work 6 inches in diameter and 18

inches long, equipped with a borolon wheel, 18 inches in diam-

eter, 2-inch face, 46 grit, O grade and operated at a peripheral
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speed of 5500 feet per minute. As Fig. 101 shows, the work
is located between centers in a special fixture set at an angle of

90 degrees with the grinding wheel spindle. The flange is 4

inches in diameter and in removing 0.005-inch of stock the

grinding time is 125 parts per hour.

The outside diameter of heat-treated steel drive shaft

sleeves are finished as shown in Fig. 102, on a Norton grinding

machine, capable of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter

and 36 inches long, equipped with a borolon wheel, 18 inches in

diameter, 4-inch face, 24 combination grit, N grade and operated

at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The operator

is provided with several arbors for mounting the work so that

the one can be loaded while the grinding is in progress. The

work is rotated at an approximate speed of 15 feet per minute

and is fed directly to the wheel without traversing. The sleeves

are 1/4 inches in diameter and 3 1/16 inches long and for re-

moving approximately 0.03 inch of stock the grinding time is

130 per hour.

The ends of the sleeves are faced square with the outside

diameter on a grinding stand equipped with two aloxite cup

wheels, 12 inches in diameter, 60 grit, N grade and operated

at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. This machine

is provided with two swinging fixtures with V-blocks for locating

the work. Two operators use the machine simultaneously, a

Fig. 103 Grinding a Drive Shafe for a Ford Truck
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limit gage being conveniently located between the two wheels for

gaging the work. Approximately 0.015-inch of stock is removed

from each end of the sleeves, the output of the two operators

being 300 parts per hour.

Drive shafts for Ford motor trucks are finished on a Nor-

ton plain grinding machine as shown in Fig. 103. It is capable

of accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 72 inches

long and is equipped with an aloxite wheel, 20 inches in diam-

eter, 6-inch face, 24 combination grit and K grade, operated at

a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute. The surface ground
is 1/4 inches in diameter and 6 inches long. Grinding is per-

formed by feeding the work to the wheel without traversing,

the grinding time being 50 shafts per hour. Another surface on

I I 1

Fig. 104 Motor Starter Shafts Are Sized Rapidly by Grinding

the drive shaft finished by grinding at the rate of 80 per hour,

is 1 1/8 inches in diameter and 3 11/16 inches long.

The starter motor shaft has four ground surfaces as fol-

lows: }/2-inch in diameter and 5 inches long, 0.676-inch in di-

ameter and 2^4 inches long, ^-inch in diameter and iy% inches

long and %-inch in diameter and ?4 inch long. The shafts are

ground, as shown in Fig. 104, on a Norton grinder, capable of

accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 24 inches long,
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equipped with an aloxite wheel, 20 inches in diameter and in

various widths to accommodate the different ground portions.

The work is rotated at an approximate surface speed of 20 feet

per minute being fed directly to the wheel without traversing.

Approximately 0.015-inch of stock is removed from each surface,

while the four grinding operations on one part are performed in

three minutes.

The tapered portion of the axle shaft that fits the rear

wheel is ground by feeding the work directly to the wheel with-

out traversing. This operation is performed on a Norton plain

grinding machine, capable of accommodating work 10 inches

in diameter and 36 inches long, equipped with an aloxite wheel,

20 inches in diameter, 3-inch face, 24 combination grit, K grade

and operated at a peripheral speed of 6500 feet per minute. The

material is heat-treated steel, the grinding time being 100 per

hour for removing approximately 0.04 inch of stock. The

ground portion is 2^4 inches long, 10.62 inches at the large end,

the taper being 1% inches to the foot. Other surfaces ground

on the axle shafts are 6% inches long and 1.062 inches in diam-

eter, finished at the rate of 90 per hour and 1.062 inches in

diameter and 6 inches long, ground at the same rate.

From the foregoing it will be noted that the fixed-wheel

principle for grinding, involving feeding the work to the

wheel without traversing is employed extensively at the Ford

plant. Fixed-wheel grinding is not an innovation, as it has

been employed in crankshaft and form grinding for many years.

However, the general adoption of the fixed-wheel principle is

due largely to the experimental work carried on at the Ford

plant as this company was a pioneer in adapting the principle

to general precision grinding. Many difficulties had to be over-

come as the ordinary grinding machine often was found to lack

the rigidity necessary for carrying a large wheel and for ab-

sorbing the vibration set up by the wide cut. Special machines

generally are used for fixed-wheel grinding.

In the development of the fixed-wheel principle, considerable

trouble was experienced in obtaining suitable wheels. After

extensive experiments by grinding wheel manufacturers, how-

ever, it was found possible to produce wheels. These wheels
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must cut free and hold a true face, as otherwise the finished

work would not pass close inspection. The general adoption of

the fixed-wheel principle at the Ford plant has lowered produc-

tion costs materially and is further evidence that progress in

abrasive engineering methods is possible in cases where the pro-

duction engineer, the grinding machine manufacturer and the

grinding wheel maker are willing to co-operate to attain a de-

sired goal.
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ACCURATE PRODUCTION OF TRACTOR PARTS"

BECAUSE
of the acute labor shortage that prevailed

throughout the war period, the development of the farm

tractor was given added impetus. Within a period of a

comparatively few years, these machines have advanced from

the novelty to the necessity stage and refinements of construction

have been introduced that are not surpassed by the highest

price motor cars. Quantity production of farm tractors in-

volves the use of jigs and special tools to insure the exact dupli-

cation of all parts. This is an essential feature of the manu-

facture of agricultural machinery which is repaired on the farms

where the usual shop facilities are not provided. During the

war, the Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland, developed a highly

efficient machine adapted for both farm and industrial uses. It

is of the track-laying type and is driven by an internal com-

bustion engine. The endless tracks which are 8 inches wide,

give the machine an overall length of 70 inches. In the manu-

facture of the component parts of this tractor, abrasives play
an important part, because of the accuracy obtained by grinding
and the reduced cost of production as compared with other ma-

chining methods.

One of the vital parts of the engine by which the tractor

is propelled, is the crankshaft which must be finished accurately

to reduce wear and to obviate burned-out bearings. These

crankshafts are drop-forged, heat-treated steel and are roughed-
out on special lathes after which they are finished by grinding.

Several finished shafts are shown in Fig. 105 which also illus-

trates the type of shop rack used to transport them while they

are progressing through the grinding department. The racks

are A-frames and have a capacity for ten shafts, five on each

side.

The first grinding operation on the cranks consists of

roughing-out the main bearings, as shown in Fig. 106. The three

bearings are 2 1/8 inches in diameter, approximately 0.03-inch

of metal being allowed for finishing. The grinding is done
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on a Landis plain grinder which will take work 12 inches in

diameter and 36 inches long. The shaft is dogged on one end

and is located between centers in the usual way. The center

bearing is ground first and a backrest is located at this point.

This is followed by the grinding of the other bearings. For

grinding the bearing adjacent to the flywheel flange, it is un-

Fig. 105 Ground Tractor Engine Crankshafts

necessary to locate a backrest, but it usually is utilized for grind-

ing the bearing at the other end of the shaft. The grinding

wheel is alundum, 26 inches in diameter, 2*4 -inch face, 36 grit

and Q grade; it is operated at a peripheral speed of approxi-

mately 5500 feet per minute. The bearings are 2*/2 inches in

diameter and about 0.01 -inch of stock is left for the final finish-

ing operation. The wheel used is comparatively hard, but this
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is primarily a roughing operation, the purpose of which is to

remove stock only and to keep the bearings concentric with

each other, the final finishing alone being relied on for accuracy.

The next operation, illustrated in Fig. 107, consists of

rough-grinding the crank pins. The machine used is a Landis

crank grinder, capable of swinging a 16-inch circle and accom-

modating work 32 inches long; it is equipped with an alundum

wheel, 26 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 36 grit and Q grade,

run at a peripheral speed of approximately 5500 feet per min-

ute. The shaft is held in special offset fixtures which are set

to impart the necessary throw and are indexed to give the

Fig. 106 Grinding Crankshaft Main Bearings

necessary angular distance between the pins; namely, 180 de-

grees. The pins are 2 inches in diameter, approximately 0.04-inch

of stock being left for grinding. The pins are ground to 0.01-

inch of the finish size.

The crankshaft then is drilled for lubrication, the flywheel

flange is faced and after the keyways and threads are cut, it

is ready for the final grinding operation on the pins. This

work is performed on the same type of machine as that shown

in Fig. 107 and is handled in the same manner, except that a 24
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Fig. 10/ ig Tractor Crankshaft Pins

combination grit, M grade alundum wheel is used. The final

grinding operation consists of finishing the bearings, this work

being done on the same type of machine as that shown in Fig.

106; the wheel used is the same as that employed for finishing

the pins.

All crankshafts are balanced dynamically on a Norton

machine, shown in Fig. 108. The operation of this machine is

comparatively simple, although it requires considerable skill to

balance the shafts accurately in a reasonable length of time. As

Fig. 108 shows, the crankshaft is mounted on rollers on which

it is revolved rapidly, being driven by a belt that passes over the

center main bearing. The operator, with a brass pencil, marks

the shaft as it revolves. Before being mounted, the two end

journals are coated with Prussian blue in which the pencil

leaves its mark. The shaft first is revolved toward the oper-

ator, and if out of balance, the part is marked by the pencil.

Then the sha'ft is rotated in the opposite direction and another
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mark is made. These marks indicate to an expert operator

from what part of the crank webs metal must be removed to

bring the shaft in balance. The excess metal is removed by a

United States electrical tool grinder, shown in the background
of Fig. 108. This motor-driven machine is equipped with alun-

dum wheels, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch face, 24 grit and P

grade, operated at a peripheral speed of 5000 feet per minute.

After some of the excess metal has been removed, the shaft

again is balanced and if it does not run true, metal again is re-

moved and the operation is continued until the shaft is in per-

fect running balance. True dynamic balance is indicated by two

pointer needles, one at either end of the machine. If the needles

show no vibration when the shaft is rotating, it is in dynamic
balance.

Practically all cylindrical parts are finished by grinding, the

methods pursued being familiar to grinding machine operators

Fig. 109 shows how a Sanford grinder of the centerless type is

Fig. 108 Testing a Crankshaft for Dynamic Balance
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utilized for finishing a number of straight pieces, namely, piston

pins 3% inches long, and ^4 -inch in diameter, made of case-

hardened, machinery steel. This grinder carries both a feed and

a grinding wheel. The feed wheel is a Waltham 10 inches in

diameter, 3-inch face, 60 grit and M grade; it operates at 40

revolutions a minute, imparting a peripheral speed of 104 feet

per minute. The grinding wheel also is a Waltham, 20 inches

in diameter, 3-inch face, 60 grit and M grade; it is operated at

I

Fig. 109 Finishing Piston Pit . a Sanford Grinder

960 revolutions a minute imparting a peripheral speed of ap-

proximately 5000 feet per minute. The work passes between the

two wheels on guideways. The feed wheel is set at a slight

angle which causes it to pull the work along, the operator only

being required to feed the pieces to the machine. The metal
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allowance for grinding is 0.022-inch. Five passes are made be-

tween the wheels to reduce a pin to the desired size. It takes

six seconds to make one pass, and therefore, the actual grinding

time is 30 seconds for each piece.

A number of parts are ground from the rough on Blan-

chard surface grinding machines. An operation of this kind is

illustrated in Fig. 110. The parts ground are cast iron water

outlet flanges, 14 being, mounted simultaneously on a special

fixture. The parts are held in place by straps, as Fig. 110

shows. The wheel used is carborundum, 18 inches in diameter,

Fig. 110 Work Located for Surface Grinding

5 inches thick with a l
l

/+-mch wall, 20 grit and O grade, oper-
ated at 860 revolutions a minute. The platen travel is 15 revo-

lutions a minute and the down feed for each revolution of the

fixture is 0.001 inch. The time consumed in loading the fixture,

grinding and unloading is 10 minutes. It is necessary to gener-
ate a true surface as these parts must form a water-tight joint
with the cylinder head. These pieces are oval shape, approxi-

mately 4% inches long and 2^4 inches wide, while the actual

surface ground is approximately 10 square inches. As 1/16 inch

of metal is left for grinding, the parts being ground from the

rough nearly 9 cubic inches of stock are ground away in 10

minutes.

A facing operation is shown in Fig. Ill, the part ground
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Fig. Ill Face Grinding a Pump Impeller

being a cast iron pump impeller. It is mounted on an arbor

located in the headstock spindle and is rotated at a speed of 20

revolutions a minute. The piece is 3 inches in diameter. The

purpose of grinding this piece is to generate a true angular

surface on the end, the headstock being set at an angle for this

purpose. The machine used is a Landis plain grinder capable

of taking work 10 inches in diameter and 20 inches long; it is

equipped with an alundum wheel, 12 inches in diameter, 1-inch

face, 24 combination grit and K grade, operated at 5000 feet

per minute peripheral speed. Approximately 0.03-inch is re-

moved, the grinding time per piece being two minutes.

The cylinder head for the Cleveland tractor is cast iron,

approximately 22 inches long, 8 inches wide and 4 inches thick.

Fig. 112 Cylinder Head Set Up for Surface Grinding
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These parts are ground accurately from the rough on a Diamond

face grinder which is equipped with a carborundum cylinder

wheel, 29 31/32 inches in diameter, 6-inch face with a 2-inch

wall, 141 grit and N grade, operated at 610 revolutions a min-

ute, imparting a peripheral speed of 4786 feet per minute. The

sequence of operations follows: First, the top of the cylinder

head is ground, then the bottom and next one side is squared.

The other side does not require finishing. The ends also are

ground, the purpose being to form a watertight joint for the

connections. Fig. 112 shows the first grinding operation. The

Fig. 113 Squaring the Side of a Cylinder Head

work is strapped to a special fixture bolted to the platen of the

machine. Approximately 1/8-inch is removed and the depth
of cut taken each time the work makes a complete pass before

the wheel is 0.012-inch.

The operation illustrated in Fig.. 113 consists of squaring-

up the side after the top and bottom have been ground. The

work is strapped to a special fixture and the amount of metal

removed and the depth of cut are the same as in the previous

operations. The last operation consists of squaring the ends
;

this also is accomplished on a special fixture. It is necessary,
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of course, to keep the wheel free cutting that it may function

at maximum efficiency. These parts are finished at the rate of

three per hour. The wheel is trued as shown in Fig. 114 with

a tool manufactured by the Ross Mfg. Co., Cleveland. This

precision instrument is mounted on ball bearings, being held in

a fork that terminates in a round shank, which is clamped in the

Fig. 114 Dressing a Large Grinding Wheel

special bracket shown in the illustration. For truing the wheel,

a plentiful supply of water is used, the tool being fed past the

wheel by the automatic feed.

Another large part involving the grinding of a piece from

the rough, is shown in Fig. 115. This part is the lower half

of a transmission case. The reason for grinding it is to form a

flat surface against which the gasket bears. The grinding is

performed on a Diamond face grinder equipped with a wheel

similar to that used for grinding the cylinder heads. This

Fig. 115 Transmission Cases Finished by Grinding
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Fig. 116 Transmission Case Located for Grinding

operation is shown in Fig. 116. The work is clamped to a

special fixture and is fed past the face of the wheel. The piece

illustrated in Fig. 115 is approximately 36 inches long and 18

inches wide, the ground surface being 50 square inches. As

1/16-inch is removed in grinding, it is apparent that the actual

amount of metal removed is approximately three cubic inches ;

sixteen of these case sections are ground per hour, involving

the removal of 48 cubic inches of metal. This wheel also is

trued with the same type of dresser as that used for the cylinder

Fig. 117 Many Parts Are Ground on Large Disks
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head grinding operation ; one of the dressers is shown in position

in Fig. 114.

For certain grinding operations, experiments have proved
that disk grinding is highly efficient. Such an operation is

shown in Fig. 117, the part ground being a cast iron air strainer

box. The surface ground is approximately 8 x 12 inches and

from 1/32 to 3/64-inch of metal is removed. Thirty-five of

these air strainer boxes are ground in an hour. The machine

used is a Gardner horizontal disk grinder equipped with a car-

Fig. 118 Bearing Cap Arranged for Grinding

borundum disk, 54 inches in diameter and 16 grit. It is made

in two sections and revolves at a speed of 600 revolutions a

minute. When grinding the cast iron box, the operator holds

it down as shown in Fig. 117, the cross bar back of the box

keeping the work in place on the disk.

A number of parts are surfaced on vertical disk grinders,

as shown in Fig. 118. This part is a cast iron bearing cap,

the surface ground containing approximately 18 square inches.

The cap is 9 inches long and 6 inches wide. It is held on a

special fixture by dowel pins that fit the holes in the casting.

The operator holds the work against the disk by a hand lever as

it is oscillated back and forth. The machine employed is a mo-
tor-driven Gardiner disk grinder, equipped with a carborundum

disk, 36 inches in diameter arid 16 grit; 150 pieces are ground

per hour.
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CHILLED IRON CAM GRINDING METHODS

CAMS
for actuating the valves of 4-cycle diesel engines

should be accurately machined to insure correct opening

and closing of the valves. As the cam shaft makes only

one revolution to every two of the crankshaft, it is evident that

the cam contour cannot be altered materially without seriously

affecting the valve action. Also, the cams must be sufficiently

hard to withstand the constant roll pressure which is greatest

at the opening and closing points.

In the design of the Busch-Sulzer 4-cycle diesel engine,

a product of the Busch-Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine Co., St.

Louis, chilled iron cams are incorporated. As this material is

comparatively hard, the methods followed in machining the

cams are of more than ordinary interest. Two of these cams

are shown in Fig. 119. They are cast in sand molds equipped
with an iron chill to form the contour. This chills the outside

of the casting to a depth of 3/16-inch.

The first machining operation on the cams is to bore the

hole and face one side. This work is done on a heavy duty
turret lathe. Then the cam is placed on an arbor and the other

side faced. The next operation is to generate the correct con-

tour on the periphery. This operation is performed on a Norton

plain grinding machine equipped with a Norton cam grinding

attachment, as shown in Fig. 120. The cam is held on an arbor

by the lock nut, A, which bears against the split washer, B.

The object of using a split washer is to permit the cam to be

placed in position and to be removed without taking the nut off

the arbor. With the split washer, all that is necessary is to

loosen the nut slightly, slip the washer off when the cam can

be passed over the nut. The arbor carrying the cam is operated

by the driver C. It is provided with means for aligning the

contour of the cam with that of its leader, D, which runs over

a roll not shown in the illustration. The spindle that carries

the leader is shown at E and is driven by a worm gear behind the
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housing, F. The overarm, G, which supports the outer end of

the cam arbor fits in a positive-positioned slide, one side being

shown at H. Thus, the cam arbor is always kept in alignment

with the cam leader spindle. This is essential to insure the face

of the cam being ground parallel with its axis. The wheel used

is crystolon 20 inches in diameter with a 2-inch face, 30 grit

and K grade and is run at a peripheral speed of 5500 feet a

minute. During the grinding operation, the work is cooled by a

liberal stream of soda water supplied by the circulating pump.

As the cams come to the grinding machine, approximately

Engine Valve Cams

1/32 inch is left for grinding. The cams are 7/4 inches across

the small diameter with a 1^-inch face. With the cam in place,

the operator sets the cam longitudinally to permit the grinding

wheel to cover half the cam face. Then the cam is fed directly

toward the wheel by hand, and by means of the graduations on

the cross feed screw, the operator sees when he is within a few

thousandths of the finish size. Then the platen of the grinding

machine is moved over and the remainder of the cam face

roughed off.

In the finishing operation, a traverse feed of approximately
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,

T
4-inch for each revolution of the cam is used, the work being

allowed to traverse until no sparks are visible. The work speed

in both the roughing and finishing operations is approximately

20 feet per minute, peripheral. The work is tested by a sheet-

steel template which is carefully worked out to the desired

contour.

As the grinding wheel wears away, the contour of the

cams being ground varies slightly. This is due to the fact that

the leader is generated from a master cam running over a disk

of the same size as the wheel to be used in grinding. To corn-

Fig. 120 Fixture for Grinding Cam Contours

pensate for the slight errors that develop as the wheel wears

down, several leaders are provided, each generated for a differ-

ent size wheel. Thus, by changing the leaders as the wheel

wears down, the operator is assured of generating cams within

very close limits of the desired contour. Leaders are changed
for every inch in diameter that the grinding wheel wears away.

Cams finished by this method possess two distinct advan-

tages: First they are as hard as it is possible to make chilled

iron and the finished surface is perfectly flat and parallel to the

cam axis. This insures a full contact with the cam roll which

reduces wear to a minimum. Chilled iron cams will run con-
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stantly for many years, opening and closing the valves millions

of times, before any noticeable wear is apparent. The grinding

time per cam, including time consumed in mounting it on its

arbor, taking it off after the grinding is completed and testing

it with the template, is approximately five minutes. Thus pro-

duction costs are within reasonable limits.
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QUANTITY PRODUCTION OF BALL BEARINGS

ABALL bearing to function efficiently must have suffi-

cient contact areas to insure large carrying capacity; it

must reduce friction to a minimum and it must be manu-

factured with extreme accuracy. The first two factors are de-

termined by the engineer who designs the bearing, but the last

factor is strictly a manufacturing problem where extreme ac-

curacy must be maintained in manufacturing large quantities of

bearings on a commercial basis. Accuracy is maintained by the

extensive application of grinding and without grinding machin-

ery it would be impossible to produce either the balls or their

races.

The Federal Bearings Co., Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., is a

pioneer manufacturer of accurate ball bearings, being one of

the few producers of these units to make balls as well as other

component parts. Construction features of the Federal bearing

are shown in figure 121. This bearing is termed Universal as

it will take care of both radial and thrust loads. It is of the

3-contact type as the balls bear against the inner ring and

against the two outer rings. As indicated by Fig. 121, the inner

ring embodies a deep annular groove in which runs the single

row of balls. Two outer races are provided, the included angle

from the inner contact to the two outer contacts being 25 de-

grees. The outer races are held in a substantial case. The

manufacture of these bearings embodies a number of grinding

operations of unusual interest. The balls are formed from

rough bar stock in a bulldozer which turns them out in rough

spherical shape.

The first grinding operation on the balls is shown in Fig.

122. The machine used is a Schatz ball grinder equipped with

a Manhattan wheel 16 1/8 inches in diameter, 3^4 inches thick,

30 grit, rubber bond. This wheel is mounted on an iron center,

11^6 inches in diameter and is run at 1100 revolutions per min-

ute. In Fig. 122, the ring that rests on the annular row of balls

has been raised to show details clearly. It will be noted that
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the ring of balls is confined between two beveled retainers which

causes the balls to revolve in a circle. The question naturally

arises : Why do not the balls wear a path on the wheel ?

This is overcome by setting the wheel axis off center with that

Fig. 121 Federal Universal Ball Bearing

of the ring that rests on the balls. Thus, practically the whole

side, or top in this case, of the wheel is worn evenly. This op-

eration is- carried out before the balls are heat-treated. The balls
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shown in place in Fig. 122 are /4-inch in diameter, when fin-

ished. From 0.008 to 0.012-inch is removed and the grinding

time for one load of balls is three minutes. The balls are

ground to within 0.002-inch of the desired finish size in this

operation. The operator stops the machine frequently during the

grinding operation to test a few balls with micrometers to make

sure that the lot is not being ground undersize. The desired

spherical surface is imparted to the balls by the rolling and

grinding contact to which they are subjected. The ring that

rests on the balls causes them to revolve over the surface of the

Fig. 122 Rough Grinding Bearing Balls on a Rubber Wheel

wheel at a speed of 400 revolutions per minute while the grind-

ing wheel removes the irregularities.

After heat-treating, the balls are lapped to a desired size.

This operation also imparts the necessary high polish. This

operation is illustrated in Fig. 123, being performed on a Schatz

ball lapping machine. A grinding wheel is not used in this oper-
ation as the balls are rolled between two cast iron plates with a

liberal supply of No. 100 emery and oil. The upper lapping

ring revolves 500 revolutions per minute while the lower ring
remains stationary. It takes 6 l

/2 hours to lap one loading of
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Fig. 123 Several Thousand Balls Are Lapped to Size Simultaneously

balls, removing 0.002-inch. This appears to be a long process,

but it must be borne in mind that one loading consists of ap-

proximately 10,000 balls. The balls are tested from time to time

to make sure that they are not being ground undersize.

After lapping they are washed in a boiling soda solution to re-

move all traces of oil and emery. In making steel balls by any

process, it is impossible to prevent slight variations. As it is

necessary for all of the balls assembled in one bearing to be

exactly the same size, an ingenious automatic device, Fig. 124,

is used to classify the balls. The balls are fed from a hopper in-

to the depression between the two rolls in the foreground. These

rolls are hardened, ground and lapped to make sure they are

absolutely true. The opening between the rolls is narrower at

the top than it is at the bottom so that the balls in their down-

ward journey in the depression between the rolls drop through

as soon as a gap wide enough to accommodate each individual ball is

reached. In dropping through, the balls fall into receivers set

to catch them. Thus, all balls of a given size, within exceeding-

ly close limits are automatically set 'apart by themselves. The
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balls made by the process described are used in comparatively

inexpensive grades of bearings.

For high-duty Federal bearings, high carbon, chrome alloy

steel balls are used. Before being assembled into the cages that

retain them in the bearings, each individual ball is carefully

tested to make sure that all of the balls in one bearing are of

the same diameter. This testing is done with a semiautomatic

device, the balls being fed from a hopper to a point directly

under an Ames dial indicator by means of a hand lever. All the

operator does is to actuate the lever and watch the indicator

hand. Ames indicators reading to 0.0001 -inch are extensively

used in the mamifacture of these bearings.

The inner race ring is high carbon chrome vanadium steel

turned from solid stock in an automatic screw machine. After

heat-treating, the first grinding operation is to surface the sides,

this work being done on a Blanchard surface grinder shown in

Fig. 125. A retaining ring is placed -on the chuck to prevent

the wheel from forcing the work off, while the races to be

ground also are backed upon the inside with small, flat pieces

of steel. The wheel used is an alundum cylinder, 18 inches

Fig. 124 Balls Are Classified on an Automatic Machine
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in diameter, 5 inches thick with a l}4-inch wall, 3830 grit, L

grade, operated at 1000 revolutions per minute, imparting a

peripheral speed of approximately 4700 feet per minute at the

rim. The work or platen speed is from 13 to 17 revolutions

a minute while the depth of cut for each revolution of the chuck

is from 0.005 to 0.001-inch. The pieces shown in Fig. 125 are

3 inches in diameter and 0.2205-inch thick, being ground with a

tolerance of plus and 0.0002 inch minus. Approximately 0.025

inch is left for grinding while 200 races are surfaced per hour.

Fig. 125 Surfacing the Sides of Ball Bearing Rings

The work is gaged by the swing indicator mounted on the arm

in the foreground, this device being equipped with an Ames
dial indicator. After the pieces are taken off the chuck, they

are thoroughly cleaned by an air blast to remove minute par-

ticles of steel that adhere through magnetic attraction. The

pieces are next demagnetized on a Walker demagnetizer, this

operation being shown in Fig. 126.

The next operation is to grind the hole. This operation

is performed on Heald, Van Norman and .Bryant internal grind-

ing machines. This is an important step in the process as the
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Fig. 126 All Bearing Parts Are Demagnetized

hole must be straight and accurate within close limits. If the

hole is slightly bell-mouthed or tapered, the finished bearing can-

not be located properly on its arbor when put to practical use.

The operation shown in Fig. 127 consists of grinding a hole

9.6693 inch in diameter and 0.472 inch long on a Bryant chuck-

ing grinder. The wheel used is Chicago, ^-inch in diameter,

^2-inch thick, 46 grit, C grade operated at 15,000 revolutions

a minute, imparting a peripheral speed of approximately 2400

Fig. 127 Sizing Bearing Holes on a Bryant Grinder
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feet per minute. The work rotates 300 revolutions a minute,

which gives a work speed of approximately 183 feet per minute.

The traverse feed is 3/16-inch for each revolution of the work.

The depth of cut is approximately 0.0002-inch, 0.006 to 0.009-

inch being removed by grinding. Production time on this oper-

ation is 40 holes per hour with a tolerance of 0.0002 plus and

0.0004-inch minus. As the illustration shows, the piece is lo-

cated on a special fixture from a surface finished in the previous

operation. Care is exercised to make sure that the locating sur-

face runs dead true. This is absolutely essential, otherwise the

Fig. 128 A Special Fixture Locates the Work

hole would not be square with the side. The work is located

centrally by a two-size plug that fits the machined bore in the

work and the bracket at the front of the fixture. Another

hole grinding operation is illustrated in Fig. 128; the machine

used is a Heald internal grinder equipped with a Chicago wheel,

1^2 inches in diameter, ^-inch face, 36 grit, B grade, operated

at 15,000 revolutions a minute. The work speed is 300 revolu-

tions a minute. These speeds are identical with those of the

previous operation. The traverse feed equals 3/16-inch for each

revolution of the work. The depth of cut is approximately
0.0002-inch while 0.008 to 0.011-inch is left for grinding. The

pieces ground are 1.5978 inches in diameter and 0.7087-inch long,

while the production time is 25 pieces per hour with a toler-
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ance of 0.0002 plus and 0.0004-inch minus. After this opera-

tion, the holes are carefully inspected for size, bell mouthing
and taper; if these errors are in evidence, the time spent in

performing subsequent operations would be wasted.

The next operation is to generate the desired curve that

forms the ball race. This operation is performed on special

machines designed by the company. One of these ma-

chines, set up for another operation, however, is illustrated in

Fig. 129 Radial Grinder Finishes Ball Races

Fig. 129. It consists of a wheel slide having a lateral adjust-

ment through a cross-feed screw and a swing head which carries

the work spindle. The radial movement of the member carry-

ing the work spindle generates the desired contour. The wheel

used is Waltham, elastic, 2 inches in diameter, 3/8-inch face,

8912 grit, grade 3, operated at 18,000 revolutions per minute.

The work speed is 1000 revolutions a minute. In this operation

the radial movement of the work spindle is governed by hand.

In grinding the race track on pieces as shown in Fig. 125, which

are 3 inches in diameter, the grinding time is 50 per hour
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The work is carefully sized by a dial indicator and a measuring

arm. Contact is made with the work by a diamond so that wear

on the measuring point is reduced to a minimum. By this de-

vice, the operator does not have to stop the machine to examine

the work for size. He continues grinding until the indicator

needle comes to a predetermined point and then stops.

To provide an absolutely smooth surface for the balls to

bear on, all wheel marks are carefully lapped out by lapping

tongs provided with leadlined jaws that grip the work. The

lapping agent is flour emery mixed with tallow and wax. This

operation is performed by hand, the work being held in a

speed lathe.

The outer races are punched from cold stock and then

forged to shape after which the outside diameter is rough-

turned on a lathe. After heat-treating, the races are ready for

grinding. The first grinding operation consists of grinding the

sides. This operation is performed oni a Blanchard surface

grinder, the operation being practically the same as that shown

in Fig. 125, where the grinding of the sides of the inner race is

illustrated.

The next operation consists of grinding the outside of the

races. This is illustrated in Fig. 130. Seven races are loaded on

an arbor which is provided with a fixed collar at one end while

a nut and movable collar at the other end hold the pieces in

place. As it is essential to locate from the ball race surface

as well as from the flat outside surface, fillers are placed be-

tween the races as they are loaded on the arbor. These fillers

fit the ball race. One side of each filler fits the race track while

the other side brings up against the flat part. iBy this method

the periphery of the race is ground in proper relation with the

ball track. Two arbors are provided so that the operator loads

one while grinding with the other is in progress.

The machine used is a Norton plain grinder capable of ac-

commodating work 10 inches in diameter and 36 inches long,

equipped with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 2-inch

face, 24 combination grit, K grade operated at 1300 revolutions

per minute, imparting a peripheral speed of approximately 6000
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Fig. 130 Several Parts Are Ground at One Setting

feet per minute. The surface ground is 5.118 inches in diameter

and 12 inches long. The work is rotated 100 revolutions a min-

ute imparting a surface speed of approximately 130 feet per

minute, while the traverse feed is \}/4 inches for each revolu-

tion of the work. From 0.010 to 0.012-inch is left for grinding,
and in finishing these pieces with a plus variation of and a

minus allowance of 0.0008-inch, the grinding time is 150 pieces

per hour.

The cage that retains the balls is formed by punching and

drawing operations while the outer shell that holds the bearing

together, which is also a punch and die product, is not ground
until after the bearing is assembled.

In the assembling department, the outer and inner bearing

races are assorted according to the amount they vary from fixed

standards. By this method a bearing can be built up having the

correct outside diameter from parts that vary slightly from

standard sizes. The parts are sorted into various classes start-

ing with the lowest diameter tolerated and progressing by
various steps so that the entire series comes within the maxi-

mum and minimum limits set for each type of bearing. If this

practice were
.

not followed, the races of both the outer and

inner bearings would have to be ground to such exacting limits

that production on an economical basis would be an impossibil-
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ity. The depth of the ball track in both the outer and inner

rings is measured by devices equipped with Ames dial indicators.

The first assembling operation consists of taking outer and

inner rings sorted according to size so that they will build-up

into a finished bearing of the correct dimensions to a power

press where one outer ring is forced into- the retaining case

where it brings up against the flange formed at the lower end.

Next the operator takes an inner race and the two members of

the ball retainer, holding them together while the balls are

slipped in place.
'

It requires considerable practice to perform
this operation, but through constant practice the assemblers

develop a degree of speed that is surprising to the average

layman. The ball and cage assembly is then dropped in place

in the assembled outer race and case. Then the other outer

race is put in place and forced down under an arbor press. It

is not practicable to use a power press on this operation be-

cause the balls would be forced tightly against the lower

outer race. With the arbor press, used by hand, the operation

can be controlled satisfactorily. The next operation is an inter-

esting one. It consists of spinnning-over the metal of the

case to hold the outer ball races in place. The machine used is

illustrated in Fig. 131. Here the operator puts the bearing
in a draw-back chuck where it is firmly gripped. Then the

projecting part of the case is spun-over at right angles to the

periphery which forms a collar; thus firmly locking the bear-

ing together. The two sections of the ball retainer are next

closed in place, which completes the assembly operation.

Each bearing is subjected to a running test under the re-

quired amount of end thrust previously determined for each

size of bearing. The sides of the. outer rings are then ground
in a special machine which insures that the sides will be at right

angles with the bearing. The final grinding is done on a

Blanchard surface grinder and is similar to the operation il-

lustrated in Fig. 125. The bearings then are tested to make

sure that the ground surface runs true with the axis of the

bearing. If the bearing runs out it is scrapped, as many of

the units being salvaged as possible. The bearings are then

carefully ground and demagnetized, after which all burrs are
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Fig. 131 Bearing Cases Are Spun in Place

removed from the inside edges of the outer case. This opera-

tion is performed in a speed lathe.

The periphery of the case is carefully ground to size. This

is of utmost importance as this diameter, which it will be re-

membered was formed in a press, must be within close limits

so that the finished bearings will be interchangeable. In other

Fig. 132 Work Is Sized With an Automatic Caliper
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words, the outside diameter of a large lot of bearings must all

be within close limits.

This grinding operation is illustrated in Fig. 132. The
machine used is an Ott plain grinder equipped with an alun-

dum wheel, 10 inches in diameter, 1^4 -inch face, 50 grit, 'K

grade, operated at 2200 revolutions a minute, imparting a peri-

pheral speed of approximately 5700 feet per minute. Several

bearings are loaded on one arbor. As the sides of the bearings
were finished by grinding on the Blanchard grinder, it is obvious

that the periphery will be true and square with the sides when

Fig. 133 Testing Bearings Under a Dial Gage

the work is located in this manner. The work speed is 400 revo-

lutions a minute. In the operation illustrated in Fig. 132 the

bearings are 1.183 inches in diameter so that the work speed is

approximately 120 feet per minute. Approximately 0.005-inch

is ground away, the depth of cut being 0.005-inch. The traverse

speed is 5/16-inch for each revolution of the work. The grind-

ing time on this operation is 450 pieces an hour.

After this operation, the bearings are carefully demag-
netized. This operation is of the utmost importance, for while

each unit is demagnetized every time it is taken from a mag-
netic chuck, the final demagnetizing operation on the finished

bearing, removes all traces of magnetism in case a single unit
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slipped by in a previous operation. The machine used is a

Walker demagnetize^ the operation being similar to the one

shown in Fig. 126.

Several important testing operations are carried out on each

individual bearing before it passes the inspection department.

First, each bearing is subjected to a test to make sure that all

traces of magnetism are removed. The least trace of magnet-
ism in a ball bearing is a serious detriment to smooth working

Fig. 134 Final Test on a Ball Bearing

because it would cause minute particles of steel, worn away in

action, to adhere to the bearing surface.

The bore of the inner race is tested with size plugs. The

outside is tested for size, both with micrometers and under

the Ames dial gage shown in Fig. 133. By this means it is

readily ascertained if the bearing is absolutely round. Another

exacting test is illustrated in Fig. 134. This determines the

concentricity of the bearing in the position it will funciton when

put to actual use. In this test, the bearing is held and centered

by its inner ball race and as the outer case is rotated, two
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Ames dial indicators register any irregularities. The indicator

in the foreground tests the concentricity of the periphery while

the one at the left determines if the side of the bearing is

square with the race track. If it is correct, the dial hand shows

no movement.
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ROLLER BEARING PRODUCTION METHODS

THE
principle involved in the modern roller bearing dates

from the time when prehistoric man discovered that he

could expedite the moving of a heavy body by placing

it on rollers fashioned from the trunk of a tree. This arrange-

ment, together with the use of a lever made from a tree trunk,

small enough to be handled conveniently, and a stone for a ful-

crum, probably comprised man's first discovery of mechanical

applications. The modern roller bearing is nothing more nor less

than a refined application of the principle discovered thousands

of years ago, as it provides means for reducing friction between

two surfaces
;
one moving and the other fixed.

Roller bearings are used extensively as they furnish reliable

and efficient means for reducing friction, especially in automobile

engineering. The roller bearing shown in Fig. 135 is a product

Fig. 135 Section of Bock Roller Bearing

of the Bock Bearing Co., Toledo, O., designed to take care of

both radial and end thrusts. The set consists of a cone and a

cup between which rollers are interposed. The rollers are tap-

ered and are provided with heads that bear on a shoulder on the

cone. The object of this design is to take care of the end

thrust of the roller. As the cone, rolls and cup are tapered,

wear is readily taken up. Planes of all the beveled surfaces meet

at a common center. This design eliminates sliding action with

either cup or cone resulting from differences in the peripheral

speed of the roll. The rolls are kept from coming in contact
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with each other by a sheet metal cage not shown in Fig. 135.

These cages are stampings.

In the manufacture of these bearings, grinding machinery is

extensively employed, for without the practical application of

modern abrasive engineering, it would be impossible to manu-

facture the units accurately or to produce them on a commer-

cial basis. Grinding processes carried out at the Bock company's

Fig. 136 Preliminary Grinding on an Abrasive Disk

plant serve as excellent illustrations of how modern grinding

wheels and grinding machines are employed to advantage.

: ,Cones are alloy steel, case-hardened. They are roughed-out
on automatic machines from bar stock and tubing. After heat-

treating, the first grinding operation consists of rough-grind-

ing the back side. The purpose of this is to remove the fire

scale and to form a flat surface that is used as a locating point

in subsequent operations. The cones are ground as shown in

Fig. 136. The machine used is a Besley disk grinder, equipped
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with an artificial croundum disk, 20 inches in diameter, 24 grit,

operated at 1480 revolutions a minute. The cone is slipped over

the end of a spindle on a special fixture that is fastened to

the swing table. With the cone in place, the table is moved

to the grinding position and the work revolved by a handle on

the fixture spindle. A few turns are sufficient to remove the

fire scale and generate an approximately true surface. The

amount left for finishing in this operation is 0.005-inch while the

grinding time for cones with an outside diameter of 2^ inches

is 350 pieces per hour.

In the next operation, the hole in the cone is ground to

Fig. 137 Internal Grinding of Cones

size. Accuracy is of the utmost importance in this operation

as the hole must be round, straight and held within close limits.

If the hole were out-of-round, or not straight, the unit could

not be assembled accurately. This operation is illustrated in

Fig. 137. The machine used is a Heald internal grinder. The

size of wheel used varies with the diameter of the holes to be

ground. For grinding holes \y inches in diameter and 1 inch

long, an alundum wheel, iy2 inches in diameter, 1-inch thick,

3850 grit, J grade is used. This wheel is operated at 7000 rev-

olutions a minute, imparting a peripheral speed of approximately
2750 feet per minute. The work revolves 360 revolutions a

minute imparting a speed of approximately 165 feet per minute
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Fig. 138 Grinding Bearing Cones on
Grinder

Brown & Sharpe Universal

The work is held in a special chuck which locates it against the

flat surface and radially at the same time. The wheel is fed

through the work by hand, the grinding time for the size holes

previously mentioned being 50 per hour.

The next grinding operation on the cone is an important

one, consisting of finishing the tapered outside portion. The

angles must be correct and any cross-section of the conical sur-

face a true circle. Otherwise, the bearing would not function

correctly in use. The finish imparted must be excellent as these

units are not lapped after grinding. The machine used for grind-

ing the cones externally is a Brown & Sharpe grinder, capable

of accommodating work 6 inches in diameter and 32 inches long,

equipped with an alundum wheel, 14 inches in diameter, 2-inch

face, 3850 grit, N grade operated at a peripheral speed of 6000

feet per minute. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 138. The

cones shown on the grinder are 3% inches in diameter at the

small end 5 inches in diameter at the large end and 2/4 inches
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long. The work is rotated 130 revolutions a minute which im-

parts a peripheral speed at the large end of approximately 52

feet per minute. The work is held on a special expanding
arbor that locates it from the hole. The arbor is held in the

headstock spindle which is set over to impart the desired angle.

Approximately 0.01 -inch is left for grinding, the grinding time

being 50 cones per hour in the size previously mentioned, while

accuracy must be maintained.

In this operation, it is of the utmost importance that the

axis of the conical surface is square with the end. The gage

employed for testing is equipped with three measuring surfaces

for testing the angle while a dial indicator shows any irregulari-

ties on the end when tested in relation with the conical surface.

The final grinding operation on the cone consists of grinding

the shoulder at the apex. This seat forms a bearing for the

ends of the rolls, as shown in Fig. 135. This opera-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 139. The machine used is a

Fig. 139 Grinding a Cone Apex on a Brown & Sharpe
Universal Grinder
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Brown & Sharpe universal grinder capable of accommodating
work 12 inches in diameter and 30 inches long. The wheel used

is alundum, 21 inches in diameter, i^-inch face, 3880 grit, N
grade, operated at 12,000 feet per minute surface speed.

The work is located on a special expanding arbor that fits

the headstock spindle and is rotated 360 revolutions per minute.

As the cones are the same size as shown in Fig. 138, the work

speed is approximately 47 feet per minute. In this operation it

is necessary to impart a concave surface to the work which is

accomplished by dressing the wheel face with a special radial

truing device. The grinding time for this operation is 50

pieces per hour of the size previously mentioned, removing ap-

proximately 0.01 -inch from each piece. Inspection operations

on the cones consist of testing for hardness with the scleroscope,

testing the hole with a plug gage, the angle with an angular

ring gage, the radial surface at the apex with a profile gage.

In grinding cups the first operation is to grind the back face

true and establish a locating point. This is done on a Blanchard

surface grinder equipped with an alundum cup wheel 16 inches

in diameter, 5 inches thick, \y$ inches rim, grain 36, grade

K, operating at 1000 revolutions per minute. Cups are held on

a magnetic chuck, 10 to 50 pieces, being ground at the same

time. The next operation, illustrated in Fig. 140, consists of

grinding the tapered hole. The machine used is a Heald inter-

nal grinder equipped with an alundum wheel, 2 inches in diam-

eter, ^4-inch thick, 3860 grit, J grade, operated at a surface

speed of 6500 feet per minute. The work is located in a special

fixture on the headstock, this unit being set over to impart the

necessary angle to the work. This is an exacting operation as

the hole must be of the correct angle and perfectly round. The

pieces are tested with a plug gage and indicator. Approximate-

ly 0.012-inch is left for grinding, the grinding time being 40

pieces per hour.

In the next operation, illustrated in Fig. 141, the outside

diameter of the cups is ground. The machine used is a Norton

plain grinder equipped with an alundum wheel, 24 inches in

diameter, 2-inch face, 3860 grit, K grade, operated at a peri-
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pheral speed of 6000 feet per minute. The pieces shown in

Fig. 141 are 3*4 inches outside diameter and 1 inch thick.

Twelve are located on a special arbor at one setting. Filler

pieces that fit the tapered bore are interposed between two cups
with their large diameter facing. Thus, six fillers are necessary

in setting-up the work for grinding. As the pieces bear with

their backs against each other and with their tapers on the filler

pieces, they are accurately located so that the surface ground on

Fig. 140 Internal Grinding of Taper Holes on a Heald Grinder

the periphery stands square with the axis. This, of course, is of

the utmost importance, because if the axis and the periphery
were at an angle, ever so slight, the finished bearing would

cramp if set-up closely.

In this operation, the work is rotated 210 revolutions a min-

ute and as the outside diameter is 3,
T4 inches, the approximate

work speed in feet per minute is 18. In this operation, approxi-
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mately 0.03-inch is left for grinding. The traverse feed is

nearly the width of the wheel and the grinding time 200

cups per hour.

The cups are carefully inspected before being sent to the

assembly department. They are tested for outside diameter be-

fore taking them from the arbor under an Ames dial indicator

reading to 0.001 -inch. By testing them in this manner, the op-

erator readily ascertains, if the outside diameter is parallel with

the axis as it is a simple matter to test the assembly at both ends

as it comes from the grinding machine. This test also shows if

the pieces are round. Other inspecting operations on these

Fig.- 141 Several Pieces Located for Simultaneous

Grinding

parts consist of testing the hole with a taper plug, the sides

to see that they are parallel and a scleroscope test to ascertain

if the degree of hardness is within prescribed limits.

The operation shown in Fig. 142 consists of grinding tap-

ered rollers. The body dimensions of these units are ^-inch
l ng, %-inch large and 5/16-inch small diameter. The grind-

ing operation is perfortned on a Eraser full automatic grinder

equipped with an alundum wheel, 14 inches in diameter, 1-inch

face, 80 grit, M grade operated at a peripheral speed of 5400

feet per minute. In grinding, the work is rotated at 675 feet

per minute. From 0.010 to 0.014-inch is allowed for grinding,
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the production time being 650 rolls per hour. The control of

the machine is effected by three cams mounted on one shaft

and operated by a worm and worm wheel. This mechanism

is not shown in the illustration.

The machine, Fig. 142, functions as follows : The rotation

of the cam swings the feed arm, A, from the feed pipe, B,

to the chuck just behind the feed arm, holding the work until

the chuck jaws close on one end and the tailstock center, C, has

Fig. 142 Details of Fraser Automatic Cylindrical Grinding Machine

located itself in the center in the work. Then the work, D,
starts to rotate and the wheel is brought up to a predetermined

point. The wheel is then moved at the correct traverse for a

predetermined amount of time after which it remains stationary

for a few seconds to allow it to grind out. Then the wheel

moves back to its starting point, the work stops rotating, the

chuck jaws open, the tailstock center moves back and the work
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drops out. This cycle of operations is carried out, hour after

hour, with no other attention aside from keeping the hopper
full. A hopper is used to feed the machine although it is not

shown in Fig. 142. This makes the machine full automatic and

enables one operator to take care of several machines.



X
MAKING RITTER DENTAL PARTS

ABRASIVES

are used extensively at the Ritter Dental

Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., for producing a satisfac-

tory surface for enameling, plating, etc., and for the

precision grinding of various parts of dental apparatus. The
machine work is carried out with extreme care, representing
a class of everyday production work far more accurate than

the average run of tool room work. Methods have been

standardized so that accurate results are possible without

excessive production costs. The precision grinding depart-
ment is under the direct supervision of a practical grinding

expert who is responsible for the inspection of all work.

Numerous practical tests have been made to determine the

most efficient method for grinding each part while the grits

and grades of wheels used were standardized through practi-

cal experiments.

In preparing surfaces for plating and enameling, con-

siderable ingenuity has been exercised in the design of ap-

propriate fixtures for handling comparatively heavy cast-

ings. The operation illustrated in Fig. 143 consists of fin-

ishing a base plate for a dental chair. Several felt set-up

wheels are used on this operation, one after another with

60, 120 and 140 emery. The wheels are 12 inches in diam-

eter and run at 1928 revolutions a minute. As Fig. 143

shows, the wheel is covered with a substantial hood to which

an exhaust pipe is fitted. This practice keeps the polishing

room practically free from abrasive dust.

The fixture for holding the work was devised to en-

able the operator to utilize his entire energy in holding the

work to the wheel. The size of the casting is readily imag-

ined by comparing it with the operator. To hold a casting

of this shape and size against the wheel without a support
of some sort would result in a tedious operation wherein

the results would not be satisfactory. The piece to be pol-
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ished is mounted on a four-arm spider which is fastened in

place with four screws. The spider turns on a mandrel

which is held between two wooden supports. A counter-

weight attached to a rope running over an overhead pulley

overcomes the weight of the casting, while the rollers,

two of which can be seen just back of the upper part of

the casting, enable the piece to be revolved readily. With

Fig. 143 Special Fixture Locates Work for Polishing

this fixture, the operator can finish 24 bases a day, bringing

the rough casting to the desired finish for plating and enam-

eling.

Another interesting polishing operation consists of fin-

ishing aluminum bases for dental units. The castings are
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received at the polishing room just as they come from the

sand. Thus it is necessary to remove all irregularities and
to produce a surface smooth enough to take enamel. This

part is polished all over with 24-inch set-up felt wheels run

at 1000 revolutions a minute. These wheels are set-up with

24, 60 and 120 emery. One operator finished 10 bases a day,

polishing approximately 15 square feet on each casting. In

handling the castings, it is supported by a wire rope run-

ning over an overhead pulley while a counterweight keeps
the casting balanced so that all the operator has to do is to

hold it to the wheel. The casting is held by means of a yoke
which enables the operator to move it in all directions.

The operation shown in Fig. 144 is polishing tubes

25 inches long and ^4 inch in diameter. The machine used

is a Blevney belt polisher equipped with a 6-inch abrasive

belt coated with No. grain. A feed wheel revolves the

tubes against the belt so that all the operator has to do

is to feed the tubes in place one after another. The pol-

ishing belt runs at a peripheral speed of 1800 feet per min-

ute while the production time is 400 tubes a day. This

operation serves as an excellent example of how modern

abrasive machinery reduces production costs on everyday

operations. Were these tubes handled by the more tedious

method of gripping them in a speed lathe chuck and polish-

ing them by hand, production costs would be increased

several hundred per cent.

From the few illustrations shown, it is readily seen that

modern methods for the efficient use of abrasives are not

confined to precision grinding by any means and that simple

equipment designed to save handling of comparatively heavy
units 'goes a long way toward reducing production costs.

Many of the fixtures used in the Ritter Co.'s polishing de-

partment were designed after considerable experimental

work to adapt them to special operations. In some cases,

ideas that looked good on paper proved impractical when

put to actual use. Thus the fixtures in use at the present

time are the direct results of practical tests.

A large number of irregularly shaped brass parts are
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made from stock extruded through dies that impart the de-

sired contour. These are cut up from the bar stock after

which it is necessary to finish the sides to within close limits.

One of the fixtures used for this work is shown on a Blanch-

ard surface grinding machine in Fig. 145. This fixture con-

sists of a flat disk that is placed on the magnetic chuck.

Pubing Is Polished Rapidly

The work is 'held in place by retaining pins. The wheel

used on this operation is of novel construction. It is 16

inches in 'diameter and consists of a wood body to which

is fastened a leather face. The face is set up with No. 120

emery. The work is ground dry. From 0.005 to 0.008 inch

is removed. The pieces are ground on both sides. The

type of wheel used is said to give excellent results as it lasts
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for three days with one setting-up during which time it

grinds 6000 pieces. The wheel is run at 1000 revolutions

a minute while the chuck makes 15 turns a minute. The
down feed of the wheel is 0.001 -inch for each revolution

of the work.

An operation similar to the one previously described is

s'hown in Fig. 146. In this case the work is held on the

same type of fixture while the machine used is a Heald

rotary surface grinder equipped with an alundum wheel 9

inches in diameter, 30 grit, K grade, run at 4800 revolutions

Fig. 145 Surfacing Small Brass Parts With a Setu[

a minute. The chuck revolves 150 revolutions a minute

while the traverse feed of the wheel back and forth over the

chuck is 9 inches per minute. Forty pieces are held on the

chuck at one setting. Approximately 0.003-inch is removed

from each side and the grinding time is 3000 parts a day.

This work is ground wet. In both the operations described

it takes more time to load and unload the fixtures than it

does to do the actual grinding. The operator removes the

fixture for loading and unloading in each case. Produc-

tion on both these jobs, 'the superintendent pointed out,

could be greatly expedited should occasion require by pro-
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viding two fixtures for each machine so that the operator
could load one while the other was in operation.

In all cylindrical grinding operations the wheel speeds
are kept between 5400 and 5500 feet per minute. Some-

times, however, when a wheel appears to be soft it is

Fig. 146 Facing Small Parts on a Rotary Chuck

speeded up to approximately 6000 feet per minute and, again
in cases where wheels appear to be too hard, glazing

readily, the speed is reduced. The object of this procedure
is to adapt the speed to the wheel. Otherwise a wheel

might be condemned that would prove satisfactory if at-

tention were given to the "correct operating speed. As a

general rule, however, the speeds between 5400 and 5500

feet per minute remain constant.

In the manufacture of pulleys 8 inches in diameter by
1-inch face, the units are first chucked out and faced in the

turret lathe. The outside diameter, however, is not turned

as it is finished by grinding. This operation which is shown
in Fig. 147, serves as a good example of how grinding meth-
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ods are fast taking the place of other machining methods,
within certain limits, of course, in reducing production costs.

In this instance it was found that grinding the face from the

rough casting was a more economical procedure than to

turn the piece in the turret lathe.

The machine used is a Norton plain grinder, capable of

accommodating work 10 inches in diameter and 36 inches

long, fitted with a crystolon wheel 18 inches diameter, 1^2-

inch face, 36 grit, K grade. The face of this wheel is trued

to the desired radius to impart the necessary crown to the

Fig. 147 Crowning a Pulley on a Formed Grinding Wheel

pulley. In the grinding operation the work is fed directly to

the wheel. The pulley turns 130 revolutions a minute

which gives a work speed of 27.22 feet per minute. The

pulley is held on an ordinary arbor but in operation the

driver brings up against one of the pulley arms which helps

to overcome chattering. Approximately 1/16-inch is re-

moved in 'the grinding operation and the grinding time is

22 pulleys an hour.

In grinding a small brass plunger, shown in Fig. 148,
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the machine used is comparatively large 'for the job, but the

object of this procedure is to prevent chattering and to in-

sure a dead-smooth surface. This place is ground ex-

actly to size as it must form an air tight fit. The machine

used is a Brown & Sharpe universal grinder, equipped with

an alundum wheel 12 inches in diameter, 1-inch face, 60

grit, L grade. The surface ground is 1/10-inch in diameter

and jHs-inch long. As Fig. 148 shows, the work is held

in a draw-in chuck at one end while the other end is sup-

ported by a special center. The part o>f the wheel face not

Fig. 148 Small Brass Plunger Located for Grinding

used is cut away.. The work rotates at 450 revolutions a

minute which gives a work speed of approximately 40 feet

per minute. This grinding operation results in a dead-

smooth surface while the production time is 450 pieces

per day.

The piece shown in position in the grinding machine

in Fig. 149 is cold rolled steel, 9 inches long finished to

%-inch diameter. The stock is 0.010-inch oversize to make
allowance for grinding. This piece is threaded at one end

and turned for a short distance at the other end. As there

are no centers for grinding, a special attachment is put in
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place on each end of the piece. The driver screws in one

end while a special hollow center is slipped over the other

end. In operation, this arrangement gives excellent results.

The machine used is a Landis plain grinder equipped
with an alundum wheel, 18 inches in diameter, 2-inch face,

24 combination grit, I grade. A traverse feed equaling
l/2 -

inch for each revolution of the work is used while the work

speed is 102 revolutions a minute which gives a peripheral

Fig. 149 Special Fixture Locates and Drives the Piece

speed of approximately 23 feet per minute. The production

time on this operation is 20 pieces an hour.

An interesting cast iron cylinder grinding operation

is shown in Fig. 150. The piece ground is a 2-cylinder

air compressor unit cast integral with the crankcase. The

cylinder bores are 1% inches in diameter and 3 inches long.

The casting is machined in a jig leaving 0.005-inch for

grinding. In the grinding operation the piece is strapped

to the face plate of the grinder and the hole carefully

trued with an indicator. For grinding the other hole, an-

other setting is made. The cylinder is readily held in place
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as Fig. 150 shows because the straps fit the cored holes in

the sides of the crankcase.

The wheel used is crystolon, !*/ inches diameter, 1-inch

face, 60 grit, I grade, run at 5000 feet per minute peripheral

speed. The platen feed is approximately J^-inch for each

revolution of the work -while the work is rotated at 60

revolutions a minute. These cylinders are held within

0.0001-inch and the production time is 13 per day.

The operation shown in Fig. 151 consists of lapping

Fig. ISO This Cylinder Is Strapped to the Face Plate for Grinding

holes 3/16-inch diameter in small case-hardened machine

steel pulleys. The work is held in a chuck and fed over a

brass lap by hand. The lap is driven by a small electric

motor running at 3000 revolutions a minute. The lapping

material used is a manufactured abrasive put up with grease.

These holes are held to close limits while the production time
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is 300 pieces per day. The operation is simple as it consists

of passing the work back and forth over the lap. Judgment
must be used however to avoid lapping the holes oversize.

An interesting grinding machine operation is illustrated

in Fig. 152. The piece being ground is a link bracket

which is held on a special fixture. The machine used is a

Brown & Sharpe surface grinder equipped with an alundum

wlheel, 11/16-inch in diameter, ^-inch wide, 46 grit, M
grade, operated at 6000 revolutions a minute. The platen

is fed back and forth by hand w'hile the work is cooled and

Fig. 151 Holes Are Lapped Accurately in a Special Fixture

soda water conveyed by a drip pipe. The slots are 0.689-

inch wide and 3 inches long. The limit is 0.0002 plus or

minus and the production time is 200 pieces a day.

The operation illustrated in Fig. 153 consists of grind-

ing a small crankshaft used in connection with the air com-

pressor cylinders previously mentioned. The machine used
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is a Brown & Sharpe plain grinder equipped with an alun-

dutn wheel, 14 inches in diameter, 1^-inch face, 46 grit, I

grade operated at a peripheral speed of 5500 feet per min-

ute.

The shaft is drop-forged steel and is rough-turned be-

fore coming to the grinding department. It is \\ l

/2 inches

over all, the pournals and pins being 9/16-inch in diameter.

The journals are ground while the piece is held between

Fig. 152 Finishing a Small Slot on a Surface Grinder

centers while for grinding the pins, the work is held on

special offsets. No traverse speed is used as the wheel is

fed directly to the work. The work speed is 140 revolutions

a minute. One operation on 50 pieces is finished per hour,

there being four operations to complete the shaft. Ap-

proximately 0.006-inch on each surface is left for finishing.

Armature cores are accurately ground to size after being
mounted on the armature shaft as shown in Fig. 154. The

core illustrated is \ l
/2 inches long, 1.79 inches in diameter,

ground to a plus or minus tolerance o !f 0.002 inch. The core

is built up on 100 annealed steel disks with one fiber disk at

the center and a fiber disk at each end. The machine used
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Fig. 153 Finishing a Small Crankshaft by Grinding

is a Brown & Sharpe plain grinder equipped with a crystolon

wheel, 12 inches diameter, 1-inch face, 60 grit, I grade,

operated at 5500 feet per minute. Approximately 60

pieces are ground per hour removing 0.005 from each

piece.

Fig. 154 Armature Cores Are Accurately Sized by Grinding
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The same machine is used for finishing the armature

shaft. The wheels used in this case are alundum, 12 inches

in diameter, 1-inch face 3860 grit, K grade operated at 5500

feet per minute. The material is machine steel, case hard-

ened, 6^ inches long, jH$-inch in diameter. The work is fed

by hand to prevent chattering, 0.001-inch being left for fin-

ishing. The production time is 40 pieces per hour.

At the Ritter plant, grinding is practiced wherever

practicable for finishing operations. In all, over 300 sep-

arate parts are finished by grinding. The operations described

are among the most interesting carried out at the plant and

they serve to illustrate how grinding wheels and grinding

machinery are used on a class of regular production work

that calls for unusual accuracy.
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FINISHING LARGE PAPER MILL ROLLS

FROM
the most remote historical period paper has been

made by hand, one sheet at a time and this process is still

employed for making certain grades of tough paper for

bonds, bank notes, etc. In 1798 Louis Robert, a French en-

gineer, successfully operated the first machine for making a

continuous web of paper and this marked the beginning of the

rapid development of the paper industry. Robert's invention

was introduced into England by Henry Fourdrinier, the pro-

prietor of a paper mill at Dartford in Kent. He made many im-

provements on Robert's original machine so that at the present

day the term fourdrinier paper machine is extensively used.

Fourdrinier's machine has been improved by Causon, Crompton,
and others, while the most satisfactory paper machines in use

at the present time are built in the United States.

To stand near a fourdrinier machine and watch it trans-

form wet pulp into a continuous web of paper at the rate of

350 feet a minute is an interesting sight as it graphically il-

lustrates how human ingenuity increases production a thou-

sand-fold. In the manufacture of paper, the grinding wheel

plays an important part for without the use of this modern

agency for accurately finishing the calender rolls, the paper

making industry would be seriously handicapped.

Among the largest stacks of calender rolls on the American

continent are two operated by the Ontario Paper Co., Thorold,

Ont. One of these stacks is illustrated in Fig. 155, the rolls

being designated as follows :

Bottom roll, next to bottom roll, intermediate rolls and top

roll. The rolls are all 196 inches long. The bottom roll is

30 inches in diameter and weighs 44,000 pounds ; the next to

bottom roll is 20 inches in diameter and weighs 18,000 pounds,

the seven intermediate rolls are each 14 inches in diameter and

weigh 9000 pounds each, while the top roll is of the same diam-

eter and weight as the next to bottom roll. The two stacks have
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a capacity of 240 tons of paper a day. Each stack is driven by
a 150-horsepow'er motor.

A fourdrinier paper machine is composed 'of two parts, a

wet and dry end, the calenlar rolls being located at the ex-

treme end of the dry end. Thus the web of paper passes from

Fig. 155 Stack of Paper Calender Rolls Weighing 143,000 Pounds

the last drying drum on the fourdrinier machine to the calender

rolls. The object of calendering paper is to impart a smooth

surface. Calendered paper is divided into two kinds ; ordinary

and supercalendered. Newspapers are printed on calendered

paper but in cases where it is necessary to use fine-screen

halftones in book and magazine work supercalendered paper
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is used. Super-calendered paper, however, must not be con-

fused with coated paper which is a special stock used for high

grade catalog work.

Calender rolls require frequent grinding to enable them
to function properly. The constant rolling action affects the

mirror like finish. Doctors, are thin strips of tempered steel

used in scraping the rolls and these steel strips sometimes leave

scratches. The most serious wear, however, happens when what

is technically termed a plug occurs. This is caused by the

web of paper breaking which causes a large wad to bank

up. If the wad is pulled between the rolls, one roll may stop

revolving while the next roll to it continues to turn. This often

causes a depression to be worn in the roll that stopped.

At the Ontario Paper Co. several spare rolls are kept on

hand so that when a roll is worn it can be taken out and another

one substituted. As the intermediate rolls are the same size

while the next to bottom and top rolls are of the same di-

mensions, it is not necessary to keep many spare rolls on hand.

Roll grinding at the company's plant is of frequent occur-

rence, a roll grinding operation being shown in Fig 156. The

machine used has a capacity for grinding rolls 200 inches long

and 36 inches in diameter, being one of the largest roll grinding

machines built by the Farrell Foundry & Machine Co., An-

sonia, Conn. This company also furnished the stacks used

with the Ontario Paper Co.'s two fourdrinier machines.

Briefly described, the roll grinding machine shown in Fig.

156 consists of a substantial bed on which the carriage carrying

two grinding wheel heads, traverses by means of an automatic

screw feed. Each wheel is driven by an individual motor, both

motors being mounted on a superstructure over the carriage.

The object of this construction is to eliminate the necessity of

two long overhead driving drums. The roll is rotated by means

of the large pulley shown at the right. The two grinding wheels,

one either side of the roll, grind simultaneously. Two wheels

expedite production materially. These wheels are carborundum,

14 inches in diameter, 1^-inch face, 70 grit, 5 grade, shellac
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bond. They are operated at 1420 revolutions a minute which

imparts a peripheral speed of approximately 5200 a minute.

Each grinding wheel is driven by two 2-inch belts from its

overhead motor. These belts run over pulleys one on each

side of the grinding wheel as shown in Fig. 157. The wheel

spindle ends are tapered and run in bearing metal boxes firmly

clamped together by swing bolts D, Fig. 157, while end play is

taken up by screws, one of which is shown at E, Fig. 157. Ade-

quate lubrication of the spindle bearings is taken care of by

sight feed oil cups, illustrated in Fig. 157. The wheel slides

Fig. 156 Electrically Driven Farrell Roll Grinding Machine in

Operation

travel on V-shaped ways, F, Fig. 157, being fed in and out

by hand wheels one of which is shown at G, Fig. 157.

In roll grinding it is absolutely essential that the rolls be

parallel. Parallelism is assured by the swing-rest principle in-

corporated in the design of the machine. This principle has

been in use for a number of years. The grinding wheels in-

stead of being mounted rigidly like a lathe tool in its tool post

are independent of each other, being suspended from A-frames,

H, Fig. 157, on the wheel carriage, while the two wheel car-

riages are connected by a cross bar so that they move together.
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The links on which the wheel carriages are suspended are

shown at /, Fig. 157. The swing-rest mechanism is supported
on knife edges of tool steel, K, Fig. 157, which in turn are

supported on knife edges on the connecting cross bar. This

design allows a free lateral movement to the wheel heads. It in-

sures a parallel roll because the straight path in which the wheels

must travel is not influenced by any slight irregularities in the

machine bed. In other words, the swing principle causes the

wheels to pass along the roll in a straight path.

When the grinding wheel is in a fixed position, as a lathe

Fig. 157 Operating Principle of Farrell Roll Grinding Machine

tool for example, it will follow slight errors in the bed was

thereby transferring any errors to the roll face. With the swing

rest, however, the grinding wheels hang like a plummet and

maintain their relative position to each other on account of the

cross bar that connects the two wheel carriages. Thus the

wheel carriages travel in the same path and produce straight

work.

The roll is placed in the roll grinding machine on two

brackets, one being shown t L, Fig. 157. The brackets carry
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bearing metal shoes that locate the roll necks. The roll is

driven from one end by a flexible coupling, M, Fig. 157, which

is rotated by the shaft, C, Fig. 157. Thus it is seen that the roll

is located for grinding in exactly the same position it occupies

in the stack. The depth of cut in roughing is all the wheel

will stand, both being fed in until they spark heavily. Due to

the comparatively large size of the rolls, however, the roughing

depth of cut seldom exceeds 0.002-inch. The finishing cuts are

light, not over 0.0005-inch. In taking the finishing cut, the

wheels are allowed to pass and repass the roll until no sparks

are visible. This feature,together with the use of a soda water

solution as a lubricant results in the necessary mirror-like finish.

The traverse feed is approximately 1 inch for each revolution

of the roll, while the work speed is 25 feet per minute.

Grinding time, of course, depends on the amount of metal

removed. To grind one of the bottom rolls at the Ontario Paper
Co. requires on an average 96 hours when removing 0.005-inch.

It takes 4 days to grind one of the next to bottom rolls and

3 days to grind one of the intermediate rolls. Roll grinding

in paper mills is not an operation wherein production time has

to be reduced to the minimum. The grinding machine needs

but little attention during the grinding operation so that the

constant supervision of a skilled operator is not necessary. It

is, of course, essential for the roll grinding department to make

sure that a few ground spare rolls are on hand, but with the

grinding machine illustrated in Fig. 156, it is possible to keep

enough rolls on hand for the two paper machines without run-

ning the grinder continuously.

When the rolls are assembled in the stack they must fit so

closely that light does not shine between them when they are

candled. Candling simply consists of passing an electric light

bulb behind the rolls and noting if light shines through where

one roll rests on the one below it. A little light at each end does

no harm, however.

As comparatively long calender rolls sag of their own

weight, bottom rolls must be crowned so that the top presents

a parallel surface for the next to bottom roll to rest on. If

the bottom roll were not crowned the next to bottom roll would
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not make contact without sagging and so on up the stack. Fig.
158 shows a roll ground without crowning and a crowned roll.

Both illustrations are exaggerated to illustrate the principle.

On the machine shown in Fig. 156, provision is made for

crowning rolls as they are ground. On one side of the grind-

ing machine bed an arched plate called the master crown plate

is located. This plate does not show in the illustration as it is

ti
overcome >y Crow/7/ng

Fig. 158 Effect of Sagging by Weight on Paper Mill Rolls

in the other side of the machine. A toe piece on the wheel

carriage travels over the master plate as the carriage moves

along its ways and through the medium of levers, the wheel

heads are moved away from the roll as its longitudinal center is

approached and toward the roll after the longitudinal center

is passed. This feature imparts the desired crown. The mech-

anism is adjustable to impart different degrees of crown, it being

obvious that with two rolls of a given length and of different

diameters, the smallest roll would deflect more than the large

one which would necessitate a greater degree of crowning to

offset the deflection. The amount of crowning to give a roll

to offset the sagging is determined wholly by experiment. It

is a "trick of the trade" learned by roll grinders through constant

practice. In Fig. 157 the rod, A, is connected to the crowning
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device and moves the wheel carriages through the medium of

the levers and pieces B. The movement is automatic.

The unit illustrated in Fig. 159 is a stack of supercalender

rolls operated at the Ontario Paper Co. This stack is a product
of the Norwood Engineering Co., Florence, Mass. The gross

weight of this stack is 64,000 pounds while the side frames are

made high enough to accommodate two more rolls if necessary.

The stack is driven by two motors. A 10-horsepower motor

is utilized to operate the rolls at the necessarily slow speed for

159 Supercalender Rolls for Finishing High-grade Paper

threading in the paper while a 75-horsepower motor furnishes

the productive speed ranging from 475 to 600 feet per minute

surface speed of the bottom roll. Supercalendering is done by
means of chilled iron and fiber rolls. All the rolls are 76 inches

long on the face and are arranged as follows :

The bottom roll is chilled iron 22 inches in diameter; next
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comes the next to bottom roll which is fiber, 16 inches in

diameter; over this roll is a chilled roll 10 inches in diameter;

then two fiber rolls, 16 inches in diameter; the next roll is

chilled iron, 10 inches in diameter after which comes a 10-inch

fiber roll followed by a 20-inch chilled roll that completes the

stack.

As a rule, the rolls in this stack are ground once every 30

months. They are ground on the machine shown in Fig. 156,

with the same wheels used for grinding the calender rolls

previously described. The wheel employed gives excellent serv-

ice when grinding fiber. As a rule, supercalender rolls are long

lived. Instances are on record where they have been in use.

for over 30 years. In making certain kinds of paper, the fiber

rolls require more attention than the chilled rolls. Generally

speaking, they require grinding as often as their surfaces be-

come scored and scratched either by accident or by inattention

on the part of the operators. Small scratches and indentations

can be treated locally but the deeper markings must be removed

by grinding. In considering fiber supercalender rolls, it must

be borne in mind that they are more flexible than chilled rolls,

so that they operate satisfactorily for long periods.

Supercalender rolls sometimes are made of cotton cloth

disks, thousands of which are mounted over a central spindle

and compressed under immense hydraulic pressure. One end of

the core forms a shoulder, while a retaining cap is forced in

place over the other end. Such rolls are extremely durable.

They are ground occasionally to remove surface imperfections,

but as a rule they can be operated for long periods without

attention.

As chilled iron rolls were used for making paper long be-

fore the grinding wheel was introduced, it follows that the early

calender rolls were not finished by grinding. Thus the question

arises : How were these rolls finished true enough to impart

the necessary smooth surface to the paper? In all pro1>ability,

these early rolls were not chilled iron but simply hard charcoal

iron, cast in sand molds. Thus they could be finished with

broad-face turning tools such as used today in some instances

for finishing steel-mill rolls. The early calender rolls probably
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were given a further finishing by lapping with emery and oil be-

tween polishing clamps after the manner sometimes followed

in finishing steel shafting.

However, it is definitely known that hard chilled rolls were

in use 50 years or more ago and that they were finished by

grinding, probably with hand-made wheels composed of emery
and shellac. It is not known who made the first successful roll

grinding machine as these early units were generally home-

made affairs improvised from heavy engine lathes.
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GRINDING AND CORRUGATING CHILLED ROLLS

CHILLED
rolls used in milling flour are from 6 to 9

inches in diameter and from 12 to 30 inches long. The
first set of rolls through which the grain passes are

termed breaking-down rolls. These rolls are corrugated to aid

in crushing the grain. Constant use wears away the corruga-

tions which necessitates recorrugating. This work is done by

grinding away the old corrugations on a roll grinding machine

and recorrugating the rolls on special machines designed for the

purpose. The larger milling companies operate roll grinding

and corrugating departments, but the smaller flour mills, and

also the majority of distilleries, keep spare rolls on hand, send-

ing the worn ones to machine shops making a specialty of roll

grinding and corrugating.

The E. T. Hazledine Co., Terre Haute, Ind., operates a

roll grinding and corrugating department equipped with tools

especially designed for this work. The rolls are first ground to

remove the old corrugations of a Farrell roll grinder, shown in

Fig. 160. The roll is held by its journals running in composi-
tion shoes, straps being placed over the necks to keep the jour-

nals in contact. The roll is driven by a flexible connection from

the driving pulley shown in the background. This machine

carries two carborundum wheels, lO 1
/^ inches in diameter, \ l/2 -

inch face, 302 grit, 1-5 and C bond. This is an elastic wheel,

experience having proven that the elastic bond is the most eco-

nomical one to use on work of this description.

The grinder carries two wheels, operating on both sides

of the roll simultaneously. Each wheel is driven by two overhead

belts. The wheels are mounted on their spindles, as shown in

Fig. 161. Here, it will be noted that the wheel is midway be-

tween the two driving pulleys. The wheel spindles have tapered

bearings at each end, these bearings running in composition

boxes. The object of mounting the wheel between its journals

is to reduce the tendency to chatter under heavy cuts. The
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wheel is held in place between two flanges one of which is

set-up with screws. The hole' in the wheel is slightly larger

than its seat on the spindle, this space being filled with plaster

of paris. This practice insures a secure mounting. Rubber

collars are placed between the flanges and the wheel. Several

wheels are mounted at a time, the spare ones being stored in a

rack provided for the purpose.

On regrinding a worn roll, with the roll in place, the

traverse feed is started and both wheels are fed-in until they

Fig. 160 Grinding a Flour Mill Roll Before

Corrugating

spark heavily. As soon as they show signs of grinding out,

that is, when few sparks are visible, they are again fed-in. The
last few cuts taken after the old corrugations are ground away
are comparatively light. The roll in the machine, shown in

Fig. 160, is 9 inches in diameter and 18 inches long. It is

run at 15 revolutions a minute which corresponds to a peripheral

speed of approximately 35 feet per minute. The lead, that is

the amount the wheels traverse past the roll for each revolu-
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tion of the roll is y\ -inch. The wheel speed is approximately
4500 feet per minute.

The brackets that carry the shoes on which the roll journals

operate are provided with side adjustments, the object of which

is to align the roll with the carriage travel. This is an essential

feature, otherwise it would not be possible to grind the rolls

straight. To insure grinding straight rolls by compensating for

any irregularities that may develop in the carriage ways through

wear, the grinder shown is equipped with swing wheel slides.

By referring to Fig. 160 it will be noted that the wheel carriages

Fig. 161 Roll Grinding Wheel
and Spindle

Fig. 162 Roll Corrugating Tools

are provided with Arframes on which cross bars rest, fitted with

knife edge contacts. Links extending from the cross bars are

connected to the wheel heads. As both wheel heads are con-

nected by another link, not shown in Fig. 160, it is evident that

the swing-slide principle causes one wheel to leave the roll as

the other approaches it. Thus, the grinding wheels pass over

the roll just as a machinist passes a pair of calipers along a

piece of shafting. This device was developed a number of years

ago and it is productive of efficient results. In grinding com-

paratively short rolls, however, it is not always used, a lock

screw being provided for each wheel slide so that they work

independently of each other.

One of the company's roll corrugating machines is shown
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in Fig. 163. The roll is supported by its journals and is fed

back and forth under the corrugating tool by a screw feed under

the platen. The spiral is developed by means of a grooved
roll that runs over an angular master bar, shown at the left.

This bar is adjustable for generating different spiral leads. The

type of tools used is shown in Fig. 162. These are high speed

steel, accurately worked out to the desired shape. The tool is

Fig. 163 Roll Set Up for Cutting the Corrugations

set at an angle with the roll so that when the last tooth "is

working to full depth the first tooth barely scratches the roll.

Considering the nature of the material, namely chilled iron,

it would seem impossible to cut it by this method. However, it

is successfully accomplished through" the rigid design of the ma-

chine and a comparatively slow cutting speed, approximately

16*4 inches per minute. The size of corrugations on flour

mill rolls varies from 4 to 50 to the inch. The finer corruga-

tions, however, are not used frequently.
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ACCURATE AUTOPARTS REGRINDING WORK

PROGRESS

in automobile design and construction must
be attributed largely to American inventive genius. \Yhile

European engineers aided materially in the initial develop-

ment of the motor car, it remained for the production engineers

of this country to devise means for building automobiles on

quantity basis, so that today a fully equipped machine, capable
of traveling from coast to coast, is within the reach of the

average pocketbook.

In direct proportion to the millions of cars owned in this

country, is the automobile repair industry. This may be divided

into three distinct classifications, namely the making of slight

adjustments for the owner who is not possessed of enough me-

chanical knowledge to make them himself
;

the rebuilding of

wrecked cars and, most important of all the repair of motors

involving precision grinding of the highest order. Any auto-

mobile mechanic can make the necessary adjustments to coax

a balky car to function
; automobiles can be rebuilt in almost

any service station as this work generally involves only the re-

placement of damaged parts but, automobile-engine regrinding

is a different proposition as it demands modern grinding ma-

chines and skilled operators. The regrinding of automotive

parts for repair purposes is a well-established business and it

owes its existence to the fact that it is cheaper to rebuild an

automobile engine than it is to buy a new one.

The shop of the Cleveland Cylinder Regrinding Co., 12365

Euclid avenue, Cleveland, is well equipped for regrinding

cylinders, and crankshafts, and for fitting oversize pistons and

wristpins, the parts repaired varying from small motorcycle-en-

gine cylinders to the massive engines used in trucks and trac-

tors. The cylinders, wristpins and crankshafts of automotive

engines are worn oval-shaped, the cause for this being illustrated

graphically in Fig. 164. In this view the piston, impelled by
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ignited gas, is traveling downwardly on the impulse cycle.

In operation the pressure on the piston head amounts to sev-

eral hundred pounds per square inch. In the conversion of the

reciprocating motion of the piston into the rotary movement of

the crankshaft, the angularity of the connecting rod causes the

piston and its rings to bear heavily against the cylinder wall,

Fig. 164 Causes of Automotive
Engine Wear

as indicated at B, Fig. 164. Abnormal pressure also is exert-

ed against the upper side of the wrist pin at C and the upper

side of the crankpin, at D. The constant heavy pressure during

the first half of the impulse cycle results in uneven wear as

a like pressure is not involved in the up strokes, which constitute

the exhaust and compression cycles. Some pressure, of course,
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is exerted in the compression cycle, but it is only a fraction

of that set up in the impulse cycle. Therefore, even under the

most favorable conditions and despite an adequate supply of

lubricant, wear is bound to occur. Natural wear on the cyl-

inders, pistons and rings also is aggravated by fine particles

of road dust drawn in through the carburetor.

Frequently, a wristpin becomes loose and bears against the

cylinder wall. This results in scores or grooves in this cylinder

the entire length of the wristpin travel. Scores also are caused

by broken piston rings and by foreign substances that may be

drawn in with the gas mixture through the carburetor. Scored

cylinders result in poor compression, fouled combustion cham-

bers and wasted fuel. If the scores are slight, say not over

0.005-inch deep, they may be removed by regrinding. Abnor-

mally deep scores, however, must be filled.

Cylinder wear results in low compression and a consequent

reduction in power. On the compression stroke in a worn cylin-

der, gas works past the piston rings into the crankcase where

it is condensed into gasoline, thinning the oil and reducing its

lubricating value. Excessive piston slap is another result of

poorly fitted pistons. The socalled slap is caused by the

piston being forced abruptly against the cylinder wall at the be-

ginning of the impulse cycle. It results in a peculiar noise,

something like a carbon or wristpin knock, although an expert

automotive mechanic can detect the difference readily.

Abnormal wristpin wear results in a distinct knock each

time the motion reverses, especially when the motor is accelerated

sharply. A wristpin and a carbon knock are almost identical.

Ovalshape crankpins also result in engine knocks. When these

knocks develop, the first thing the garage man does is to re-

move the lower crankcase, or sump for the purposes of taking

up the bearing caps by removing a few shims. Such repairs are

not of a permanent nature as it is impossible to make an oval

pin fit a round hole accurately. The taking up of connecting

rod boxes may overcome the trouble slightly for a short time,

but after a few hundred miles of operation the engine will
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pound as merrily as before, especially when the car is running
25 or more miles per hour.

Excessive wear on the main crankshaft bearings also re-

stilts in pounding, although, as a rule, the main bearings do

not wear out-of-round as readily as the pin bearings. How-

ever, if the engine is operated for any length of time with loose

main bearings, wear will develop through the whipping action of

the main bearings in their journals. A bearing is said to whip
when it is thrown out of alignment through centrifugal force.

A shaft that has been permitted to whip in its bearings soon

becomes out-of-line permanently so that when it is taken out for

repairs and tested with a dial indicator, the main bearing often

is out of alignment to the extent of 0.02-inch or more. Installing

new bearings will not overcome this difficulty, as the sprung
shaft will exert a constant pressure against its bearings.

After a cylinder block is received for regrinding at the

shops of the Cleveland Cylinder Regrinding Co., it is first in-

spected carefully to ascertain the amount the bores are out-of-

round. This is necessary for all the holes must be ground the

same size to accommodate oversize pistons. Some blocks can

be repaired by grinding the bores 0.01 -inch oversize while in

some instances they must be made 0.06-inch oversize. If

the cylinders are deeply scored they are filled before grinding.

A cylinder grinding operation is illustrated in Fig. 165, the

machine employed being a Heald cylinder grinder equipped

with a carborundum wheel, 3 inches in diameter, j^-inch face.

303 grit and S grade. This wheel is operated at 6300 revolutions

per minute imparting an approximate peripheral speed of 5000

feet per minute, while the planetary motion of the wheel is 60

revolutions per minute. The bores ground on this particular

block are 8 inches long and 3*4 inches in diameter. With a

planetary speed of 60 revolutions a minute, the resultant work

speed is approximately 51 feet per minute. Particular atten-

tion is devoted to the production of a smooth finish, which is

essential to insure the proper piston ring fit. After the grinding

operation is finished and before the block is removed from its

setting, the bores are tested carefully to make sure that they are

of the correct diameters, and straight from end to end. It also
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is essential that the bores stand exactly square with the grinder

spindle axis. This is assured by testing the back surface of the

angle iron fixture occasionally with a sweep indicator. As Fig.
165 shows, the block is held in place against the back of the fix-

ture with clamps, and as the locating surface is in correct

relation with the grinding wheel spindle, bores that stand square
with the block base are assured. The grinding operation is

performed dry, while an exhaust pipe is connected to the back

Fig. 165 Regrinding a Cylinder Block on a Heald Cylinder Grinder

of the bore in process of grinding to carry away the abrasive

dust.

The next operation consists of fitting the oversize pistons.

These are kept in stock in a semifinished state, that is, the out-

side diameters are rough-turned only. The ring grooves, how-

ever, are finished accurately to size. The pistons are ground
to fit the cylinder block on a Landis universal grinder, shown

in Fig. 166. This machine is equipped with a carborundum

wheel, 24 inches in diameter, 1^-inch face, 365 grit and M
grade. It is operated at an approximate peripheral travel of
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5200 feet per minute, while the work speed is 25 feet per

minute. The piston is located for grinding on a special fixture

that is carried by the live headstock spindle. The piston skirt

bears against the cone end of the fixture, while the piston head

is located by the tailstock center. The piston is ro-

tated by a driver that bears against one of the wristpin

bosses. In performing this operation, care is exercised to .pro-

duce a smooth finish so that a good working fit is assured

Fig. 166 Oversize Pistons Are Sized Accurately by Grinding

in the cylinders. The piston illustrated in Fig. 166 is 4^
inches in diameter and 6 inches long.

The next operation consists of fitting the wristpins. If

the pin is clamped by the connecting rod, the wristpin holes

in the piston are reamed carefully with an expansion reamer

to make a good working fit. If the design embodies a

wristpin bushing working over a fixed wristpin the holes in the

piston must be reamed for a drive fit. Next, piston rings of the

proper size are selected and are snapped in place. In some in-

stances the joints require a slight amount of filing to make the

rings enter the cylinder bores. An important operation involved in

fitting the piston with the wristpin and connecting rod consists of
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testing it to make sure that the piston axis is square with

the crankpin bearing. This is of the utmost importance,
for if the piston is out of alignment even a slight amount.

it will bear unevenly in- the cylinder bore, causing exces-

sive wear. The piston is tested for its relation with the

crankpin bearing with a Dyer aligning gage, as shown in

Fig. 167. This gage embodies an accurately finished up-

right that stands exactly square with an arbor set at right

angles. When the rod bearing is located against the arbor,

Fig. 167 Testing a Piston for

Alignment

so that it seats all along, no light should be seen between

the piston side and the gage upright. If light shows

through, either at the top or the bottom, it is evidence that

the connecting rod is sprung. In this case the rod is

straightened. Each assembled piston and connecting rod

is tested in this manner.

The initial step preliminary to regrinding a crankshaft

is to mount it between centers so that the center main
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bearing can be tested with a dial indicator to make sure

that it does not run out abnormally. If it shows an error of

over 0.002-inch, the shaft must be straightened before grind-

ing, because in regrinding a crankshaft only a limited

amount of metal must be removed. In some instances, the

shafts when tested are found to be out of alignment 0.02-

inch or more. In this case they are straightened under a

heavy screw press.

Greater skill is required to regrind a crankshaft than

is necessary to finish it when new. In grinding crankshafts

on a production basis, the operator sets up the machine for

a given operation, after which several hundred parts are

put through in sequence. For a regrinding operation, and

on a four-cylinder shaft for example, seven settings are

necessary, three for the main bearings and four for the

pins. Grinding the main bearings is a comparatively sim-

ple operation as it involves only the location of the work

between centers and setting a steadyrest against the main

bearing. This operation involves grinding the bearings in

sequence and only enough metal to clean them up is re-

moved.

The shaft, set-up for grinding the crankpins, is shown
in Fig. 168. This operation is performed on a Landis uni-

versal grinder, equipped with an alundum wheel, 36 inches

in diameter, 1^-inch face, 24- combination grit and M grade.

It is operated at an approximate peripheral speed of 6000

feet per minute. As Fig. 168 shows the shaft is located

at each end in a chuck, the chucks being carried on throw

blocks that are adjustable to accommodate different crank

strokes. The shaft illustrated has cranks located in the

same plane, so that two backrests can be utilized for grind-

ing. Considerable skill is required to set-up shaft to bring
the bearing in line with the chucks, this being essential to

cause the pin to travel in the desired location. When grind-

ing the shaft shown in Fig. 168, the operator finishes two

pins at one setting of the work in the chuck, after which

the shaft is reset to accommodate the other two pins. A
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slow work speed is employed for this operation namely,
about 20 feet per minute.

To locate the pin correctly the throw blocks first are
set accurately to correspond with the crank stroke. Then
by setting a given crank radially and testing it with a dial

indicator, it is brought in the correct position for grinding.

.Sometimes, however, if a pin is worn badly out-of-round,
the error can be overcome by an extra adjustment of the

throw blocks. As the wear on a crankpin always is great-
est at the top, as explained previously, the effect of adjust-

ing the throw blocks is to shorten the stroke of the motor

Fig. 168 Regrinding a Crankshaft on a Landis Grinder

perhaps 0.002 to 0.004-inch.

is immaterial.

However, this slight variation

That it will repay the car owner to investigate the sav-

ing that may be affected by making repairs by regrinding
is shown by the following data which gives the cost of new

parts for a representative, moderate-priced car (not a Ford)

together with the charge for repairing this motor by regrind-
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ing. In this comparison it is assumed that the cylinder

block, pistons, rings and wristpins are worn to the extent

of demanding replacement:

Cost of New Parts

Cylinder block $40.00

Four pistons 7.00

Twelve piston rings 7.20

Four wristpins 1.80

$56.00

To repair this job by regrinding involves an expense
of $40, effecting a saving of $16 as compared with the cost

of replacement parts. This includes regrinding the cylin-

ders and fitting new oversize pistons, rings and wristpins.

The statement often is made that an automobile en-

gine with reground cylinders is in better condition than it

was when it left the factory. While the foregoing is con-

sidered merely sales talk by those having a slight knowl-

edge only of automotive engineering, it is a fact that the

reground block frequently is more accurate than a new

one, even if finished by grinding.

Any mechanical engineer, toolmaker or machinist

knows that iron castings should be seasoned thoroughly
before they are finished. For this reason machine-tool

builders often leave grinding machine beds, milling ma-

c'hine frames, lathe beds, etc., exposed to the weather for

several months before they are finished. As the castings

are exposed alternately to the midday sun and the con-

siderably cooler temperature of the night hours, they have

an opportunity to expand and contract many times during

a seasoning of several months. The range of temperature
to which thoroughly seasoned castings are exposed varies

from the midday 'heat of midsummer to zero temperature
in winter. By this natural process, the internal strains set-

up in castings are relieved, so that after finishing, they re-

main practically in perfect alignment. When operated prop-

erly, cylinder blocks attain a temperature of approximately
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190 degrees, Fahr. When the car stands over night the

cylinder block, of course, takes the temperature of the sur-

rounding atmosphere through radiation. From 190 degrees

Fahr., to zero represents the range of temperature to which

the average automobile cylinder block is subjected. If the

block was not seasoned before finishing, if the internal

strains were not otherwise selected, it must be apparent

that a spread of 190 degrees in temperature will cause struc-

tural changes in the casting that may affect the roundness of

Ci[AAANCt O" A 5 1Of
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Fig. 169 How a Reamed Cylinder

Develops Wear

the cylinders. If a motor without seasoned cylinder blocks

has been operated for 20,000 miles is repaired by regrind-

ing, it is evident that the cylinders are in better condition

after this refmishing than when the car was new.

The cylinders of few moderate-priced cars are not fin-

ished by grinding, boring and reaming only being em-

ployed. While the builders of these automobiles realize

that ground cylinders are more efficient than those other-

wise finished, they do not care to incur the extra cost of

this operation. Bored and reamed cylinders are not true
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as the pistons and rings, when assembled in the cylinders
bear on minute metal ridges only. Approximately one-

half the bearing surface cannot be utilized until 0.002 to

0.005-inch of the surface has been worn away and the space
thus left between the piston rings and the cylinder walls

permits the passage of gas and oil.

The amount of clearance between cylinders and pis-

tons allowed by one prominent automobile manufacturer

employing the reaming process is shown in Fig. 169. In

this case, the piston is 0.005-inch smaller than the cylinder

bore. To reduce the cylinder bore to a solid bearing, an-

other 0.005-inch must be worn away making a total clear-

ance of 0.01 -inch. Such a cylinder block will result in en-

gine trouble after it has been used for a few months.



XIV
MILLING CUTTER PRODUCTION METHODS

MILLING
cutters are among the most useful of shop

accessories .and the methods pursued in their manufac-
ture are interesting as a number of grinding operations

are involved. Contrary to the general accepted opinion, but

little special machinery is involved, while the methods followed

are the results of constant experiments to keep production costs

as low as consistent with high grade material.

The purpose of this chapter is to explain briefly the meth-

ods followed in making milling cutters at the plant of a mid-

western manufacturer. A large quantity of milling cutters of

all descriptions are made annually including regular cutters of

standard design as well as special units.

The initial step in cutter manufacture is to saw the blanks

from bar stock. This operation is performed by metal band

saws, shown in Fig. 170. This type of saw possesses the ad-

vantage of cutting off the blanks parallel, within close limits.

The stock is held in a vise and is fed automatically toward the

saw. As this operation requires no attention aside from setting

the stock, one man attends to a number of machines.

The next operation is to grind the blanks flat. Time studies

have proven that it is more economical to grind the sides of

the blanks than it is to face them in the lathe. In Fig. 171

six large blanks are shown mounted on a Blanchard surface

grinder. While the blanks are firmly held on the chuck face

through magnetic attraction, a retaining ring is used to prevent

the wheel action from forcing the blanks out of position when

taking heavy cuts. The grinding operation is easily carried out

as the operator simply loads the chuck, takes a chip off one side,

turns the blank over and grinds them to the predetermined size.

As this is a roughing operation, a few thousandths of an inch

variation causes no harm.

Next, the cutters are chucked-out and the sides are relieved.

This operation generally is performed on a turret lathe as this
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tool offers the advantage of economical production. All holes

are reamed to a standard size with the necessary allowance for

grinding after hardening.

The next operation consists of keyseating. Not all cutters

are keyseated, however, but when keyseats are required the

work is performed on a La Pointe broaching machine. Large
cutters are sometimes broached, one at a time, but with the

Fig. 170 Cutting Off Cutter Stock on a Band Saw

smaller ones, several can be located on the machine at one

setting.

For cutting the peripheral teeth, which is the next opera-

tion, two types of machines are used. Plain straight cutters,

slitting saws, etc., are cut on Brown & Sharpe automatic gear

cutters as shown in Fig. 172. The machine is entirely auto-

matic gear so all the operator has to do is to place the blanks in

position and remove them after the teeth have been cut. The

operation shown in Fig. 172 consists of cutting metal slitting

saws.

Spiral milling cutters are cut on a universal milling ma-

chine, employing the same methods followed by the toolmaker
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Fig. 171 Cutter Blanks Are Faced by Grinding

when he has a spiral cutter to make, with one exception. Or-

dinarily the toolmaker takes his time doing the work, paying

little attention to speeds and feeds, while in a milling cutter

shop the machines are forced to their maximum capacity. The

cutters shown in Fig. 173 are large face mills provided with

a driving slot at the back. Only one cut is taken over each

tooth.

Side teeth on regular milling cutters are cut with the in-

genious device illustrated in Fig. 174. The cutter is mounted on

Fig. 172 Cutting Peripheral Teeth Automatically
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Fig. 173 Cutting a Spiral Milling Cutter

a stud fitted to an angle plate which can be elevated to impart

the correct angle to the cut which, of course, depends on the

number of teeth and the angle of the cutter used. The teeth

are indexed around by a latch that engages the peripheral teeth.

It is apparent that the cutter can be located instantly, tooth by

tooth. Where the cutting is of a comparatively light nature,

one cut over each tooth is sufficient, but in some cases, where

heavy cuts are necessary, the teeth are cut twice, with a rough-

ing and finishing cut. The machine used is a small hand miller.

For making form cutters, namely the variety of cutter

that can be sharpened by grinding away the faces of the

teeth, the blanks are made by the same methods followed

in making ordinary milling cutters. The form is turned on

the periphery of the cutter with a special form tool worked

out to impart the desired contour. The cutter then is

gashed in the milling machine on which special cutters are

made, but stock cutters such as gear cutters are gashed on

the automatic gear cutter.

Form cutters are backed off, or relieved in the machine

shown in Fig. 175. As the cutter revolves slowly, the

forming tool moves inwardly to impart the desired contour
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to the teeth. As soon as the heel of the tooth is reached,

the cutter moves outward and in again as the next tooth

approaches. These machines are designed to take care of

a wide range of work, such as relieving the sides as well

as the peripheral of formed cutters.

The next step consists of hardening and drawing the

temper. A number of heat-treating furnaces equipped with

pyrometers are used so that the actual temperature of each

furnace is known at all times. The proper heat for hard-

ening all the different kinds of stock used, which includes

several varieties of carbon and high-speed steel, has been

determined by tests, so that it is possible to operate the

hardening department on an economical basis. The hard-

ening furnaces are gas and oil-fired, while the cutters are

heated in oil for drawing.

The next important operation is to test for hardness.

These tests are made on a Brinell machine, so that the rela-

tive hardness of each cutter is definitely known. The life

and economical operation of any milling cutter depends on

its proper heat-treatment to a large extent, and for this rea-

son special attention is given to hardening and drawing.

After the cutters are inspected for hardness, they are de-

livered to the grinding department. Here the first operation

Fig. 174 Special Fixture for Cutting Side Teeth
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Fig. 175 Backing Off a Form Cutter on a Special Machine

consists of grinding the holes to the standard arbor sizes.

This operation is performed on Heald internal and ^Bryant

chucking grinders. Comparatively thick cutters are ground

individually, but when grinding smaller cutters, several are

strapped in place on the face plate simultaneously, as illus-

trated in Fig. 176. They are located by an arbor which fits

the hole. With this arbor in position, the straps are set

Fig. 176 Cutter Holes Are Sized on an Internal Grinder
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Fig. 177 Grinding the Face of a Form Cutter

in place and the locating arbor is removed. This operation

does not differ materially from any internal grinding oper-

ation. By long practice, operators of these machines be-

come expert in handling the cutters.

The next operation is to grind the sides parallel and

square with the hole. This work is performed on special

Fig. 178 Facing a thin CutterFig. 179 Backing Off Side Teeth
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machines equipped with a head which carries the wheel

and a platen for moving the wheel back and froth past the

cutter which is mounted on a face plate by a draw-back

chuck, shown in Fig. 177. The majority of cutters of all

kinds are ground flat. In some cases, however, slitting

saws for example, it is necessary to dish the cutters. In

this case the operation is performed on a Walker grinder

as shown in Fig. 178. The base of this machine is so de-

signed that the rotary magnetic chuck on which the cutter

is located can be set at any predetermined angle. In grind-

ing, the operator places the cutter in position and lowers

the wheel directly on the cutter. Then the cutter is turned

Fig. 180 Form Cutter Arranged for Sharpening

over and its other side ground in the same way. The next

operation is to back-off the teeth. The peripheral teeth are

backed-off by placing the cutter on a special arbor which

is held between centers. Cup wheels are used for this

^ purpose as this form of wheel leaves the ground surface

* on the tooth flat. If the periphery of the wheel were used,

j,
it is obvious that this surface would be slightly concave.

The side teeth are backed-off as shown in Fig. 179. A
cup wheel also is used for this operation. The cutter is

placed over a stud and is indexed around by a spring finger

which locates it against the peripheral teeth. When sharp-

ening formed cutters, they are located on a stud, as shown
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in Fig. 180 and are passed under a dish wheel. The cutter

is indexed around by a spring finger that locates it against
the tooth. Sometimes the face and, again, in some cases,

the back of the tooth is used for this purpose. In Fig. 180

the cutter is located from the back of the tooth. When
grinding formed cutters, it is essential that the face of the

wheel be in line with the center of the cutter. If the wheel

is located off-center, the cutter cannot be relied upon to

mill the exact form for which it was designed.

Inserted tooth cutters embody a soft steel center in

which the teeth are inserted, being held in place with taper

pins that fit holes, one between every other tooth. A slot

Fig. 181 Cutter Blade Stock Is Ground Accurately

is sawed through the tapered hole which permits the pin,

when driven in place, to clamp the blades firmly, which is

quite essential.

The cutter bodies are chucked-out and turned in the

regular way and are slotted for the blades on the milling

machine. The blades usually are high speed steel ground to

size on Brown & Sharpe surface grinders, equipped with

Walker magnetic chucks. This operation is shown in Fig.

181. The type of chuck used permits the blades to be

ground with a slight taper. This is essential so that when

the taper pins compress the metal^between the cutters after
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they are set in place, a firm grip is assured. Inserted tooth

cutters are backed off both at the periphery and the sides

after the cutter blades are in place.

In the selection of grinding wheels for cutter sharp-

ening, only one 'method should be followed and that is to

experiment with wheels of different makes and different

grits and grades of the same make until satisfactory wheels

are obtained. In a milling cutter factory, where thousands

of wheels are used annually, this is not a difficult procedure
as ample means for testing are available.
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DIE GRINDING OPERATIONS IN A STEEL PLANT

DIE
grinding, both in manufacture and maintenance is

an interesting branch of toolmaking in which many
types of grinding machines are used. An inspection

of a number of representative plants where considerable

die grinding is carried on indicates that the selection of

grinding machines has not been haphazard, but has been

made after careful consideration of the nature of the grind-

ing involved. At the plant of the Truscon Steel Co.,

Youngstown, O., a large number of dies are used in mak-

ing steel products such as lath, reinforcing units, etc., and

many interesting grinding operations are carried on in the

company's diemaking department.

A representative die made by the company is shown
in Fig. 182. It is a 3-stage progressive unit, built on tlv

subpress principle. The object of mounting the die in a

subpress is to insure positive alignment of the numerous

punches and dies at all times. This die is one of the many
used in heavy-duty single acting presses for stamping and

forming a type of metal lath having raised ribs which firm-

ly anchor the plaster in place. Stock is fed through the

press automatically, the ram making 300 strokes a minute.

Thus it is seen that a die of this type is put to compara-

tively severe usage. In Fig. 182 the stripper plate has

Fig. 182 Three-Stage Progressive Sub-Press Die
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Fig. 183 Magnetic Chuck Locates Die Sections

been removed to show the construction features. The
unit is in the foreground in the die; in the background is

the punch. Both the die and punch are made in sections,

firmly locked in place in substantial holders which are steel

castings.

The sides of the various units entering into both the

punch and the die are ground to the required dimensions

by locating them, a number at a time, on a magnetic shoe.

Fig. 184 Surfacing a Large Sub-Press Die
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as shown in Fig. 183. The machine used is a Bath univer-

sal grinder equipped with an alundum wheel in 46 grit, K
grade. In this operation the grinding is performed dry.

An interesting grinding operation is shown in Fig. 184.

The machine used is a Pratt & Whitney surface grinder

equipped with an alundum wheel in 30 grit, H grade. The
die is strapped to the platen of the machine as Fig. 184

shows. The design of this die permits the guide rods to

pass the wheel on either side so that the die can be sur-

faced without removing the guides. This operation is per-
formed wet. The amount of metal removed depends on

Fig. 185 Grinding a Punch on a Universal Grinder

the condition of the die. With a new die that has just

been assembled, just enough metal is removed to clean the

surface and leave all the cutting edges sharp. With a die

that has been in use, it is sometimes necessary to remove

several thousandths of an inch, the amount taken off depend-

ing on the condition of the die.

The punch for this die is ground as shown in Fjg. 185.

This operation is performed on a Bath universal grinder

equipped with an alundum wheel in 46 grit, K grade. This

work is generally ground dry. The punch holder is strapped

to the platen of the machine, as the illustration shows, and
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the grinding operation is continued until all the punches are

sharp.

The machine shown in Fig. 186 is a Heald rotary sur-

face grinder equipped with a magnetic chuck and an alun-

dum wheel in 36 grit, J grade. The pieces being ground
are spacers, it being necessary to grind them to close lim-

its. The chuck is filled as full as possible and as wheel

wear does not have to be taken into consideration on a ma-

chine of this type when grinding a number of pieces to the

Fig. 186 Surfacing Spacers on a Rotary Grinder

same size, the rotary chuck proves efficient. One cut is taken

off each size.

The operation shown in Fig. 187 consists of grinding

punches for curb bars on a Bath universal grinder. As Fig.

187 shows, the punches are tapered toward the center, the

object of this construction being to form a shearing cut

when the punch and die are in use. Two punches are lo-

cated at a time in a special fixture that locates them at the

desired .angle. The wheel used is alundum, elastic, 40 grit.

The reason for using an elastic wheel for this operation
is to hold up on the corner where >t

;he two grinding cuts

meet.

Punches and dies for grinding may be located in many
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ways, but the accompanying illustrations, showing actual

working conditions reveal how the various operations can

be carried out efficiently without the use of many special

Fig. 187 Special Fixture Locates
Punches

fixtures. All the wheels are operated at the speeds recom-

mended by the makers, while the grits and grades were se-

lected after trials to determine what grits and grades proved
the most efficient.

To obtain satisfactory results in die grinding, attention

should be paid to the machines to see that their spindles are

adjusted properly. If the spindle is loose, the wheel will leave

chatter marks on the work and this should be avoided in all cases.

The spindles should be adjusted so that they run nearly metal

to metal in their boxes as even a slight amount of play will

develop chattering. The spindles also should be lubricated with

a special, light spindle oil as ordinary oil as used in machine

shops for general lubricating purposes is not adapted for the

work in question.

Alumina abrasives are used for die grinding as this material

is particularly adapted for working hardened steel. Such

wheels can be either natural or artificial corundum. Wheels for

die grinding should be free cutting and when the wheel is of the

disk type and used on a machine with a reciprocating platen,

it should not show abnormal wear as this would cause one side
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of the finished die or die section to be higher than the other.

In selecting wheels for die grinding it is a good plan to test

several makes in several grits and grades. In this way the most

efficient wheels for various operations can be decided upon.

When disk wheels are used for die grinding they should

be operated at approximately 5000 feet per minute, although

good results can be obtained with a slightly lower speed. If

the wheel is operated too fast it will burn the work. Con-

versely a slow speed may develop excessive wheel wear. All

things considered it is a better plan to adapt the wheel grade
to the speed than it is to alter the speed to suit the wheel.

Of course, it is understood that the machines should be operated

at the speed recommended by its maker.



XVI
PRECISION GRINDING WORK OF OTHER DAYS

DEVELOPMENTS

in shop practice take place slowly.
Thus the methods of other days gradually change
with the steady march of progress, slight innovations

being instituted year after year until the methods followed

originally are but memories of the past. Precision grinding
methods have undergone radical changes and a brief ex-

planation of how this work was prosecuted on a produc-
tion basis many years ago reveals some interesting facts.

Fig. 188 is the grinding department of the Reece Button

Hole Machine Co., Boston, as it appeared about the year
1895. This company at that time was engaged in the man-

ufacture of two types of machines for working button holes

in shoes and clothing, a finishing machine for sewing down
the stay cord of buttonholes and a machine for tacking

shoe vamps. These were all high-grade machines, calling

for duplicate parts, as the repair end of the business rep-

resented a substantial unit. The company's output at that

time consisted of from 40 to 60 finished machines a week.

All cylindrical parts such as shafts, studs, needle bars, etc.,

were finished by grinding, this work keeping one man busy

continually. Sometimes when work piled up before him, a

helper was added to the grinding department. He was

usually a toolmaker for in those days toolmakers were the

only class of help who were used for working within close

limits.

As Fig. 188 shows, the entire grinding equipment

consisted of four machines : A .Brown & Sharpe surface

grinder, a No. 2 Brown & Sharpe universal grinder,

a Brown & Sharpe universal grinder of an older

model and a Brown & Sharpe cutter and reamer

grinder. On these four machines was done all the

grinding, including tool grinding. Thus, when the tool-

makers had some reamers, jig bushings or other parts to

grind, they brought the work to the grinding department.
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The curious part of tool grinding at that time was that each

toolmaker did his own grinding. This was in accordance

with the accepted toolmaking practice of those days that

a toolmaker should build jigs and fixtures complete.

The grinding department was in charge of Frank Hurd,
who is seated at the machine in the illustration, a toolmaker

of exceptional ability who gained his fundamental knowl-

edge of precision, grinding at the Browne & Sharpe Mfg.

Co., Providence, R. I. Both the cylindrical grinding ma-

chines were operated dry. That is no water or other cooling

medium was used. An adequate system for carrying away
the dust was used, however. This consisted of a power-

Fig. 188 The Grinding Department of a Sewing Machine Factory in 1895

ful fan which drew air from sheet metal hoods that nearly

encircled the grinding wheels. It was the idea of John

Reece, founder of the company, that dry grinding was not

only practicable but that it did away with the untidy con-

ditions arising from wet grinding.

The pieces regularly ground on production work ranged
in size from % to 24-inch in diameter, approximately and

from 3 to 9 inches long. About 0.010-inch was left for
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grinding. Fine grit wheels were used invariably as it was

thought that this practice was productive of an excellent

finish. In passing it may be well to state that the com-

bination grit wheel so successfully used at the present day,

was unknown. Fine feeds also were em-ployed. The
wheels were never over ^-inch face, this face being trued

back to 3/32-inch. The object of this procedure was to let

the wheel reverse in the nick cut at the end of the ground

portion. Such a small wheel face, 3/32-inch, of course ne-

cessitated a fine feed, not over 1/16 of an inch for each rev-

olution of -the work. By way of comparison it may be well

to state that under present day conditions a wheel with a

i/^-inch face would be used in connection with a feed ap-

proximating ^ to 7/16 of an inch for each revolution of

the work.

Grinding conditions in those days were largely governed

by the wheels. Wheel 'making then was not the art it is

at the present day. Thus, the grinding machine operator

had to get the best wheels for the purpose, his output be-

ing limited to the ability of the wheel to remove stock.

A curious fact connected with this grinding department
was that no surface grinding was done on regular routine

work. The surface grinder shown in Fig. 188 was con-

fined solely to tool work. As nine-tenths of the tool sur-

face grinding consisted of grinding blanking dies, the ques-

tion naturally arises : Why was such an expensive tool

provided for this purpose? The answer is that Mr. Reece

realizing the surface grinding, on regular routine work, was to

come in the near future he considered it advisable to install a

machine that could handle this work when the occasion arose.

This surface grinding machine was not equipped with

a magnetic chuck, as that accessory was then in its infancy.

Thus, when the toolmaker had a job of surface grinding to

do, it had to be held in a vise or strapped in place on the

platen. It is needless to state that considerable skill was

required in turning out an accurate piece of work under

the conditions. Time, however, was not a prime essential
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on tool work at that time. The motto followed by every
toolmaker who prided himself on his work was: "Take

plenty of time but be sure to turn out an accurate job." In

regard to the regular production work, another curious fact

was in evidence. Grinding was used more to insure ac-

curacy than it was to reduce production time. As an il-

lustration : With a piece ^ inch in diameter and, say, 4

inches long, it would take as long to finish it by grinding
under the conditions cited as it would to file it in the lathe

with a Swiss file (the standard high grade file of those days)

allowing say 0.003-inch for finishing.

Mr. Hurd was an accurate workman. Tolerances in

those days were unknown. Thus a piece that called for a

diameter of ^-inch was finished to 0.375 inch. It was

neither 0.0001 over or 0.0001 under. All work was gaged by
micrometers which were frequently tested for accuracy.
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Advantages of chilled iron cams 131

Air pump cylinder, grinding of . . 167

Aligning pistons 193

Aligning roll-grinding machine 185

Allowances, grinding, steel balls 135

Aluminum bases, polishing of 160

Angle-iron fixture for cylinder grinding 16-191

Arbor for grinding ball races 142

Arbor for grinding main bearings 3

Arbor for grinding Packard valve-stem guides 62

Arbor for grinding roller bearing cups 155

Armature cores, grinding of 170

Armature shafts, grinding of 172

Assembled ball bearings, final grinding of 145

Assembled ball bearings, testing of 147

Assembling ball bearings 144

Automatic grinder for finishing bearing rollers 156

Automobile crankshafts, causes of wear 187

Automobile crankshafts, regrinding of 193

Automobile cylinder castings, seasoning of 196

Automobile cylinder regrinding 190

Automobile cylinder wear, causes of 187

Automobile cylinder wear, results of 189

Automobile piston pins, causes of wear 187

Automobile repair work, division of 187

Axle bevel gears, Ford, grinding of 106

Axle drive shaft, taper, Packard, grinding of 74

Axle housings, Marmon, grinding of 22

Axle nuts, wheel, Marmon, facing of 11

Axles, rear drive, Marmon, grinding of 9

Axle shafts, Ford, grinding of 115

Axle shafts, rear, Chevrolet, grinding of 97

Axle torque arms, rear, Packard, grinding of 61

Axle tube, rear, Packard, grinding of 73

Axle spring-cross tube, Packard, grinding of 72

Backing off milling cutter teeth 206

Backrest spot, grinding of 10

Backrest spot on Packard crankshaft, grinding of 47

Balancing Cleveland tractor crankshafts 120

Balancing Marmon crankshafts 37

Ball bearing, Federal, construction of 133
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Ball bearings, assembled, final grinding of 145

Ball bearings, assembled, testing of 147

Ball bearings, assembling of 144

Ball bearings, demagnetizing of 146

Ball bearings, running test 144

Ball cases, spinning of 144

Ball grinding machine, controlling wheel wear 134

Ball joint, Packard, grinding of 69

Ball lapping machine 135

Ball races, arbor for grinding 142

Ball races, external grinding of 142

Ball races, importance of straight holes 139

Ball races, internal grinding of 138

Ball races, lapping out wheel marks on 142

Ball races., locating for surface grinding 137

Ball races, radial grinding of 141

Ball races, sorting according to size 143

Ball races, surfacing sides of 137, 142

Ball, torque, Marmon, grinding of 26

Balls, bearing, forming of .' 133

Balls, steel, classifying , 136

Balls, steel, cleaning of 136

Balls, steel, grinding allowances 135

Balls, steel, lapping of 135

Balls, steel machine for grinding 133

Bearing balls, rough grinding of 133

Balls, steel, testing for size 137

Base plate for dental chair, polishing of 159

Bases, aluminum, polishing of 160

Bearing, ball, Federal, construction of 133

Bearing balls, rough grinding of 133

Bearing cups, roller, arbor for grinding 155

Bearing cups, roller, grinding outside diameter of 154

Bearing cups, roller, grinding of taper hole 154

Bearing cups, roller, testing of 156

Bearing housings, roller, Ford grinding of 105

Bearing rollers, automatic grinder for finishing 156

Bearing, roller, Bock, principle of 149

Bearing rollers, grinding of 156

Bearing rollers, Ford, grinding of 108

Bearings, ball, assembled, final grinding of 145

Bearings, ball, assembled, testing of 147

Bearings, ball, assembling of 144

Bearings, ball, forming of 133

Bearings, ball, demagnetizing of 146
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Bearings, ball running test 144

Bearings, camshaft, Oakland, grinding of 86

Bearing cones, roller, internal grinding of 151

Bearing cups, roller, grinding back face of 153

Bearings, main Marmon, grinding of 3

Bearings, Marmon, main, design of 2

Bevel gears, axle, Ford, grinding of 106

Blades, milling cutter, surface grinding of 207

Blanks, gear, Marmon, grinding of 12, 28

Blanks, milling cutter, flat grinding of 199

Blocks, cylinder, Oakland, honing of 81

Bock Bearing Co., grinding operations 149

Bock roller bearing, principle of 149

Bores, cylinder, Oakland, honing of 81

Bores, cylinder, Packard, testing of 54

Bores, dial gage for testing 59

Brake-band cam, grinding of, Packard 67

Brake flanges, clutch, Packard, grinding of 77

Brass parts, small, surface grinding of 162, 163

Brass, plungers, small, grinding of 165

Busch-Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine Co., cam grinding operations.... 129

Bushing, expansion for locating gears 14

Calender roll crowning , 178

Calender roll grinding 173

Calender rolls, grinding time for 178

Calender rolls, how tested 178

Calender rolls, locating for grinding 177

Calender rolls, sizes of 173

Calender rolls, wear of 175

Calendered paper, kinds of 1 74

Cams, chilled iron, diesel engine, grinding allowance on 130

Cams, diesel engine, fixture for grinding 129

Cam, brake band, Packard, grinding of 67

Cams for diesel engines, grinding of 129

Cam-grinding operations, Busch-Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine Co 129

Cam-roll pins, Marmon, grinding of -.
'

7

Cam rolls, fixture for locating '8
Cam rolls, Marmon, grinding of 8

Cam rolls, surface grinding of 8

Cams, chilled iron, advantages of 131

Camshaft bearings, Oakland, fixture for testing 88

Camshaft bearings, Oakland, grinding of 86

Camshafts, Chevrolet, grinding of 94

Camshafts, Ford, grinding of 103

Camshafts, Marmon, finish grinding of 5
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Camshafts, Marmon, rough grinding of 4

Caps and rods, concerning, Marmon, face grinding 20

Case, transmission, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 126

Cases, Ball, spinning of 144

Castings, automobile cylinder, seasoning of 196

Causes of automobile crankshaft wear 187

Causes of automobile cylinder wear 187

Causes of automobile piston-pin wear 187

Causes of cylinder scores 189

Centerless grinding at Cleveland Tractor plant 121

Centerless grinding at Ford plant 107

Centerless grinding of Packard parts 60

Chair base, dental, polishing of 159

Channel, oil, Marmon, machining of 35

Chevrolet camshafts, grinding of 94

Chevrolet crankshafts, grinding of 93

Chevrolet crankshafts, rough turning of 92

Chevrolet grinding operations, classes of 90

Chevrolet Motor Co., grinding operations 89

Chevrolet pinion shaft tube, grinding of 95

Chevrolet pistons, fixture for grinding 92

Chevrolet pistons, grinding of 91

Chevrolet propeller shaft, grinding of 44,96

Chevrolet rear-axle shafts, grinding of 97

Chevrolet water connections, disk grinding of 90

Chuck, face plate, magnetic 64

Chutes, feed for handling parts 6

Chilled iron cams, advantages of 131

Chilled iron cams for diesel engines, grinding allowance on 130

Classes of Chevrolet grinding operations 90

Classifying steel balls 136

Cleaning steel balls 136

Cleaning surface ground work 138

Cleveland Cylindrical Regrinding Co., grinding methods 187

Cleveland tractor crankpins, finish grinding of 11

Cleveland tractor crankshafts, balancing of 120

Cleveland tractor crankshaft, rough grinding main bearings 117

Cleveland Tractor Co., grinding of water-outlet flanges 123

Cleveland Tractor Co., grinding operations 117

Cleveland Tractor Co., surface grinding operations 123

Cleveland tractor cylinder head, grinding of 124

Cleveland tractor, grinding of transmission case 126

Cleveland tractor impeller pump, grinding of 124

Cleveland tractor parts, centerless grinding of 121

Cleveland tractor parts, disk grinding of 128

Cleveland tractor, rough grinding of crankpins 119
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Clutch-brake flanges, Packard, grinding of 77

Clutch-shifter sleeve, Packard, internal grinding of 78

Clutch-disk spider, Marmon, grinding of 24

Clutch throw-out bearing, Marmon, grinding of 25

Cones, roller bearing, grinding shoulder on 153

Cones, roller bearing, grinding taper of 152

Cones, roller bearing, internal grinding of 151

Cones, roller bearing, rough grinding of 150

Cones, roller bearing, testing of 153

Connecting rods and caps, Marmon, face grinding of 20

Connecting rods and caps, Packard, grinding of 57

Connecting rods, Marmon, fixture for grinding 20

Connecting rods, Marmon, grinding of 19

Connecting rods, Packard, fixture for grinding 57

Connecting rods, Packard, grinding of 56, 58

Connections, water, Chevrolet, disk grinding of 90

Construction of Federal ball bearing 133

Conveying systems at Ford plant 100

Cores, armature, grinding of 170

Corrugated rolls, how lead is obtained on 186

Corrugating machine, rolls, description of 185

Crank cheeks, Marmon, spacing and turning 34

Crankpins, Cleveland tractor, finish grinding of 119

Crankpins, Cleveland tractor, rough grinding of 119

Crankpins, Marmon, rough grinding of 34

Crankpins, Marmon, finish grinding of 39

Crankpins, Packard, rough grinding of 49

Crankshaft bearings, Marmon, lapping of 42

Crankshaft-bearing studs, Marmon, grinding of 22

Crankshart, Cleveland tractor, rough grinding main bearings 117

Crankshaft main bearings, Marmon, grinding of 36

Crankshaft, Marmon, first grinding operation 33

Crankshaft, Marmon, grinding of 30

Crankshaft, Marmon, preliminary grinding of 31

Crankshaft, Marmon, stock removed from 31

Crankshaft oil channel, Marmon, machining of 35

Crankshaft, Packard, grinding backrest spot 47

Crankshaft, small, grinding of '

Crankshaft wear, excessive, result of '

Crankshafts, automobile, causes of wear 1

Crankshafts, automobile, regrinding of 193

Crankshafts, Chevrolet, grinding of

Crankshafts, Chevrolet, rough turning of 92

Crankshafts, Cleveland tractor, balancing of 120
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Crankshafts, Cleveland tractor, rack for holding 117

Crankshafts, Ford, grinding of 102

Crankshafts, Marmon, balancing of 37

Crankshafts, Marmon, inspection of 32, 42

Crankshafts, Marmon, rough turning of 32

Crankshafts, Marmon, straightening of 33

Crankshafts, Packard, inspecting of SO

Crankshafts, Packard, rough turning of 46

Crank webs, Packard, grinding of 47

Crowning calender rolls : 178

Crowning pulleys by grinding 164

Cups, rollers bearing, grinding back face of 153

Cups, roller bearing, grinding of taper hole 154

Cups, roller bearing, grinding outside diameter of 154

Cups, roller bearing, testing of 156

Cutter blades, milling, surfacing of 207

Cutter blanks, milling, flat grinding of 199

Cutter sharpening wheels, selection of ..'.'..' 208

Cutter stock, milling, cutting up 199

Cutters, milling, backing off teeth 206

Cutters, milling, cutting teeth on 200

Cutters, milling, grinding holes in 203

Cutters, milling, grinding sides of 205

Cutters, milling, hardening and tempering 203

Cutters, milling, inserted tooth, design of 207

Cutters, milling, production methods 199

Cutters, milling, testing for hardness 203

Cutting milling cutter teeth -, 200

Cylinder, air pump, grinding of 167

Cylinder blocks, Oakland, honing of 81

Cylinder blocks, Packard, surface grinding of 51

Cylinder bores, Packard, testing of 54

Cylinder castings, automobile, importance of seasoning 196

Cylinder grinding, fixture for 191

Cylinder grinding fixture, Marmon 16

Cylinder grinding fixture, Packard, testing of 52

Cylinder head, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 124

Cylinder heads, Oakland, surface grinding of 89

Cylinder regrinding, automobile 190

Cylinder regrinding, economy of 195

Cylinder regrinding, removal of dust 191

Cylinder scores, causes of 189

Cylinder wear, automobile, causes of 187

Cylindrical grinding, wheel speeds for 164

Cylindrical work, locating with special fixture 166
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Cylinders, automobile, results of wear in 189

Cylinders, Marmon, grinding of 16

Cylinders, Packard, grinding of 52

Cylinders, reamed, causes of wear in 197

Demagnetizing ball bearings 146

Dental chair base plate, polishihg of 159

Design of inserted tooth milling cutters 207

Design of Marmon main bearings .Jf
1

Design of Marmon propeller shaft 12

Development of fourdrinier paper machine 173

Dial gage for testing bores 59

Die sections, surfacing of 210

Die spacers, surfacing of 212

Die, subpress, grinding of 211

Diesel engine chilled iron cams, grinding allowance on 130

Diesel engine cams, fixture for grinding 129

Diesel engine cams, grinding of 129

Differential gear housing, Packard, grinding of 76

Disk grinding of Chevrolet water connections 90

Disk grinding of Cleveland tractor parts 128

Disk grinding roller bearing cones 150

Disk spider clutch, Marmon, grinding of 24

Division of automobile repair work 187

Drive shaft, axle, Packard, grinding taper on 74

Drive axles, rear, Marmon, grinding of 9

Drive shaft housing, transmission, Packard, grinding of 77

Drive shafts, Ford truck, grinding of 114

Drive shaft sleeves, Ford, facing ends of 113

Drive-shaft sleeves, Ford, grinding of 113

Drums, transmission, Ford, grinding of 109

Dust, removal of in cylinder regrinding 191

Economy of cylinder regrinding 195

Engine cams, diesel, fixture for grinding 129

Engine cams, diesel, grinding of 129

Excessive crankshaft wear, result of 190

Expansion bushing for locating gears 14

External grinding of ball races 142

Face-plate chuck, magnetic 64

Facing ends of Ford drive-shaft sleeves 113

Facing ends of Ford transmission shafts 112

Facing Marmon wheel-axle nuts 11

Federal ball bearing, construction of 133

Federal Bearings Co., Inc., grinding operations 133
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Feed chutes for handling parts 6

Final grinding of assembled ball bearings 145

Finish grinding of Cleveland tractor crankpins 119

Finish grinding of Marmon camshafts 5

Finish grinding of Marmon crankpins 39

Finish grinding of Packard crankshaft main bearings 50

First grinding operation on Marmon crankshaft 33

Fitting piston pins 192

Fixed wheel grinding at Ford plant 115

Fixture, angle iron for cylinder grinding 16

Fixture, Packard, cylinder grinding, testing of 52

Fixture for aligning pistons 193

Fixture for grinding Chevrolet pistons 92

Fixture for grinding connecting rods, Marmon 20

Fixture for grinding connecting rods, Packard 57

Fixture for grinding diesel engine cams 129

Fixture for grinding a punch 212

Fixture for grinding valve rockers S

Fixture for grinding valve tappets 7
Fixture for grinding water outlet flanges 123

Fixture for holding brass parts for grinding 162, 163

Fixture for holding work for polishing 159

Fixture for internal grinding, Packard clutch-shifter sleeve 79

Fixture for locating cam rolls 8
Fixture for locating clutch-disk spider, Marmon 25

Fixture for locating cylindrical work 166

Fixture for locating Oakland gear-pump cases 85

.Fixture for locating pistons for grinding 192

Fixture for radius grinding of valve rocker, Marmon 21

Fixture for squaring propeller shaft end 23

Fixture for testing Oakland camshaft bearings 8S

Fixtures for inspecting Packard crankshafts 50

Flanges, clutch brake, Packard, grinding of 77

Fjanges, water outlet, fixture for grinding 123

Flour-mill roll grinder, description of 183

Flour-mill rolls, grinding of 184

Flour-mill rolls, locating for grinding 183

Ford axle bevel gears, grinding of 105

Ford axle shafts, grinding of 115

Ford bearing rollers, grinding of 108

Ford camshafts, grinding of ." . . . . . 103
'

Ford crankshafts, grinding of 102

Ford drive-shaft sleeves, facing ends of 113

Ford drive-shaft sleeves, grinding of 113

Ford Motor Co., grinding operations 89

Ford Motor Co., method of maintaining production 99
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Ford plant, centerless grinding operations 107

Ford plant, conveying systems 100

Ford plant, fixed-wheel grinding at 115

Ford reverse gear, grinding of 109

Ford ring gears, grinding of 105

Ford roller-bearing housings, grinding of 106

Ford starter-motor shaft, grinding of 114

Ford transmission drums, grinding of 109

Ford transmission shafts, facing ends of 112

Ford transmission shafts, grinding of Ill

Ford truck drive shafts, grinding of 114

Formed milling cutters, making of 202

Forming ball bearings 133

Fourdrinier paper machine, development of 173

Gage, dial for testing bores 59

Gear blanks, Marmon, grinding of 12, 28

Gear cases, pump, Oakland, surface grinding of 85

Gear housing, differential, Packard, grinding of 76

Gear, reverse, Ford, grinding of 109

Gear, worm, steering, Packard, grinding of 69

Gears, bevel, axle, Ford, grinding of 106

Gears, locating for internal grinding 15

Gears, ring, Ford, grinding of 105

Grinder, automatic for finishing bearing rollers 156

Grinding arbor for main bearings 3

Grinding a backrest spot : ; 10

Grinding and corrugating rolls 183

Grinding, cylindrical, wheel speeds for 164

Grinding fixture for valve rockers 5

Grinding machine, roll, description of 175

Grinding methods, Cleveland Cylinder Regrinding Co 187

Grinding methods, Nordyke & Marmon Co. i

Grinding methods, Oakland Motor Car Co 81

Grinding methods, Ontario Paper Co 173

Grinding methods, Packard Motor Car Co 45

Grinding operations, Bock Bearing Co 149

Grinding operations, Chevrolet Motor Co. 89

Grinding operations, Cleveland Tractor Co 117

Grinding operations, Federal Bearings Co., Inc 133

Grinding operations, Ford Motor Co 89

Grinding operations, Ritter Dental Mfg. Co 159

Grinding operations, Truscon Steel Co. . '. 209

Grinding operators, women 43

Grinding pulley crowns '. . . : 164
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Grinding a subpress 211

Grinding time for calender rolls 178

Ground parts, indicator for sizing 138

Guide, valve stem, Packard, grinding of 62

Handling parts with feed chutes 6

Hardening and tempering milling cutters 203

Hardness of milling cutters, test for 203

Hazledine Co., E. T., grinding operations 183

Head, cylinder, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 124

Heads, cylinder, Oakland, surface grinding of 85

Hexagon hole in Packard gear, grinding of 71

Hexagon shaft end, Packard, grinding of 75

Holder, valve roller, Packard, grinding of 65

Hole, hexagon, grinding of, Packard 71

Hole, taper in roller bearing cups, grinding of 154

Holes, lapping of in small work 168

Holes in milling cutters, grinding of 203

Holes, straight in ball races, importance of 139

Honing cylinder blocks, lubricant for 81

Honing Oakland cylinder blocks 81

Housing, differential gear, Packard, grinding of 76

Housing, transmission drive shaft, Packard, grinding of 77

Housings, axle, Marmon, grinding of 22

Housings, roller bearing, Ford, grinding of 106

Impeller, pump, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 124

Importance of straight holes in ball races 139

Indicator for sizing ground parts 138

Inserted tooth milling cutters, design of 207

Internal grinding of ball races 138

Inspection of Packard pistons 56

Inspecting Marmon crankshafts 32, 42

Inspecting Packard crankshafts 50

Internal grinding of roller bearing cones 151

Internal grinding fixture, Packard clutch-shifter sleeve 79

Internal grinding of Marmon valve rocker 5

Joint, ball, Packard, grinding of 59

Knocks, piston pin 189

Knuckle, steering, Marmon, grinding of 26

Lapping holes in small work 168

Lapping Marmon crankshaft bearings 42

Lapping out wheel marks on ball races 142
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Lapping steel balls 135

Lead on corrugated rolls, how obtained 186

Link slot, grinding of 169

Locating ball races for surface grinding 137, 142

Locating calender rolls for grinding 177

Locating cylindrical work with a special fixture 166

Locating flour mill rolls for grinding 183

Locating gears for internal grinding IS

Lubricant for honing cylinder blocks 81

Machine for grinding steel balls 133

Machine for lapping steel balls 135

Magnetic face-plate chuck 64

Main bearing grinding arbor 3

Main bearings, Cleveland tractor, rough grinding of 117

Main bearings, crankshaft, Marmon, grinding of 36

Main bearings, Marmon, design of 2

Main bearings, Marmon, grinding of 3

Main bearings, Packard crankshaft, rough grinding of 48

Main bearings, Packard crankshaft, finish grinding of 50

Maintaining production at Ford plant 99

Marks, wheel on ball races, lapping out 142

Marmon axle housings, grinding of 22

Marmon camshafts, finish grinding of 5

Marmon camshafts, rough grinding of 4

Marmon connecting rods, grinding of 19

Marmon crankshaft bearings, lapping of 42

Marmon crankshaft, grinding of 30

Marmon crankshaft, preliminary grinding of 31

Marmon crankshaft, stock removed from 31

Marmon crankshaft main bearings, grinding of 36

Marmon cam-roll pins, grinding of 7

Marmon cam rolls, grinding of 8

Marmon crankpins, rough grinding of 34

Marmon crankshaft, machining oil channel in 35

Marmon crankshaft bearing studs, grinding of 22

Marmon crankshafts, balancing of 37

Marmon crankshafts, first grinding of 33

Marmon crankshafts, inspection of 32, 42

Marmon crankshafts, rough turning of 32

Marmon crankshafts, straightening of 33

Marmon crankpins, finish grinding of 39

Marmon clutch disk spider, grinding of 24

Marmon clutch throw-out bearing, grinding of 25

Marmon cylinders, grinding of 16

Marmon gear blanks, grinding of 12, 28
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Marmon main bearings, design of 2

Marmon main bearings, grinding of 3

Marmon piston pins, grinding of 18

Marmon pistons, grinding of 17

Marmon propeller shaft, grinding of 12, 22

Marmon rear drive axles, grinding of 9

Marmon steering gear toggle, grinding of 27

Marmon steering knuckle, grinding of 26

Marmon steering shaft, grinding of 28

Marmon torque ball, grinding of 26

Marmon torque tube, grinding of 11

Marmon valve rocker, internal grinding of 5

Marmon valve tappets, grinding of 6

Methods, production, milling cutters 199

Milling cutter blanks, flat grinding of 199

Milling cutter blades, surfacing of 207

Milling cutter production methods 199

Milling cutters, cutting off stock for 19Q

Milling cutters, cutting teeth on 200

Milling cutters, form, making of 202

Milling cutters, grinding holes in 203

Milling cutters, grinding sides of 205

Milling cutters, hardening and tempering 203

Milling cutters, inserted tooth, design of 207

Milling cutters, testing for hardness 203

Motor shaft, starter, Ford, grinding of 114

Nordyke & Marmon Co., grinding methods 1

Nuts, axle, Marmon, facing of 11

Oakland camshaft bearings, fixture for testing 88

Oakland camshaft bearings, grinding of 86

Oakland cylinder blocks, honing of -. 81

Oakland cylinder heads, surface grinding of 85

Oakland gear-pump cases, surface grinding of 85

Oakland Motor Car Co., grinding methods 81

Oakland pistons, grinding of 82

Offset work, surface grinding of 56

Oil-pump gear cases, Oakland, surface grinding of 85

Ontario Paper Co., grinding methods 173

Operations, grinding, Chevrolet, classes of 90

Operators, grinding, women 43

Outside diameter of roller bearing cups, grinding of 123,154
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Packard axle-drive shaft, grinding taper on 74

Packard ball joint, grinding of 69

Packard brake-band cam, grinding of 67

Packard clutch-brake flanges, grinding of 77

Packard clutch-shifter sleeve, internal grinding of 78

Packard connecting rods, grinding of 56, 58

Packard connecting rods and caps, grinding of 57

Packard crankshaft, finish grinding main bearings 50

Packard crankshaft, grinding backrest spot 47

Packard crankshaft, rough grinding main bearings 48

Packard crankshafts, inspection of 50

Packard crankshafts, rough turning of 46

Packard crank webs, grinding of 47

Packard crankpins, rough grinding of 49

Packard cylinder blocks, surface grinding of 51

Packard cylinder bores, testing of 54

Packard cylinder grinding fixture, testing of 52

Packard cylinders, grinding of 52

Packard differential-gear housing, grinding of 76

Packard Motor Car Co., grinding methods 45

Packard parts, centerless grinding of 60

Packard pistons, grinding of 55

Packard pistons, inspection of 56

Packard piston pins, grinding of 65

Packard rear-axle torque arms, grinding of 61

Packard rear-axle tube, grinding of 73

Packard spring cross tube, grinding of 72

Packard steering gear worm, grinding of 69

Packard thread-grinding machine 69

Packard transmission drive-shaft housing, grinding of 77

Packard shaft end, hexagon, grinding of 75

Packard steering post parts, grinding of 60

Packard valves, grinding of 54

Packard valve rollers, grinding of 63

Packard valve-roller holder, grinding of 65

Packard valve-stem guide, grinding of 62

Paper, calendered, kinds of 174

Paper machine, fourdrinier, development of 173

Parallelism of rolls, how obtained 176

Pinion-shaft tube, Chevrolet, grinding of 95

Pins, cam-roll, Marmon, grinding of 7

Pins, piston, automobile, causes of wear 187

Pins, piston, fitting of . 192

Pins, piston, Marmon, grinding of 18

Pins, piston, Packard, grinding of 65
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Pistons, aligning of 193

Piston pins, automobile, causes of wear 187

Piston pins, fitting of 192

Piston-pin knocks 189

Piston pins, Marmon, grinding of 18

Piston pins, Packard, grinding of 65

Pistons, aligning of 193

Pistons, Chevrolett, grinding of 91

Pistons, Marmon, grinding of 17

Pistons, Oakland, grinding of 82

Pistons, Packard, grinding of 55

Pistons, Packard, inspection of 56

Pistons, repair, grinding of 191

Plungers, small, brass, grinding of 165

Polishing aluminum bases 160

Polishing base plates for dental chairs 159

Polishing, fixture for holding work 159

Polishing of steel tubing 160

Precision grinding of 25 years ago 215

Precision grinding with a setup wheel 162

Preliminary grinding of Marmon crankshaft 31

Principle of Bock roller bearing 149

Production methods at Ford plant 99

Progressive subpress, three-stage 209

Production methods, milling cutter 199

Propeller shaft, Chevrolet, grinding of 96

Propeller shaft, Marmon, design of 12

Propeller shaft, Marmon, grinding of 12, 22

Pulley crowns finished by grinding 164

Pump cylinder, air, grinding of 167

Pump-gear cases, Oakland, surface grinding of 85

Pump impeller, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 124

Punch, fixture for grinding 212

Punch, grinding of 212

Punch, subpress, grinding of 211

Races, ball, arbor for grinding 142

Races, ball, external grinding of 142

Races, ball, importance of straight holes 139

Races, ball, internal grinding of 138

Races, ball, lapping out wheel marks on '., 142

Races, ball, locating for surface grinding 137

Races, ball, sorting according to size 143

Races, ball, surfacing sides of 137, 142

Races, ball, radial grinding of 141
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Radius, grinding of, Marmon valve rocker 21

Rack for holding crankshafts, Cleveland tractor 117

Radial grinding of ball races 141

Reamed cylinders, cause of rapid wear in 197

Rear-axle torque arms, Packard, grinding of 61

Rear-axle tube, Packard, grinding of 73

Rear-drive axles, Marmon, grinding of 9

Rear-axle shafts, Chevrolet, grinding of :....., 97

Reece Button Hole Machine Co., grinding work 215

Regrinding automobile crankshafts 193

Regrinding automobile cylinders 190

Regrinding cylinders, removal of dust in 191

Reground cylinders, economy of ...., 195

Removal of dust in cylinder regrinding , 191

Repair pistons, grinding of 191

Repair work, automobile, division of 187

Result of automobile cylinder wear 189

Result of excessive crankshaft wear 190

Reverse gear, Ford, grinding of 109

Ring gears, Ford, grinding of 105

Ritter Dental Mfg. Co., grinding operations 159

Rocker, valve, Marmon, internal grinding of 5

Rods and caps, connecting, Marmon, face grinding of 20

Rods and caps, connecting rod, Packard, grinding of 57

Rods, connecting, Marmon, grinding of 19

Rods, connecting, Packard, grinding of 56, 58

Roller bearing, Bock, principle of 149

Roller-bearing cones, grinding shoulder on 153

Roller-bearing cones, grinding taper of 152

Roller-bearing cones, rough grinding of ISO

Roller-bearing cones, testing of 153

Roller bearing cups, arbor for grinding 155

Roller bearing cups, grinding of back face 153

Roller-bearing cups, grinding outside diameter 154

Roller^bearing cups, grinding of taper hole 154

Roller-bearing cups, testing of 156

Roller bearing housings, Ford, grinding of 106

Roller holder, valve, Packard, grinding of 65

Rollers, bearing, automatic grinder for finishing 156

Rollers, bearing, Ford, grinding of 108

Rollers, bearing, grinding of 156

Rollers, valve, Packard, grinding of 63

Rolls, calender, crowning 1 78
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Rolls, calender, grinding of 173

Rolls, calender, grinding time for 178

Rolls, calender, locating for grinding 177

Rolls, calender, how parallelism is obtained 176

Rolls, calender, sizes of 173

Rolls, calender, how tested 178

Rolls, calender, wear of 175

Rolls, cam, fixture for locating 8

Rolls, cam, grinding sides of 8

Rolls, cam, Marmon, grinding of 8

Rolls, corrugated, how lead is obtained on 186

Roll-corrugating machine, description of 185

Roll grinder, flour mill, description of 183

Roll-grinding machine, aligning of 185

Roll-grinding machine, description of 175

Rolls, flour mill, grinding of 184

Rolls, flour mill, locating for grinding 183

Rolls, supercalender 180

Rough grinding of Cleveland tractor crankpins 119

Rough grinding of main bearings, Cleveland tractor crankshaft 117

Rough grinding of main bearings, Packard crankshaft 48

Rough grinding of Marmon crankpins 34

Rough grinding of Packard crankpins 49

Rough grinding roller bearing cones 150

Rough grinding of steel bearing balls 133

Rough turning of Chevrolet crankshafts 92

Rough turning of Marmon crankshafts 32

Rough turning of Packard crankshafts 46

Running test on ball bearings 144

Scored cylinders, causes of 189

Seasoning automobile cylinder castings 196

Sections, die, surfacing of 210

Selection of wheels for cutter sharpening 208

Setup wheel for precision grinding 162

Shaft end, hexagon, Packard, grinding of 75

Shaft-housing, transmission, Packard, grinding of 77

Shaft, motor-starter, Ford, grinding of 114

Shaft, propeller, Chevrolet, grinding of 96

Shaft, pinion tube, Chevrolet, grinding of 95

Shaft, propeller, Marmon, design of 12
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Shaft, propeller, Marmon, grinding of 12, 22

Shaft sleeves, drive, Ford, grinding of 113

Shaft, steering, Marmon, grinding of 28

Shafts, armature, grinding of 172

Shafts, axle, Ford, grinding of 115

Shafts, drive, Ford truck, grinding of 114

Shafts, transmission, Ford, facing ends of 112

Shafts, transmission, Ford, grinding of Ill

Shifter sleeve, clutch, Packard, internal grinding of 78

Shoulder on bearing cones, grinding of 153

Sides of milling cutters, grinding of 205

Sizes of calender rolls 173

Sizing ball races by sorting 143

Sizing surface ground parts 138

Sleeve, clutch-shifter, Packard, internal grinding of 78

Sleeves, drive shaft, Ford, facing ends of 113

Sleeves, drive-shaft, Ford, grinding of 113

Slot, link, grinding of 169

Small brass parts, surface grinding of 162, 163

Small brass plungers, grinding of 165

Small crankshaft, grinding of 169

Small work, lapping holes in 168

Sorting ball races according to size 143

Spacers, die, surfacing of 212

Speed, working, subpress 209

Spider, clutch-disk, Marmon, grinding of 24

Spinning ball cases 144

Spring cross tube, Packard, grinding of 72

Squaring end of Marmon propeller shaft 23

Starter-motor shaft, Ford, grinding of 114

Steel balls, classification of 136

Steel balls, cleaning of 136

Steel balls, grinding allowances 135

Steel balls, lapping of 135

Steel balls, machine for grinding
133

Steel balls, machine for lapping
1

Steel balls, testing for size 137

Steel tubing, polishing of 160

Steering gear toggle, Marmon, grinding of 27

Steering gear worm, Packard, grinding of 69

Steering knuckle, Marmon, grinding of 26

Steering shaft, Marmon, grinding of 28

Steering post parts, Packard, grinding of 60
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Stem, guide, valve, Packard, grinding of 62

Stock for milling cutters, cutting off 199

Stock removed from Marmon crankshaft 31

Straight holes in ball races, importance of . . . . 139

Straightening Marmon crankshafts 33

Studs, crankshaft bearing, Marmon, grinding of .................. 22

Subpress, grinding of 211

Subpress punch, grinding of 211

Subpress, three-stage progressive 209

Subpress, working speed of 209

Supercalender rolls 180

Surface grinding sides of cam rolls 8

Surface grinding of small brass parts .162, 163

Surface grinding, locating ball races for 137

Surface grinding of offset work 56

Surface grinding operations at Cleveland Tractor Co 123

Surface grinding of Packard cylinder blocks 51

Surface ground work, cleaning of i 138

Surfacing die sections 210

Surfacing die spacers 212

Surfacing sides of ball races 137, 142

System conveying at Ford plant , 100

Taper hole in roller bearing cups, grinding of 154

Taper on Packard axle drive shaft, grinding of 74

Taper on roller bearing cones, grinding of 152

Tappets, valve, fixture for grinding
"

7

Tappets, valve, Marmon, grinding of
'

'6

Teeth, milling cutter, cutting of 200, 206

Tempering milling cutters ......... 203

Test, running, on ball bearings 144

Testing assembled ball bearings 147

Testing bores with a dial gage .' . 59

Testing calender rolls 1 78

Testing milling cutters for hardness 203

Testing Packard cylinder bores 54

Testing roller bearing cones 153

Testing sizes of steel balls 137

Three stage progressive subpress 209

Throw-out bearing, clutch, Marmon, grinding of 25

Thread-grinding machine, Packard 69

Toggle, steering gear, Marmon, grinding of 27

Tops of pistons, Packard, grinding of 55
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Torque arms, rear axle, Packard, grinding of 61

Torque ball, Marmon, grinding of 26

Torque tube, Marmon, grinding of 11

Tractor, Cleveland, balancing of crankshafts 120

Tractor, Cleveland, finish grinding of crankpins 119

Tractor, Cleveland, grinding of cylinder head 124

Tractor, Cleveland, grinding of transmission case 126

Tractor, Cleveland, grinding of pump impeller 124

Tractor, Cleveland, rough grinding of crankpins 119

Tractor crankshaft, Cleveland, rough grinding of main bearings.. 117

Tractor parts, Cleveland, centerless grinding of 121

Tractor parts, Cleveland, disk grinding of 128

Transmission case, Cleveland tractor, grinding of 126

Transmission drive shaft housing, Packard, grinding of 77

Transmission drums, Ford, grinding of 109

Transmission gears, Marmon, grinding of 12, 28

Transmission shafts, Ford, facing ends of 112

Transmission shafts, Ford, grinding of Ill

Truck drive shafts, Ford, grinding of 114

Truscon Steel Co., grinding operations 209

Tube, cross, Packard, grinding of 72

Tube, pinion shaft, Chevrolet, grinding of 95

Tube, rear axle, Packard, grinding of 73

Tube, torque, Marmon, grinding of 11

Tubing, steel, polishing of 160

Turning and spacing Marmon crank cheeks 34

Valve rocker, fixture for locating 5

Valve rocker, Marmon, internal grinding of 5

Valve roller holder, Packard, grinding of 65

Valve rollers, Packard, grinding of 63

Valve stem, guide, Packard, grinding of 62

Valve tappet, fixture for grinding 7

Valve tappets, Marmon, grinding of 6

Valves, Packard, grinding of 54

Water connections, Chevrolet, disk grinding of 90

Water outlet flanges, Cleveland Tractor Co., grinding of 123

Water outlet flanges, fixture for grinding 123

Wear of calender rolls 175

Wear, automobile crankshafts, causes of 187

Wear, automobile cylinders, causes of 187

Wear, excessive, crankshaft, result of 190
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Wear in automobile cylinders, results of 189

Wear, wheel, ball grinding machine 134

Webs, crank, Packard, grinding of 47

Wheel axle nuts, facing of, Marmon 11

Wheel marks on ball races, lapping out 142

Wheel speeds for cylindrical grinding 164

Wheel wear, ball grinding machine, controlling of 134

Wheels, selection of for cutter sharpening 208

Women grinding operators 43

Work holding fixture for polishing 159

Worm steering gear, Packard, grinding of 69

Work, surface ground, cleaning of 138

Working speed of subpress 209
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